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Merchants
Prepare
For Sale
Murray merchants are preparing
for the annual sidewalk sale, scheduled for Friday and Saturday, Aug. 7
and 8.
The 1981 event is expected to attract
one of the largest crowds ever. A good
portion of this year's crowd is anticipated to come from outside of
Calloway County, Bill Teuton, executive director of the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Cornerce,said.
Most city stores, including the
downtown area and shopping centers,
will participate in the two-day
festivities.
The sale, originally sponsored by
the downtown merchants, began nine
years ago. The Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce took
over the sale in 1977 and expanded it
to include other local merchants.
During the sale, merchants attempt
to clear their stores of all summer
items with most prices below dealer
cost.
''Since many merchants have a
larger than usual inventory and are
needing to make room for fall and
winter merchandise, savings will be
better than ever," a spokesman for
the sale said.
Most of the merchandise in the sale
will be piled on tables and racks on the
sidewalk or in the streets in front of'
their stores.

By Legislative Group

Funding Plan
Investigated

MCMA WORKERS MEET — Out-of-town and local chairmen
for the upcoming Murray Civic Music were
recently given a morning coffee by Betty Lowry and Norrine Winter.
Left right (standing) are Kathryn Carman,
Murray, Betty Sowell and Dorothy Williams, Clinton, Norrine
Winter, Jacquie Farrell and Betty Lowry. Seated
are Mayfield drive chairmen Ruth Kelly and Georgia Morehea
d. This year's drive will kick off with a volunteer
worker reception Aug. 30
Photo Bs, Bill Parsons

Will End Summer School Term

MSU Commencement Slated
Commencement exercises at Murray State University at 2 p.m. Friday,
Aug. 7, in Lovett Auditorium will
mark the end of the summer school
term on campus.

Father Mattingly To Be
Honored At Reception

-

—

The Rev. Martin J. Mattingly,
pastor of St. Leo's Catholic Church for
the past 20 years, will be honored at a
reception on Sunday afternoon, Aug.
9.
An invitation is extended to all
parishioners, clergy, friends and
members of the Murray State University community to attend his farewell
gathering from 2 p.m. to 4 in the St.
Leo's Parish Center, 12th and Payne
Streets.
Father Mattingly will move to
Hopkinsville Where he will serve as
pastor of the Sts. Peter and Paul
Church. His mother, Meme Mattingly, will accompany him.
Ordained as a priest 31 years ago,
Father Mattingly served in Hickman,
Hawesville and Brown's Valley prior
to coming to St. Leo's on Aug. 24, 1961.
He has held all offices in the
ministerial association and presently
serves as treasurer. Father Mattingly
also served the United Campus
Ministry for eight years and helped
establish the LBL ministry 15 years
ago, being a charter member of its coordinating council.
For 18 years, Father Mattingly has
been a member of the Campus
Chaplin's Association and has been
chaplain of the Catholic students since
coming to Murray.
•

Dr. Roy P. Peterson, deputy ex- names three as-summa cum laude
t.cutive director of the Kentucky (overall standing of 3.8 or higher of a
Council on Higher Education, will ad- posible 4.00), six as magna cum laude
dress the summer graduating class of (overall standing of 3.6 to 3.79). and 22
397. He joined the Council in 1980 after as cum laude (overall standing of 3.3
five years with the Illinois Board of to 3.59).
- .
Higher Education.
Academic stanaing Of honor
Representing 20 states and three students reflect their Standings
foreign countries, candidates for through the spring semester.
degrees in the summer class include
Gregory D. Puritt, Clinton, is the
179 for bachelor's degrees, 197 for top graduate in the summer class with
master's degrees, 7 for specialist a 3.89 grade point average, followed
degrees and 14 for associate degrees.
closely by Nancy Suzanne Waters,
Degrees will be conferred by. Dr. Camden, Tenn., at 3.87 and Jerry
Constantine W. Curris, university Daniel Minuth, at 3.86.
president, with Dr. Richard Rutw ell,
cla cum laude graduates are:
vice president for academic pro- Clyde J. Beggs, Carrollton; Tamara
grams, presiding.
G. Edwards, Bardwell; Jayne
The list of honor graduates in the
See MSC,
summer graduating class includes 31
Page 16-A, Column 5

By The Associated Press
A legislative committee has begun
an investigation into a controversial
plan to fund a golf course at Murray
State University with profits from the
school's bookstore.
In a copyright story in Monday's
edition, the Paducah Sun reported the
Murray State University Foundation
plans to borrow about ;500,000 to help
pay for the golf course and most of the
loan would be repaid with bookstore
profits.
The Sun quoted an anonymous
source who said he has seen the funding proposal but did not have a copy.
Construction of the ;720,000 golf
course and funding for it has brought
criticism from members of the
General Assembly and the state Council on Higher Education.
Rep. Carl Nett, D-Louisville, chairman of a subcommittee of the
legislature, told \'the newspaper
legislative staff members have

-

Your baby may be the winner of the
second annual Xi Alpha Phi chapter Cl
the Beta Sigma Phi 1981 Baby Contest, scheduled to begin Friday,
Aug.7.
Children up to 36 months are eligible. Proceeds will go to the TIKIMAST emergency helicopter service.
The contest will be divided into
three age groups due to the excellent
response from last year's event.
Judges will Denise Gibbs, Miss Kentucky 1981, and Carol Spann, 1981
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair
Queen.
Applications will be available in the
TV Week supplement of the Murray
Ledger & Times, Murray area mer-

chants and on flyers to be distributed
throughout Calloway County. -All entrance forms should be accompanied by a recent photo, name
and address of the baby and parents,
telephone number and birthdate of the
baby.
Applications should be mailed to the
Beta Sigma Phi Baby Contest, 522 S.
7th St., Murray, Ky., 42071. Deadline
is Sept. 18 and judging will take place
Sept. 23.
TIKI-MAST is a non-profit
helicopter emergency service designed for Tennessee, Illinois, Kentucky
and Indiana. TIKI-MAST recently has
experienced difficulty in obtaining
funds to continue its service.

By H.JOSEF HEBERT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Reagan administration said today it is
firing illegally striking air traffic controllers who defied President
Reagan's work-or-be-fired order.
The early indications were that
many of the 13,000 strikers stayed off
their jobs a third straight day despite
the ultimatum.

The administration said its resolve
was unbending, but it did make one
change to accommodate day-shift
controllers confused as to when they
had to report to avoid dismissal.
Controllers whOse shifts started
before the 11 a.m. EDT deadline were
told they had until their normal starting time Thursday.
See CONTROLLERS,
Page 16-A. Column 6

Local Youngsters Attend
Salvation Army Camp
Administration To Fire
Striking Air Controllers

Rev. Martin J. Mattingly
Currently, he is chaplain for the
Knights of Columbus and the Newman
Club; spiritual director for the St.
Leo's Women's Guild; and executive
priest for the Marriage Encounter
movement in west Kentucky.
On Saturday evenings, Father Mattingly celebrates mass at the Bee Springs Resort during the tourist season.
A distance runner and winner of
several awards, Father Mattingly is
vice president and treasurer of the
Murray Marathoners.

to spoil.
Persons who have produce to contribute to the program may bring it to
St. John's, located at Main and
Broach streets, which is also.the location of the Senior Citizens' office.
"We would prefer to have the produce delivered to St. John's before
noon but it will be accepted at any
time during the day. Distribution of
the food will be co-ordinated by
volunteers from St. John's and the
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already begun gathering information
on the university foundation.
"This investigation was begun
because of the golf course at Murray
State," Nett said, "but it will encompass foundations of all of the statesupported universities."
The Murray Foundation is building
the 18-hole course on 173 acres of land
donated to the university by L.D.
Miller of Murray.
Foundation officials say they are
not obligated to reveal financial dealings because it is a private corporation. The Sun reported, however, that
most of the foundation's money comes
from university sources and some of
its expenses are paid with tax dollars.
Since 1979, profits from the
bookstore have gone to the foundation. The university owns the inventory and receives about ;15,000 annually in rental payments from the
See FUNDING,
Page 16-A, Column 7

Beta Sigrng Phi Chapter
To Hold Baby Contest

Five local youngsters recently completed five fun-filled days at the
Salvation Army Camp Paradise
Valley near Burkesville on Dale
Hollow Lake near the KentuckyTennessee border.
Each summer youngsters from all
over Kentucky and Tennessee are
able to attend the camp which is
operated by the Salvation Army including Service Units such as the one
in this community.
The Service Unit, which has been
operating in this community for the
past five years, not only helps to send
young people to camp but also assists
in meeting emergency needs of persons in the community, these being
made possible by local financial support. Members of the Service Unit

Committee are Euple Ward,chairperson, Groover Parker, Jo Burkeen,
Wilma Billington, Jay Brigham, and
Bonnie Ashby.
In addition to camp and help with
emergency needs, services available
through the Salvation Army include
the Missing Persons and Correctional
Services Bureau, Adult Rehabilitation
Centers, Emergency Disaster Services, and Maternity Home Services.
Donations may be mailed or taken
to the Bank of Murray. For further information you may contact Bonnie
Ashby at 753-5362.

Stacey
Mobley
Crowned

Garden Cleaning Is Planned
A garden cleaning operation is being sponsored by St. John's Episcopal
Church and the Murray-Calloway
Senior Citizens Office.
The goal is to collect excess garden
vegetables and fruit from local home
gardens and distribute it to the elderly
and/or needy in the Murray-Calloway
area. Solicitations of edible fresh produce from home gardeners are being
made in hopes of utilizing food that
might otherwise be wasted or allowed

1 AN
ALL •„-KENTUCKY

cloudiness

Variable cloudiness tonight and
Two Sections-26 Pages
Thursday with a good chance of
Aces
2-A
thunderstorms. Lows tonight in
Church Directory
16-A
the low 70s and highs Thursday in
Classifieds
8-B,9-B
the mid and upper 80s.
Comics
8-B
Crosswords
'Extended Forecast
8-B "
Dear Abby
13-A —Dry on Thursday and a chance
Deaths & Funerals
of thunderstorms Friday and
16-A
Dr. Lamb
Saturday Warm through the
3-A
Horoscope
period with highs mostly in the
13-A
Local Scene
70s and lows mostly in the 50s.
2-A,3-A
Opinion Page
4-A
Lake Levels
Sports
10-A, 11-A
Lake Barkley
357.29
Kentucky Lake
'357.39

Senior Citizens staff," according to
Inez Gibbs,chairman.
"We would like to emphasize that
gardeners need not have large
amounts of vegetables in order to
make a worthwhile contribution. Any
amount will be greatly appreciated,"
Ms. Gibbs added.
For further information call the
Senior Citizens office at 753-0929 or Inez Gibbs at 753-1858 or St. John's at
753-6908.

Parks Board Dinner
Meeting Scheduled
The annual dinner meeting of the
Murray-Calloway County Parks
Board has been set for 6:30 p.m. Sunday, Aug. 9.
The meeting will be held at the park
pool complex, according to parks
'director Gary Hohrnan

Fiscal Court To Hold
Special Meeting
A special meeting has been set by
the Calloway County Fiscal Court for
9 a.m. Thursday. Aug.6.
The meeting will be held in the courthouse office of County Judge/Executive Robert 0. Miller.

Stacey Lynn Mobley

Former Murray resident Stacey
Lynn Mobley, 17, was crowned Miss
Kentucky in the Teenworld Pageant
at the Hyatt Regency, Louisville,
Saturday night.
A resident of Murray until two
years ago. Mobley currently is a
senior at Daviess County High School,
Owensboro, where she is enrolled in a
college prep curriculum.
A total of 45 contestants throughout
• the state competed for the title. As
winner, Mobley received $7,000 in
scholarships.
Mobley will attend the national
comktition, scheduled for Dec. 28Jan. 1 in the Omni in Atlanta.
The national winner will receive
815,000 in scheiarstups.
In addition to winning the Miss Kentucky title, she was first runner-up in
talent divisiaii_playiag a guitar god singing one of her own compositions, received the most photogenic
trophy and won first place for the best
thank you letter to her sponsor.
Mobley plans to enter pre-law after
completing high school. She is the
daughter of Bob arid Pat Mobley of
•.
Owensboro.
Gina -Lynn Shipley of Murray also
competed in the contest.
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Darnell-Cook Vows
To Be Saturday
The wedding of Miss
Dedarah Faye Darnell,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Darnell of Farm• ington Route 1, to Charles
Bradford Cook, son of Mr.
Mrs. L. D. Cook, Jr., of
.and
ft,. Hazel Route 1, will be solemnized on Saturday, Aug. 8, at
the Murray Woman's Club
House.
John Dale will officiate at
the ceremony to be read at
6:30 p.m. The music will be
by Mrs. Olivene Erwin, aunt
of the groom-elect, and Miss
Angela Manning, pianists,
and Misses Lisa and Gina
Hoke, vocalists.
Miss Rhonda Darnell,
sister of the bride-elect, will
be the maid of honor. The
bridesmaids will be Lavona
Darnell, Ginger Compton,

Celisa Cunningham, and
Mary Moore Nesbitt. Jane
Anne Cook will be the junior
bridesmaids.
The flower girls will be
Kristi Hargis and Leah
Darnell.
Dickie Nesbitt will serve
as best man. Groomsmen
will be Shea Sykes, Monty
Wilson, Roger Johnson, and
Larry Darnell. Alan Miller
will be the junior
groomsman.
The ushers will be Johnny
Stockdale, Graves Burkeen,
Mike Rogers, and Randy
McCallon.
Lori Glover will keep the
register.
A reception will follow the
ceremony at the club house.
All friends and relatives
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

Community Events Listed
Friday, Aug. 7
Hazel and Douglas Centers
Flint Baptist Church mis- will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
sion groups are scheduled to p.m. for activities by the
meet at 7 p.m. at the church. Senior Citizens with lunch at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Mission groups of Cherry Douglas at 12 noon.
Corner Baptist Church are
scheduled to meet at 7:30
Murray Band Boosters
p.m. at the church.
will have its annual sale of
barbecue, chips, cookies,
Thursday, Aug.I
brownies, and drinks at the
Murray Women of the sidewalk sale in downtown
at
Moose will meet at 8 p.m.
Murray.
the Lodge Hall, North 16th
--Street.
Mothers Morning Out will
be held at 9 a.m. at the First
Ellis Center will be open Christian Church.
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for activities by the Murray Senior
Citizens with lunch at 12
noon.
Wednesday, Aug.5

Tuesday, Aug.4
Tuesday, Aug.4
Bethel United Methodist
Blood River Associational
Youth Rally featuring Son Church Women will meet at
Celebration Team and Mur- 7 p.m. at the church.
ray State University Basketball Player Walt Davis will
Murray Assembly No. 19
be at 7 p.m. at the First Bap- Order of the Rainbow for
tist Church.
Girls will meet at 7 p.m. at
the lodge hall.
Benefit rummage sale for
the hospital bill of Larry
Murray TOPS (take off
Butler will be held from 6 pounds sensibly) Club will
a.m. to 5 p.m. at the meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
American Legion Hall.
Center, North Seventh and
Olive Streets.
Murray Marathoners will
Group D of Beginning
have a Fun-Run starting at
the Calloway County High Ladies Tennis of the Murray
Country Club will play from
School Track at 6:30 p.m.
6 to 8 p.m. at the club.
Alcoholics Anonymous will
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m. at the west meet at 6:30 p.m. For inforKnights of Columbus will
end of the Livestock and Ex- mation call 759-1087 or 435- meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
position Center.
4385.
Parish Center of St. Leo's
Catholic Church.

Cassity-Youngblood
Wedding Is Saturday

THE ACES'IRA

G. CORN, JR.

NORTH
•A J 9
•J 10 9 2
*J 4 3
Q 98

"Bear the ills you have,
lest worse befall you." —
Phaedrus.

8-5-A

Friday, Aug. 7
Friday, Aug. 7
• Anything Goes" will be
Club Membership Social
presented by the Community
Twilight Golf are
and
Theatre at 8 p.m. at the old
at 5:30 p.m. at the
scheduled
freight depot of the MurrayClub.
Country
Murray
Calloway County Park.
Memorial Baptist Church
Puppeteers will present a
program at the amphitheatre at Piney Campground in the Land
Between the Lakes at 8:30
p.m.

12th Annual Gala Douglass
Homecoming will start with
a picnic at the MurrayCalloway County Park from
4 to 8 p.m.

Murray State University
Second night of Mixed TenCommencement
Summer
nis Tournament will start at
will be held at 2
Exercises
6 p.m. at the Murray Counp.m. at Lovett Auditorium.
try Club.

Layaway Sale

Ski Jackets

Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Douglas at 12 noon.

EAST
WEST
Junior Golf Tournament of
East didn't particularly
4108
753
The Rev. Dr. Walter E. want to tell West that he •
Country Club will
Murray
5
8
Q
•
•K 7 6
Mischke, Jr., and., the Rev. wanted her to continue with •A K 9 7 6
•8 5 2
start at 9 a.m. at the club.
4 10 7 6 3 2
James Tharp will officiate at diamonds. But he wanted a •K 5
SOUTH
the double ring ceremony to switch less. And that's what
Mixed Tennis Tournament
•K Q 6 4 2
be read at 7:30 p.m. A pro- got the ball rolling for a
will start at 6 p.m. at the
A43
East
play_
gram of nuptial music will cute defensive
41 Q 10
Murray Country Club with
West were Bob and
•A J 4
be presented by Mrs. Bea and Teel of Rockford, AL
Jim and Sandy Brannon in
Jane
Farrell, organist, and Bryan and the hand was played in
charge. The entry fee will be
VulnerabLe Both Dealer
Fite, soloist.
$2.50 per person and names
the finals of the Grand South The bidding
The guests will be greeted National Pairs Championof couples will be drawn
North East
West
South
by Mrs. Stanley Suggs and ship.
prior to starting of play.
Pass
Dbl
25
14
The final contract was as 211
All
Mrs. Greg Mansfield.
4(1,
Pass
bidding.
the
as
,
pas,
Miss Cassity will be given unusual
"Anything Goes" will be
North's double was negative
7:20,9:30
in marriage by her father. promising unbid suits and
presented by the Community
Diamond
lead
Opening
0,0 wory 0.0 mon rho
She has chosen Mrs. Nora South decided to bid a three king
Theatre at 8 p.m. at the old
0
.0001.0 .0 0800 .1,
.000.010
Barrett, cousin of the bride- carder. Ergo, four hearts
freight depot at the MurrayOnel
elect, as her matron of instead of the more normal eight would force the ace Calloway County Parik.
NIL MURRAY
honor. Miss Diane Mc- game in spades.
and East's trump queen
STRIPES •••
West led the diamond
would score the setting
Cuiston and Miss Emily
1111..‘
Junior Golf will be held at
and East signalled trick.
Youngblood, sister of the king
•
Oaks Country Club at 9
2-the
Central C ti • 753 3314
his
w.ith
A good score for the Teels
be encouragement
groom -elect, will
eight. East reasoned that it and a dramatic defense. At a.m.
Piro Thar. 8/6
bridesmaids. Megan Thomp- probably would be less damspades, declarer can always
7:05, 9:15
son,cousin of the bride-elect, aging to ask for a diamond
make 10 tricks since East
Interfaith Witness Conthan
rather
girl.
continuation
'Will be the flower
cannot get on lead to lead a
ference will be held at 7 p.m.
Best man for- ---Mr';—-suggest a switch to some club.
at the First Baptist Church.
Youngblood will be Stanley other suit.
West continued with the
Corn
Bid
with
be
will
Groomsmen
Suggs.
ace and another diamond
Glenn Leckie and Steve Sas- and dummy's jack won. The South holds 8-5-B
Legion of Mary meeting
seen. Ushers will be David heart jack was passed to
will be held at 10:40 a.m. at
46 10 8
Jackson, Ferrell Wayne Cox, West and now it looked like
the rectory of St. Leo's
Q8 5
Youngblood, curtains. Another finesse
Harmon
and
II
Catholic Church.
2
5
8
7:00,9:15
cousins of the groom-elect, would pick up the trumps
•107 6 32
The Osiris Imo IN Ur
get
would
the
defense
and
Wine aulowara
and Rolla Queen, cousin of only one heart and two
00,01RiSON FOAD
the bride-elect. Jason diamonds.
North South
/ORS
Youngblood, cousin of the
However, thanks to the 2 NT
OF nez
ring
the
LOST ARK
be
groom-elect, will
early diamond plays, West
was able to exit with a
bearer.
ANSWER: Pass. Game
Following the ceremony fourth diamord and South
might make but is not the
with
ruffed
he
If
stuck.
was
in
held
be
will
the reception
Ian Thar. 8/13
favorite. Pass and hope for
disEast
would
10,
dummy's
the social hall of the church. card and later claim a
7:15,9:30
a plus score.
--All friends and relatives trump trick with his Q-8
she Is 11. Mtail
Send bridge questions to The Aces.
are invited to attend the wed- over dummy's 9-2. And if
Kesenue
Dallas. Texas 75225,
12363,
Box
P0
markla Irwin
declarer refused to ruff in
ding and the reception.
with selraddressed. stamped envelope
rileasiote
dummy, then East's trump for reply
/P
'
Lull
prom Owls/ "

Miss Norita Ann Cassity,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Cassity, Jr., of Murray Route 3, and Marvin
Kent Youngblood, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Leon Youngblood
of Mayfield, have completed
plans for their wedding on
Saturday, Aug.8, at the First
United Methodist Church.
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IRVIN BOY
Christopher Benjamin is
the name chosen by Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmie Dale Irvin, 949
South Fifth Street, Mayfield,
for their baby boy born on
Sunday, July 26, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Treva Irvin of Lynnville and
Mrs. Lavada Carter of Lake
Worth.Fla.

PADUCAH PATIENT
-ftnetrWillianza of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital,Paducah.

The Catch
7OfThe Week Is

Friday Night
At
, Dakota Feed & Grain
Enjoy The Finest Seafood
In The Area
Alaskm
Guff Red Snapper
King Crab
$6.95
$8.95
Breaded Oysters
Clam Strips
$4.75

SCB1101:15 $6.25

Of Interest To

Senior Citizens)

Van Schedule, Senior
Citizens Is Released
Starting Tuesday, Aug. 11, the Senior Citizens van
schedule will be changed. The van will provide
transportation for Senior Citizens (60 and over) to the
Ellis Center activities and meals on Tuesday and
Thursday. Persons should call 753-0929 between 8:30 and 9
a.m.
Transportation for shopping, beauty shop, and doctor's
appointments will be on the second and fourth Friday of
each month, Aug. 14 and 28, between the hours of 9:30 a.m.
and 3 p.m. Persons should call 753-0929 by 9:15 a.m. for
morning shopping to the Northside and town, and by 11:30
a.m.for the afternoon shopping to the Southside of town.
Senior citizens are asked to not call for transportation to
the doctor's office or beauty shop, etc., on Tuesday and
Thursday. Persons may call the Transit System, 753-9725,
for additional transportation.

COLOR..
DIAMONDS.

WE

BUY
BUY
UY

$4.50
Flounder $6.25

5tArt With Qui

Oyster
Bar

Peel'n Eat
Shrimp

Doz.$1.50
Bakers Dozen $3.00

'A Lb. $2.75
% lb. S4.95
1 Lb.$9.25

We are not "Fly-By-Nighters'
)
ANY GOtD STAMPED
in town overnight to tab
only
221
10i-141-191MIACEIPS CHAINS 040a1.110W
your money. We've been truste
POCIIIT W11000IS MOM GO1D
in Paducah for 69 years.
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CASH
NOW!
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Minnens has the practical approach to fall.
Warm, lightweight and washable Ski Jackets...
Fashion Ski Jackets with zip-off sleeves.
Bold multi-color stripes, quilted and hooded.
Juniors and Misses. Orig. s29 to 145
Buy Now or Layaway til November 1st.
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Miss Jacalyn Terese Ross Is Wed
To Mr. Abott In Church Ceremony

I

Miss Jacalyn Terese Ross,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Ross of Murray, was
married to William Jackson
Abott, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jacob Abbott of Manchester,
N. H., on Friday, June 19, in
a candlelight ceremony at
the Sugar Creek Baptist
Church with the Rev. Gerald r•••
Owens and the Rev. Jerry
Riney officiating.
Carroll,
Mrs. Cindy
pianist, and Allen Wright,
guitarist, presented the nuptial music.
The double ring ceremony
was performed before an
altar decorated with a 15branched candelabrum in
the center and two 15 spiral
candelabra extending on
either side along with the
unity candle. On the either
side of the altar were large
baskets of white, yellow, and
pink gladioli. White pew
markers and ivy decorated
the pews.
Ms. Mary Abbott of
California, sister of the
groom, kept the register.
Ashley Ross of Murray,
nephew of the bride,
distributed the wedding
scrolls. The wedding was
directed by Mrs. Vicky
Oliver of Murray.
The Bride
The bride was escorted to
the altar by her father and
given in marriage by her
parents. She wore a traditionally styled formal gown
of white jersey and chiffon.
The victorian influenced six silk white cymbidium orbodice was enhanced by a chids, stephanotis, and ivy
deep ruffled flounce of with long white satin ribwedgewood lace applied bons. She presented her
with venise scallops mother a white rose as she
centered with a cameo approached the altar and her
medallion outlining a wide v- new mother-in-law a white
yoke of sheer fabric. Pearled rose as she left the altar.
Her attendants were Mrs.
venise lace graced the high
Jones, Murray, her
Paulette
full
the
cuffed
and
collar
rise
matron of honor,
as
bishop sleeves. Scalloped sister,
Donna Darling,
Ms.
and
natural
the
venise encircled
waistline and bordered the Murray,as bridesmaids.
They wore floor length
sunburst pleated overlay of
of seamist green
dresses
softly
the
forming
jersey
Oared skirt. Wedgewood designed with pleated skirts
lace finished the hemline attached to lace bodies. They
and swept to a chapel length wore white lace gloves,
combs of stephanotis in their
•train.
The brig wore a Juliet hair and carried white lace
mantilla of silk illusion edg- fans with one cymbidium ored with scalloped venise lace chid and stephanotis attachflowing from a matching ed.
Carrie Bell of Murray was
lace crown. Her only jewelry
were her pearl earrings, the flower girl. She wore a
floor length dress of white
given to her by her parents.
She carried a cascade of eyelet with seamist green

Needs help for ringing ears
Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB — The
ringing in my ears is about
to drive me crazy My doctor keeps telling me it is
high blood pressure but my
pressure is only 120 over 70
Do you have any suggestions?
DEAR READER -- If
what you have told me about
your doctor's recommendation is accurate. I would suggest you see another doctor.
Ask him to refer you to a
specialist in ear, nose and
throat problems You may
not have one in a small
community. And not all ear.
nose and throat specialists
are equipped to provide tinnitus maskers if you need
one.
There are many causes
for tinnitus, or ringing in the
ears, and high blood pressure can be one cause. It can
also be caused by wax in the
ears. Unfortunately, that is
not a frequent cause; such
cases can be easily cured by
removing the wax.
Ringing in the ears can
also be caused by a variety
of medicines, including too
much aspirin.
Some hearing defects will
cause ringing in the ears.

$1"
With Garlic Bread
Salad 40' Extra
69( Special For Kithj

Inside Dining Onlv

Free Refills On Onnk.

Wednesday 4-10 P.M.
1t 11.411.- I $$r I Iii It

DEAR DR. LAMB — I'm
a 38-year-old male who jogs
and exercises regularly. My
doctor tells me I'm an excitable person and a worrier.
At times I hear a very loud
heartbeat in my chest. It is
not irregular or rapid. It
scares me. I'd appreciate
your comment. My doctor
also says I am experiencing
something similar to a
midlife crisis What does
that mean?
DEAR READER -- Evidently your doctor thinks
you are having some anxiety. Being reassured that you
do not have heart disease
should help alleviate your
anxiety to some extent. Your
ability to exercise should
also be reassuring. Incidentally, sensible exercise is a
good antidote to anxiety. A
good walk or jog does wonders for some people.
I'm not so impressed with
the term "midlife crisis." A
person can get anxious or
even depressed at any age.

tions.
The, serving table and gift
table were accented with
flower arrangements consisting of blue carnations
and white daisies flanked by
a pair of blue candles. The
appointments were of
crystal and pewter.
Presiding at the serving
table were the hostesses.
Guests were served a variety of hors d'oeuvres along
with punch.
Several guests attended
The honoree and her
shower and others sent
the
cormother were presented
sages of double white carna- gifts.

ribbon attached at the waist
and hem of the skirt. She
wore stephanotis in her hair
and carried a white basket of
pink rose petals.
..,,.The Groom
The groom and his attenfountain. The punch tvas
dants wore single button
served from a silver punch
grey tuxedoes with grey
bowl along with mints and
stripe ascots. Their boutonnuts.
nieres were stephanotis with
On the groom's table was a
the groom's having baby's
chocolate cake along with
breath.
finger sandwiches.
Best man for the groom
Serving the guests were
ManAbbott,
was Arthur
Joan Adams, Mrs.
Ms.
chester, N. H., his brother.
Hale, Prits. Rhonda
Bonita
Don
The groomsman was
Darlene Coffey,
Mrs.
Jones,
Faughn of Murray. The
Nance.
Sheila
Mrs.
and
ushers were Tom_Hoben of
Allan Wright, guitarist,
George
and
Ariz.,
Phoenix,
presented music.
Oliver of Murray.
Following a wedding trip
The ringbearer was
the Bahama Islands, the
to
Zachary Ross, nephew of the
Mr. and Mrs. Abott are
new
bride. He wore a white short
in Murray where
residing
suit with a white ruffled shirt
is a teacher at the
bride
the
and seamist green ribbon as
County Middle
Calloway
his tie. His boutonniere was
the groom is vice
and
School
of stephanotis. He carried a
president of production and
white satin pillow.
at Don Faughn Entertraffic
The bride's mother wore a
prises.
street length pink quiana
Out of town guests includknit dress. Mrs. Abbott,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard
ed
mother of the groom, was atJanette Flowers, Ed
Sims,
tired in a street length dress
Mary Abbott, ArTrepper,
of navy and white print.
Ellen Abbott,
Abbott,
thur
Their corsages were of white
Abbott, Mr. and Mrs.
Jane
cyrnbidium orchids.
Abbott, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Ruby Harris and Jacob
Mr. and Mrs.
Thornton,
John
Mrs. Eula Ross, grandMr. and Mrs.
Hoben,
Tom
mothers, were presented
Ray Coffey, Mr. and Mrs.
corsages of white carnaHoward Ross, Beth King,
tions.
Molly Quertermous, and
Reception
Jerry Pierce.
Following the ceremony a
Rehearsal Dinner
reception was held at the
rehearsal dinner was
The
Club
Woman's
Murray
the home of Mr. and
at
held
House.
Ross, brother
Ronnie
Mrs.
was
The bride's table
of the
covered with a white net and sister-in-law
for 35
set
were
Places
bride.
cloth centered with two
couple
bridal
The
guests.
The
a.
candelabr
silver
presented gifts to members
of the bridal party.

SALE
20% OFF
All Fall & Back To School Fashions
Including All Designer Lines & Groups
(Sorry This Sale Excludes Accessories & Cosmetics)
Use Our Layaway—

Events
Bridal events held in honor
of the bride were as follows:
A miscellaneous shower
given by Mrs. Bonita Hale,
Mrs. Darlene Coffey, Ms.
Donna Darling, and Mrs.
Judy Scruggs at the Community Room of the North
Branch of the Peoples Bank.
An afternoon tea given by
Mrs. Mary Harris, Mrs.
Glenna Harris, and Mrs.
Sheila Nance at the home of
Mrs. Mary Harris.
A miscellaneous shower
held at the home of Mrs.
Becky Miller given by Mrs.
Miller, Mrs. Patricia
Lassiter, and Mrs. Elizabeth
Douglas.
A surprise shower given
by Mrs. Rita Smith and Mrs.
Vicky Oliver at the Smith
home.

DOWNTOWN
For Information
Regarding ,

CHESTNUt

(Permanent
Removal of Hair
Call

7534856

Lathes
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CnF
play on Friday,
w
Aug. 7, at 9:30 a.m. at the
club.
The lineup is as follows:
Court One — Andrea

Hogancamp, Rainey Apperson, Lois Keller, and Carol
Boaz.
Court Two — Jana
Hughes, Emmy Edwards,
Patsy Oakley, and Jeanetta
Williams.
Court Three — Peggy Billington, Patsy Miller,
Georgianna Moffitt, and

guest.

0
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9
9
9

9

4
9
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USE OUR LAYAWAY -

COMPLETE FAMILY DEP'T STORE

jEBAasNicsLEVI'S
Men's
JEANSVVEAR

Straight Leg
Boot Cut
SIZES 28 thru 42

LADIES' JEANS
•Plow boy
*California Straight
*Super Straight

Special

14•88

JR. SIZES 3 to 15,.
REG. 26.99
& 27.99

19.99

JEANSVVEAR

•

Boy's
Saddleman

Week-end Only!

BOOT
JEANS
Shelty Type

Rinsed Blue Denim
Regular and Slim

SWEATERS

SIZES
4 to 7
SIZES
8 to 14
Student Cut
26 thru 30

in Junior Sizes

S-M-L
Ladies' Levi

LEATHER
BELTS
.
$3

REG.
'6 8

Boy's Reg. '4.

Leather BELTS

V-Neck & Crew Neck

Sizes 22 28
.
$2

Special

12.99 ;18.99

I

14•99
I 6.99

Ladies Short IL Long Sleeve

PLAID BLOUSES
10.99 to 12 99
"Converse" All-Stars
TENNIS OXFORDS
Men's Sizes
7',2 to 12

3.88

Week-end Only
ToM

TUBE SOCKS
Bikini & Hip-hugger Panties
Values to 1.29

2/1.50

pkg. of _6 prs.

LERM NS

Men's. . .S5.
Boy's. • S4•

COMPLETE FAMILY DEP-T. STORE

•

r.

Tennis Group A
of other diea:yTenP:rao.unpsA F

Call 492-8936
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enough to accomplish them
helps a great deal.

Baton Lessons
Starting Aug. 24th
in
Murray and Benton
For Pre-Registration

ERMANS

Rctrely$is
THE

It is true that people often
have a variety of stresses at
midlife, including concern
about their health The latter is a good sign if used constructively to improve one's
life style_ Developing new
goals, along with the realization that you are still young

Kim Dodd's
School Of Twirl

Miss Kathy Doyle, brideelect of Robert Grzech, was
honored at a bridal shower
held on Saturday, July 18, at
the Parish Center of St.
Leo's Catholic Church with
Miss Pat Bailey, Mrs. Dale
bride's bouquet was used as Chadwick, and Miss Patty
a centerpiece.
Doyle as hostesses.
The three tiered wedding
Special guests were Mrs.
colcake was of Grecian
Clyde Doyle, mother of the
umns and a pair of doves honoree, and Miss Kim
atop the third tier. At the Grzech of Brookfield, Conn.,
base of the cake was a green sister of the groom-elect.

PRE-FALL

Ihe

good complete examination,
which often includes a battery of hearing tests from an
audiologist. The annoying
sound should be regarded as
a symptom. the next step is
to find out what is causing it
before treatment is begun

Parish Center Scene Of
Shower For Kathy Doyle

Mr. and Mrs. William Jackson Abbott

Italian Spaghetti
Special

The person may not be
aware that a hearing defect
is present. In such cases a
properly fitted hearing aid
to amplify the frequencies
that are affected may
improve hearing. As the
hearing is improved so you
hear more background
sounds of ordinary living,
the ringing in the ears is
masked or blotted out to the
level you no longer hear it.
As The Health Letter
number 12-10, Help for Tinnitus — Noise or Ringing in
the Ear, which I am sending
you explains, some people
can be helped with a tinnitus
masker- This device provides constant sound to your
ear that masks the annoying
sound so you don't hear it. It
really competes with the tinnitus that you describe as
"driving you crazy."
Others who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me. in care of this newspaper. P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
I don't think anyone can
hope to solve the ringing in
the ear problem without a

.44
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REJELT"NE FRUIT
FRIA ChIciNA!

Editorial

MANCINI!

Ghoulish Diplomacy
When the government of Viet- knows nothing of these men are
nam released the remains of not to be trusted.
Navy Cmdr. Ronald W. Dodge, Indeed, the Department of
Air Force Capt. Richard H. Van Defense has acknowledged that
Dyke, and Navy Lt. Stephen 0. it has compelling evidence that
Musselman, it confirmed what a Hanoi is concealing information
lot of Americans have long sus- on the fate of at least 157 other
pected: That Hanoi has been servicemen. And then there is
lying for years on the POW-MIA the sworn testimony of a Vietissue.
namese refugee who told a conCmdr. Dodge was shot down gressional committee recently
over North Vietnam on May 17, that he helped process the re1967. His wingman received a mains of 400 Americans for burradio message from the,Oowned ial in Hanoi.
pilot saying that he would de- Even discounting the reports
stroy his radio and make for a of other refugees who claim to
nearby hill. Four months later, have seen American prisoners
By GEORGE W.HACKETT
a photograph showing Cmdr. alive in North Vietnam as late
Associated Press Writer
Dodge being paraded down a as 1979, it is apparent that the LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1AP I city street by North Vietnamese POW-MIA issue is far from re- Answering his critics, state school
Superintendent Raymond Barber
soldiers appeared on the cover solved.
says education wasn't hit as hard as
of Paris Match magazine.
The only logical explanation other branches of state government in
And yet, the North Viet- for Hanoi's deceit and cruelty is the latest round of budget cutting.
namese denied all knowledge of that the Vietnamese hope to "We have fought long and hard to
Cmdr. Dodge until his remains barter information and remains minimize the cuts for education, and
were released by officials in for the trade, aid and normaliza- as a result we took less than our
Hanoi on July 7. Not a word of tion of diplomatic relations they percentage share," Barber told the
explanation was offered on have been requesting since 1976. Kentucky Association of School AdTuesday.
when and how he died, or why The three bodies released this ministrators
Barber noted that while state funds
Hanoi had denied knowledge of month would seem to be a par- for education were cut 11.3 percent,
his existence for 14 long years. ticularly blatant hint that Hanoi Departmentof Commerce money was
Similarly, Capt. Van Dyke, could end the suffering of many reduced 45.9 percent and Area
who was shot down over North POW-MIA families if only Development Districts 51.7 percent.
Vietnam on Sept. 11, 1968, was Washington would "cooperate." "We are well aware that some of
never included on any POW lists There is only one word for you feel that education was cut too
not be aware of the
provided by Hanoi despite the this ghastly, ghoulish brand of severely.. You may
magnitude of the declining state
fact that - he survived long diplomacy, and the Word is revenues," he said.
enough to be confined for two blackmail. The only proper re"- Weeks in a cave with other cap- sponse should be an unequivocal Wetshington Totlav
tured American pilots.
declaration that the United
His fellow prisoners were States will never so much as dissubsequently told by their cuss the establishment of diploguards that Capt. Van Dyke had matic relations or the lifting of
died during surgery to amputate the U.S. trade embargo until
An AP News Analysis
his fractured leg. But the Viet- and unless the POW-MIA issue By CHRISTOPHER CONNELL
namese kept his body for the is resolved to Washington's satAssociated Press Writer
next 12 years, all the while de- isfaction.
WASHINGTON (AP - When
Education Secretary T.H. Bell read a
nying that he had ever been a
newspaper article quoting a suborprisoner or that they knew any- Successive American ad- dinate's
claim that he was Bell's
thing about him.
ministrations tried quiet diplo- special liaison officer for Christian
Lt. Musselman's plane was macy for the last eight years in fundamentalist schools, he was "apshow down over North Vietnam an effort to coax cooperation palled."
Sept. 10, 1972. He was seen to from Hanoi on the outstanding The job,says Bell, doesn't exist.
parachute from the stricken air- POW-MIA cases. That effort has The situation is touchy. Bell recentcraft and land safely in a rice yielded fewer than 80 bodies of ly hired a former Moral Majority
to a top department post and
paddy. But two days late, Hanoi the many hundreds that the leader
deflected his efforts to take charge of
newspapers carried a photo- Vietnamese almost certainly department relations with all private
graph of the crashed aircraft possess.
schools.
and a dead pilot identified as Lt. The time has come for the Any effort to establish a formal
Musselman.
United States government to relationship with the conservative
Once again, however, Hanoi publicly label Vietnam's con- Christian schools would anger ofofficials denied knowledge of his duct for the disgrace that it is, ficials from private schools that
.be excluded.
death or the whereabouts of his and to serve notice on Hanoi would
Bell said Bernard W. Hite, a-midremains.
that no ransom will ever be level political appointee, apparently
For the families of these paid.
"announced for himself he was the
three men, the years of agoniz- Only then will there be reason 'Christian school liaison officer' ... but
ing uncertainty and torment are to hope that the Vietnamese he hasn't been designated to function
over. But 2,494 other Americans might abandon this grisly game in that capacity."
remain unaccounted for in and, in doing so, grant a mea- The department does not have a
special representative for any
Southeast Asia. And it is now sure of peace to the POW-MIA denomination of schools. It does have
abundantly clear that Hanoi's families that have already suf- a vacant post of executive assistant to
repeated assurances that it fered so terribly.
the secretary for private schools,

Barber Discusses Cuts
He pointed out that corporate tax
collections are down $38 million below
project income; that sales tax
revenue is down $15 million per month; and that the severance tax fell $23
million during the coal strike.
"Some have said that I should have
resisted the governor more, particularly with regard to teachers'
salaries," Barber declared. He said,
however, that he was the "advocate of
boys and girls in the classrooms. They
shall always be number one with me."
Last week the Kentucky Education
Association, in calling for Barber's
resignation, said educators wanted a
superintendent who will be an advocate for teachers. The board also
claimed that Barber showed a lack of
strength in opposing reductions for
education.
Barber made no mention of the,
KEA in his speech. He also omitted'
the last few lines of his prepared text

Touchy Situation

which Bell said will be filled soon with
someone from the mainstream of
private education.
Hite, 35, refused in an interview to
NEW YORK AP)- Beware those through 1980.
discuss whether he had called himself
line graphs that show how your assets
"Results assume the hypothetical the department's "Christian school
would have soared in value had you investor attained the average perfor- liaison officer," as-Newhouse News
invested with a professional invest- mance of 35 growth-and-income funds Service reported.
ment group and benefitted from its in operation from 1956 through 1980,"
Hite is a $26,950-a-year staff assissagacious management.
tant to the Rev. Bob Billings, the
according to the institute's brochure.
Many such graphs tend to mislead.
"How have professional manage- former Mbrel Majority executive
Not all, but many. That might not be ment and clifersification worked in director whom Bell named in June to
the intention of the investment practice?" it asks before presenting direct the Education Department's 10
organizations that use these appine the graph showing the $10,000 had regional offices.
epictions, but distortion, often grown to $79,649 by Dec. 31, 1980.
Billings, a founder of some Chrismonumental to show the net effect.
But during that time,the measuring tian schools, was President Reagan's
They mislead because inflation is stick itself - the dollar - changed. It national campaign coordinator for
included, and often not a word said shrank to about 30 percent of its 1956 church groups lastyear.
about it. But because of inflation, value. In comparable dollars, the
Hite worked for the Reagan-Bush
those sturdy-looking peaks in value, $79,649 drops to around $24,000 - a campaign in Broward County, Fla.,
especially of late, are sometimes gain, but of a different order.
and worked on the inaugural commitsofter than lemon meringue.
Should the Investment Company In- tee. He taught at the Hollywood ChrisFor example, the Investment Com- stitute point this out? Should it tell inpany Institute, which represents the vestors that in terms of buying power ii/trray Ledger & Times
mutual fund industry, presents a per- they really would not have improved
USPS.3014 ;00
formance graph showing a line ascen- their position as much as they might Publisher
Walter. Apperson
ding from a $28,045 value in 1974 to think? Is it their duty?
R Gene MeCultheon
Editor
Times
is published
Ledger
&
Murray
The
$79,649 at the end of 1980.
In inflated dollars, remember, every
afternoon except Sundays. July 4,
In terms of current dollars, as the almost everyone can have more Christmas Day, New Years Day and Thanksgivinstitute says, that is what the invest- money in the future. More money but ing by Murray Newspape:s, Inc 103 N 4th St.,
42071 Sechnd ('lass Postage Paid at
ment is worth. But current dollars are perhaps less buying power, as Murray, Ky
Murray, Ky 42071
inflated dollars, which means the 1980 millions of Americans have exSUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
dollar is worth considerably less than perienced in the past decade or so of carriers, $3.25 per month, payable in advance
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Harthe 1974 dollar.
inflation.
din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington. Ky ,and
Tn $24 50 per
Since the end of 1974, for example,
Inflation-adjusted dollars just Paris. Buchanan and Puryear.
the consumer price index has risen haven't caught on. The Internal year By mail to other destinations. $39 SO per
year
more than 50 percentage points, mak- Revenue Service won't let you disMember of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
ing 1980 dollars worth about 65 per- count for inflation, although it means Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association
cent of 1974 dollars. That deflates the paying taxes on what you never had.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
$79,649 to about $52,000.
Since almost every investment republish local news unmated by The Murray
all other AP news
The Investment Company Institute organization uses inflated dollars in Ledger & Times as well asNUMBERS
•
TELEPHONE
goes back beyond 1974 in its example. depicting performance, it appears to Business Office
. 753-1916
75349411
It begins, in fact, with a hyopothetical be your obligation to reduce the Clar•f
ertIsing
753-1919
Retail I Display Advertising
investment of $10,000 at the beginning dollars to current buying power. Circulation
753-1916
of 1966, with the investor holding on Otherwise you're viewing inflation.
753-1918
Nests and Sports Dept

Business Mirror
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tian SchoolInAlollywood, Fla.,in 197879 and taught in public schools in Fairfax County, Va.,in 1976-78.
Hite said he had no connection with
the Moral Majority. He refused at
first to say what his job entails, saying
he does "anything really, but nothing
in particular" for Billings. Pressed
further, Hite said he has been working
on reorganizing the regional offices.
Bell has decided to put political appointees in charge of each of the offices, which in the past were headed
by career civil servants.
In an interview, Bell said he instructed his chief of staff, Elam Hertzler, and Billings to call Hite in and
"set him straight:"
Billings was out of town and could
not be reached for comment.
Bell said the school officials were
afraid Internal Revenue Service
regulations might impinge on their
freedom. The IRS stirred up a controversy during the Carter administration when it proposed to
crack down on the tax-exempt status
of schools set up as so-called segregation academies.
He said the Christian school group
told him "they wanted to be free of
and independent of the federal
government," and wanted no part of
federal school programs.

Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Capt. Neil Clements Demaree is
now serving as executive officer of the
Dental Clinic at the U. S. Naval Base,
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. His wife is
the former Ann Crisp, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Dwight Crisp.
Deaths reported include W. H.
(Jake) Dunn, 73, and W. A. Crittendon, 49.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Kelso of Lynn
Grove represented Calloway County
at the Kentucky 4-H Leaders Forum
held at Lake Cumberland 4-H Center,
July 26 to Aug. 1.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Danny Workman, twin girls
to Mr. and Mrs. Jack B. Johnson, and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Ward,all
of July 21.
James Clayton of Chicago, Ill., will
be the speaker at the gospel meeting
to be held Aug. 8 to 15 at the Hazel
Church of Christ. David Clayton will
be the song leader.
Jim Martin's 100 per cent acrylic
exterior paint is listed as selling for
$4.98 per gallon in the ad for Murray
Supply Company.

20 Years Ago

Liza Spann, professor, and Charles
which said in part: "I will not resign Reidlinger, assistant professor,
regardless of the hue and cry you Department of Biology, Murray State
College, are two of the 22 college
have been hearing and reading."
He did agree with a KEA assess- teachers participating in a four
ment that the cuts will impair educa- weeks' institute in departmental
biology in Gainesville, Fla.
tional programs.
The Rev. C. E. Ward is the pastor of
"With the cost of services rising, the
reductions we have experienced will the St. John's Baptist Church, Murdefinitely affect educational services. ray.
Mr. and Mrs. Blanch Henson will
The impact on school districts will difcelebrate
their golden wedding anlocal
cirfer depending on
niversary on Aug. 6 with a reception
cumstances."
He told delegates to the school ad- at the Murray Woman's Club House.
Erma Whalen of Steelville, Mo., has
ministrators' meeting that they would
have to exert every managerial skill been employed as secretary with the
to cope with reduced resources. "Ad- First Baptist Church, Murray.
Choice lots are now available in
ministrators are always challenged
when money is short. I encourage you Whitnell Estates, located on the Marto work collectively to find alter- tin's Chapel Road at the city limits.
Frances Whitnell is the owner.
natives and solutions."
He said the Department of Educaa.
tion staff has been reduced by 425 jobs
since January 1980 and faces an addiIn the August Primary Election
tional nine per cent reduction in per- held yesterday James M. Lassiter
sonnel by the end of this fiscal year.
was elected state senator; Owen BillBarber said the department has ington, state representative; George
trimmed travel inside and outside the Weaks, circuit court clerk; Frank
state; that office space has been Albert Stubblefield, first district
decreased. "We have cut back" railroad commissioner; Joe Mcwherever possible, he added.
-Cuiston, magistrate of New Concord
"It would be easy to give up hope, district.
place blame and seek retribution. The - Gingles Wallis has been named to
simple truth is the money is just not the Murray Electric Board.
available."
Pvt. Lynn C. Wilkerson, son of Mrs.
And education, he continued, "is Eva J. Wilkerson, is a member of the
married to state and local financing, 77th Field Artillery Battalion of the
for better or worse, for richer or First Cavalry Division in Korea.
poorer."
Dr. Robert Hahs of Murray was
Lt. Gov. Martha Layne Collins, in winner of the fishing contest for the
her address, predicted that educa- first Six months of this year held at
tional cuts -will be felt far longer than Daytona Beach, Fla. He caught a red
any of the others in government. It snapper, 31 pounds two ounces, while
will be difficult to provide quality he and his family were on vacation
education but this still must be our there in April.
priority."
Margaret Campbell, critic teacher
She said that education has been in history at the Murray Training
maligned recently, "most of it being School, is visiting friends in Lebanon,
unjustified. Don't let anyone divide Tenn.
our educational system."
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Farrell and
children are vacationing in Shawnee,
Okla.

30 Years Ago

Bible Thought
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And the vessel that he made of
clay was marred In the hand of the
potter: so be made It again another
vessel, as seemed rood to the potter
to maks It. Jeremiah 18:4.

Just as surely as the potter makes
something of the clay. God molds
our lives according to His sovereign
will for our good and for His glory.

By JOHN CUNNIFF

EARTIN
`-aumpillan
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have
a question or a problem not answered
in these columns, write to Heartline,
114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria,
Ohio 45381. You will receive a prompt
reply, but you must include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: All the new budget
cuts have been much in the news lately. i am 68 and drawing Social Security retirement benefits. The only question I have is will the proposed or
adopted cuts effect. My present
benefits? D.B.
ANSWER: No. Persons who are
currently receiving Social Security
retirement benefits will find that
there will be no reductions of any type
in their benefits.
HEARTLINE: Are unemployment
and sickness - benefits from the
Railroad Board taxable? K.S.
ANSWER: Unemployment benefits
may be taxable under Federal income
tas laws. In addition, sickness
benefits paid for days on which the
beneficiary would otherwise -have
been receiving unemployment
benefits from the Board May be subject to Federal income taxes. Taxability of these benefits depends on the total income and filing status of

1
'
1i/iffy 111

the beneficiary.
By The Associated Press
For more information, obtain a
Today is Wednesday. Aug. 5, the
copy of Internal Revenue Service
Publication 905, "Income Tax Infor- 217th day of 1981. There are 148 days
mation on Unemployment Compensa- left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
tion," from the Internal Revenue SerOn Aug. 5, 1963, the United States,
vice or any Railroad Retirement
Britain and the Soviet Union signed a
Board district office.
'HEARTLINE: My mother has a treaty outlawing nuclear tests in the
copy of your publication, -Heartline's atmosphere, in space and under
Almanac for Older Americans." I water.
On this date:
have looked through it and think it is
In
1858, the first Transatlantic cable
wonderful that there is one book that
was completed.
offers so much information for the
In 1861, the U.S. government levied...
elderly. This book really has it all,
an
income tax for the first time.
from retirement planning to probate,
Ten years ago: Turkey opened •
health and exercise and diet, home
and personal safety and protection, diplomatic relations with China and
selling and buying a home and mov- broke relations with the nationalist
ing. That would be enough, even Chinese government in Taiwan.
Five years ago: The military
without including condensed copies of
your guides on Medicare, Social regime in the Sudan executed the
Security, and Medicare Supplement alleged commander and 16 other participants in an abortive coup.
Insurance.
One year ago: Hurricane Allen I would like to order a copy for my
mother-in-law, but I can't find the declared one of the most dangerous
price on the book. Could jou send me storms in Carribean history - churninformation on how to order a copy ed toward Jamaica, having left more
than 60 people dead in its wake.
and the price? M.A.
. ANSWER: To order a eopy of
Today's birthdays: Astronaut Neil
"Heartline's Almanac for Older Armstrong,the first than to set foot on
Americans," send $9.95 ( or $9.00 per 'the moon, is 51 years old. Film direcbook for two or more copies) to tor John Huston is 75. .
Thought for today: There is no
Heartline's Almanac,114 East Dayton
St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. substitute for hard work.- AmeriCan
inventor Thomas Edison (1847-1931).
Please allow 6 weeks for delivery.
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4' 1" Diameter, 31
/
2"High,
Solid Brass - No. F84212

Soft, Medium, or Hard Bristles

Heat resistant glass
fits Mr. Coffee and
other popular coffee
makers. 10 cup.

204,

s
TRASH BAGS TO
10”,

2 Ply
Fits Up To 26 Gal., Box of 10

No. 24926 Sale

Wahl
Deluxe Home
Hair Cutting Kit

Model 9243 Sole

Effective
temporary
relief of skin irritations,
itching and rashes due to
poison ivy, oak, sumac,
insect bites, etc.
0.5% hydrocortisone
'Ointment /
1
2 oz. *Cream 1/2 oz.
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$1 488
Saddleman
Boot Jean
$1488

Model 7-4305 Sole

Daisy
Wind
Flower
Fully assembled weather

For Relief Of
Constipation

resistant-plastç yellow
petals with brow center

30 Pills Sole
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Ladies Casual

Shoes
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Summer Shirts
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Sale
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CALIFORNIA
STRAIGHTS

WEAR THE LEVI'S BRAND
California Straights give you the
authentic Western Look that's so
"right"today.

Sponge Towels
For hundreds of household uses, fits all standard paper towel racks, 12 reusable sponge
towels. No. RST-12

Holds six blouses or shirts on form
fitting swinging arms, plastic tips
prevent garments from slipping.
Chrome plated.

Dress
Shoes

89
3x5 Sib
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Odor-Eaters
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Family Size
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Odor destroying comfort insoles, extra durable for sneakers, sport and
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Of
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VOS
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Unscented
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Style 1 0-892
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$2295
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Woke to music or woke to alarm. Page digital clock
readout with lighted numerals, attractive styling.

Exlax Pills
Visolgo

$1249

G.E. AM/FM
Digital
Clock Radio

Cortaid

• FiyAir

Straight Leg

Lightweight clipper, 4
comb attachments,
clipper blade guard barber comb
and instruction booklet
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Sole Your Choice
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Sale
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98'
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Sole
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Delightful to send or receive
Box of 10 with envelopes
All occassion, get well,
birthday, sympathy.
Mix or match
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A PROFILE: Dr. Forrest C. Pogue
(EDITOR'S NOTE -- The associates — including
following article about Dr., Averell Harriman
at
Forrest C. Pogue, a Murray another centennial event.
State graduate, appeared in
The flurry of activity over,
an issue of "Clark Now," a Pogue returned to his Arlpublication of Clark Univer- ington, Virginia office,
sity, Worchester, Mass., where he is completing the
where Pogue received his fourth and final volume of
doctorate. The MSU library the biography• that
is named after Pogue, who chronicles General Marhas donated a collection of shall's seventy-nine-year
his papers to the university. lifespan. It's a story that the
It is reprinted here with the general refused to write
permission of the writer, himself. Unlike other warMrs.Jodie Martinson.)
time leaders who seemed
Soon after Forrest C. eager to compile their
Pogue was drafted in 1942, memoirs, the restrained
someone found out he could Marshall would not yield to
type and put him behind a pressure from publishers
desk, at Fort Harrison, In- and friends. Only upon the
diana. A year went by before establishment of the George
the U.S. Army recognized C. Marshall Research Founthat Pogue had other talents dation, near the end of his
as well; ordered to "find a life, did he agree to intersoldier with a Ph.D. in views with a trained
history," the Second Army historian.
zeroed in on Private Pogue, That historian, of course,
who by then was undergoing was Forrest Pogue, whose
belated basic training at wartime and postwar
Fort McClellan, Alabama.
assignments as a military
That
order
from historian had uniquely
Washington changed the qualified him for the task. To
direction of Pogue's life. The place in perspective his role
soldier with a Clark Ph.D. as biographer of the army's
('39), his college teaching wartime chief of staff, Pogue
career interrupted by World goes back to the day he was
War II, embarked on an plucked from a foxholeassignment as a military digging detail at Fort Mchistorian that ultimately led Clellan. "In 1943, the Pento his selection as tagon decided to send trainbiographer of this century's ed historians to the front to
great soldier-statesman, interview men after battles.
George C. Marshall.
We didn't know it then, but
The recent centennial of this was a kind of oral
the late general's birth history," explains Pogue,
(December 31, 1980) once who is today considered a
again evoked recollections of pioneer in oral history.
Marshall's influence on the
Sent to England in April
course of twentieth century 1944, he found himself on a
history. And a central figure ship off the coast of Normanin centennial observances dy on D-Day. His first interwas a seemingly ubiquitous views were with men woundForrest Pogue: he gave the ed on the beach arid brought
keynote address at a Pen- back to his ship for treattagon ceremony honoring mer.t. Pogue went on to
Marshall; attended the cover the invasion of Omaha
dedication of a statue of the Beach, the breakout near St.
general at Leesburg, Lo,the entry into Paris; batVirginia; helped set up an tles in the HuertgenYorest,
exhibit on Marshall at the the Ardennes, and for the
Smithsonian; and was Roer dams; the capture of
moderator of a roundtable of Leipzig, and the meeting
Marshall's
former with the Russians at Torgau.

"We weren't supposed to
bother people while they
were shooting," he recalls.
Nevertheless, he later won
the Bronze Star and French
Croix de Guerre for combat
interviewing.
After the war ended,
Pogue turned to the task of
helping to organize "tons of
documents" in makeshift
historians' quarters at
Chateau Hennemont near St.
Germain-en-Laye, just outside Paris. He conducted interviews and wrote,then — a
civilian again — accepted an
assignment at Genecal
Eisenhower's Frankfurt
headquarters, to write a
short history of the Supreme
Headquarters of the Allied
Expeditionary Forces.
Eisenhower later appointed Pogue historian of
the Supreme Command, a
position in which he also
represented the British. The
assignment was to last six
years and result in his first
book, The Supreme
Command.Pogue interviewed military and political
figures from London to Cairo
and throughout the United
States: "I talked to most of
the British and U.S. chiefs of
staff except Marshall. At
that time, I hadn't met him
and had no notion that I
would end up doing his
biography."
The war had been over
more than a decade, and
Pogue was back teaching at
his undergraduate alma
mater, Murray State University in Kentucky, when a
message came from Lexington, Virginia, where the
Marshall Foundation had
been established. "It was the
strangest letter I ever got,"
he remembers."The foundation was looking for someone
to gather material for a
biography, and the letter
said, in effect, 'You needn't
send references, you've been
recommended by the following people...We need someone to start interviews
quickly.' But you see, my
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background gave me an advantage. People knew of my
work with Eisenhower, and
Marshall — who was then
seventy-six — had finally
agreed to talk with someone.
So they said,'If you'll take it,
the job's yours."
And would he also be interested- in heading up a
research center, and
assembling materials for a
library and museum? He
was, and he did. Pogue
became director of the
George C. Marshall
Research Center at Lexington and later (after completion of the library in 1964)
executive director .of the
George C. Marshall
Research Foundation and
director of the Marshall
Library.
Pogue's first meeting with
Marshall took place in the
general's home at Leesburg.
"I had seen the general get
the Nobel Prize fm Peace at
Oslo in 1953 but had not met
him. I went to his home with
John Hagan, president of the
Marshall Foundation, and
Marshall's longtime aide,
Col. C. J. George. He received us graciously and at once
outlined suggestions for the
interviews. He told me I
could use his large office in
the Pentagon, where his
papers were. And until his
death in 1959, I worked there
—surrounded by his flags as
chief of staff, Secretary of
State, president of the
American Red Cross, and
Secretary of Defense.
A few of Pogue's,meetings
with Marshall were held in
the Pentagon, some at
Leesburg, but most of them
at•Marshall's winter home in
Pinehurst, North Carolina.
During the more than fifty
hours of interviewing —
most of them taped — the
retired general's reticence
gradually gave way to trust
in Pogue's judgment about
using information that
related to others.
Marshall died two years
after these interviews were
completed, and Pogue went
on to talk with more than
three hundred former
associates of the general and
to correspond with five hundred others: "I got myself
into the feel of this man's life
— I tried to immerse myself
in it. I went nearly
everywhere he'd been, except China and the Philippines. I saw where he lived
in Savannah, Charleston,
Vancouver
Barracks,
Chicago, where he was
billeted in France, and most
of the offices he had been in
during the 1917-18 planning. I
retraced the roads he'd
bicycled over as a boy in
Uniontown (Pennsylvania)
and visited his grand-

parents' homes in Kentucky.
I went to Monterey where he
had run a camp and to Pershing's headquarters in
France."
Pogue caught his interviews where he could — with
one man on the Mississippi
River, another on a plane
between San Francisco and
Portland, Oregon. He found
two of his better known
sources at places now
forever linked with their
names: Truman at Independence and Eisenhower
at Gettysburg. He visited
Eleanor Roosevelt on St.
Patrick's Day — "the wrong
day to be in New York" —
and found her coping with
ten newly-delivered bags of
mail.
Pogue' meeting with
Charles de Gaulle was the
most complicated to arrange. The French leader
had resigned as premier and
was refusing all interviews:
"It was like negotiating a
treaty to get him to see me. I
had to convince his aide that
I was writing for posterity,
not for a news story. Finally
the aide said de Gaulle would
talk, but we'd have to work
out the questions first."
A month later, Pogue was
ushered into the library of de
Gaulle's countagek home at
Colombey, wheie historian
and statesman — after more
negotiating-- settled into a
routine with questions in
English and responses in
French, sans interpreter.
The afternoon ended with a
"very gracious" Madame de
Gaulle serving high tea.
Former British prime
ministers Attlee and Eden
also were on Pogue's list of
interviewees, as were
numerous other notables like
Generals MacArthur and
Bradley, Field Marshal
Montgomery, Admirals
Nimitz and King, Adlai
Stevenson, and Bernard
Baruch. Britain's Lord
Mountbatten, reading of
Pogue's work and anxious
not to be left out;contacted
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Forrest Pogue: recording memories while they're "still fresh."
the historian himself for an
interview."But,the closest I
got to Churchill was on a
plane from New York to London, when he was returning
home after his last visit to
the United States."
Scholarly dedication to the
biography, over the past
twenty-five years, has been
the-most important facet of
Pogue's professional life —
but not the only one. He has
written several other books,
most recently a chapter in a
Bicentennial History of the
United States. Since 1974,
after ending his ten-year
tenure as executive director
of the Marshall-Foundation,
Pogue has been.director of
the Dwight D. Eisenhower
Institute for Historical
Research at the Smithsonian
Institution's Museum of
American History.
There his role is to enSee POGUE
Page 7-A, Column 3
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Murray State SGA President Finds Little Time For Avocation
By ABBY CARMACK
His summertime pursuit is
in sharp contrast to the hectic schedule that awaits
Mark McClure of Frankfort
when he returns to Murray
State University this fall as
president of the Student
Government Association
(SGA).
The junior physics major
makes and refinishes furniture during the summer
months. He says he enjoys
the unhurried pace of the
avocation he has followed
since he was 9 years old.
But the 20-year-old son of
Russell and Brucene McClure got a *view of the
demands of his campus office when he was installed
late last spring. He is fully
aware that it leaves no time
for his longtime hobby. •
Leaning hack in his seat,
McClure pondered the variety of things he likes to do —
then admitted that - he has
"always liked to dabble."
Some people, he thinks,
might see his year as SGA
president as dabbling of
sorts since he does not fit the
stereotype of the political
science major who has held
the presidency so often in the
past.
However, he observed that
he found the office appealing
becailse it presents an opportunity to meet many different people and to exert
leadership in several ways,
including his seat on the
schoplioard of regents.
"At the risk of sounding
altruistic, I saw a lot of
things I thought ought to be
done. Lcan say with sincerity that I feel I Can help hnproVe many day-to-day
things at Murray State," Mcaure said.
Although he doubts that a
career in pOlitics is in his
future, McClure added

quickly that "life itself is
politics."
"I've always felt I wpuld
never go into politics per se
because I can't stand campaigning,although I do enjoy
meeting the people," he continued.
After graduation, McClure
hopes to work as an engineer
for a few years. And with
that experience behind him,
he plans to return to school
for a Master's in Business
Administration degree.

"Being SGA president
takes up three to four full
days a week and is practically a full-time job in itself. I
find it a little difficult to keep
up with my classes — so I
have to cut back my class
load."
McClure has arranged his
schedule so that he will be
able to spend two full days in
the office. Because he
believes it vital that he be accessible to the student body,
he will post his hours for the

students in his constituency.
"Whether it's fun for me or
not is difficult to say," McClure declared. "I can't say
that sitting in a board
meeting for ten hours on a
sunny afternoon is fun, or
that getting people mad at
me is fun — but I've always
enjoyed being a part of the
decision-making process.
— I've always had
something inside me that
makes me want to be involved. In every organization

Ashland Tattoo Artist Leaves
Part Of Himself With Patrons
And he said most women
In the past 19 years, working on and off at the trade, prefer tattoos in places
Turner estimates he has put "where they can be seen onperhaps 5,000 tattoos on ly when they want them to be
seen."
about 3,000 people.
Turner has a catalog with
He has tattooed virtually
full time for the last four 10,000 patterns in it, ranging
months, while the Calgon from the Grim Reaper to
plant at Burnaugh, where he Mickey Mouse.
He said motorcycle gang
works,has been on strike.
Using the truck that serves members like death figures,
as a mobile tattoo parlor, and chains above their
Turner said, "I try to make wrists and ankles.
Servicemen favor the nathe fairs, and I've set up a
couple of days a week on tional bird, the bald eagle,
festooned with scrolls, stars
(U.S.)23.
"I do a good deal of and stripes, he said.
Young men go for their
business just sitting there
names
along the side of the road, girlfriends'
from coal truck drivers. A fashionably worked into
good number of women stop, floral patterns, Turner said.
The arm is still the most
too," he said.
Surprisingly, he said,- popular place for a tattoo,
women customers now ac- Turner said, though he addcount for about 60 percent of ed,"You can't name a place
on the human body that I
his business.
Roses, butterflies and haven't tattooed. Some of
starbursts are the most them really smarted."
However, Turner said, he
The United States con- popular patterns among the
will not tattoo hands,feet or
women,
he
said.
ducted the first underwater
test of the atomic bomb in
1946 off Bikini atoll in the
Pacific Ocean.
• •

By PAUL GOTTBRATH
Associated Press Writer
ASHLAND, Ky. (AP) —
"When they walk out of
there," Tom Turner says,
pointing at his mobile tattoo
parlor, "there's a part of me
leaving with them. And it's
going to stay with them."
Tattoos are a way of life to
Turner, both getting them
and giving them. Turner
says that as far as he knows
heis the only tattoo artist in
the Tri-State area of northeastern Kentucky.
He was carrying on a family tradition when he picked
up a tattooing gun for the
first time in 1962 at Fort
Campbell,Ky.
His father, Tom Turner
Sr., was so heavily covered
with tattoos that he always
wore long sleeved shirts buttoned to the collar to avoid
gawkers.

Pogue.

deal of relevance" to all that
has happened to him since:
"For a historian, it has been
a great advanture. By
chance, I was able to see a
contact with military great deal of history while it
historians all over the world was being made and to talk
and counsels scholars in to the makerisof events, now
being studied, while things
their research.
With the final volume of were happening. It was exthe Marshall biography, citing to be able to ask a
George C. Marshall: The general or a political leader
Postwar Years, 1945-59, due why he acted in such and
to be published in late such a way while his
1982/early 1983, Pogue can memory was still fresh.
look back over four decades Good history often requires a
to his years at Clark, where long view, but there are certain insights into people and
• his studies of international
relations and his work under actions which one gets best
Professors Blakeslee, Lee, while the trail is still warm."
--J.M.
and Jordan had "a great
(Continued From Page
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A courage research on matters
of national defense and on
t peacetime contributions of
It's Time For Our
the military. He maintains
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ability to form a consensus
— to judge what is best for
the group as a whole instead
of relying on my own
judgements."
— Personal fulfillment has
made the job a rewarding
one. •'If I visit five years
from now, I won't be just a
name that will be filed away
in some room. I will be able
to see something worthwhile
that I had a hand in doing."
So McClure remains at
ease and works at his own
pace during his summer
break. However, the furniure business must be put
back .on the shelf when McClure shifts gears and
returns to Murray State in
the fall to serve as SGA
president.

PRODUCTIVE SUMMER FOR SGA PRESIDENT — Mark McClure of Frankfort,
junior president of the Student Government Association at Murray State University, is spending his summer vacation building and refinishing furniture at his
home. He is shown as he prepares a roll-top desk for refinishing. Classes for the
1981-82 school year at Murray State will begin August 26.

2540%

Wholesak
Electric Supply
.

-Kings College opened in
New York on July 7, 1754,
with eight students and one
instructor. Today it is known
as Columbia University.

versations. He believes they
help him form a good •'data
bank," which makes evaluation of situations and decisions much easier.
In viewing his activities as
SGA president, McClure
says there are three areas of
Even when he is away benefits that stand out in his
from the campus, McClure mind.
has found since he has been
— Many of the duties reSGA president-that he can- quire that he work and
not escape the reality of his cooperate with people that
responsibility.
he normally would not want
"No matter where I go or to deal with. "It's teaching
how far away I am from me to be a nice guy," he
Murray State, at some point summarized.
during the day I'll have long,
— His office is making him
detailed conversations with more aware of the problems
someone about activities of others. He feels that his
here on the campus."
day-to-day activities "have
McClure values these con- helped me to immpove my

Sale

ICkMer
Light Fixtures
With
Savings
From

faces. Hands and feet are too
sensitive to pain, he said,
and most people who get
facial tattoos regret them.
Part of Turner's job is redoing home attempts at tattoos.
"I get a lot of homemade
Jobs in here," he said."They
use India ink and sewing
needles. If they don't get infections from them, they
wind up looking so bad they
come to me to fix them.
Usually if they're not too big,
I can make something out of
them."
He also changes names.
"They get a divorce and
remarry and the new wife
wants the old wife's name off
their arm,"he said.
When Turner got his first
tattoo—one that said "Mom
and Dad" — in 1949, it cost
him $7.50. Now the smallest
design costs 615, and major
works go as high as $135.
Turner has done at least
one tattoo on most of the
members of his family,
though his wife and his
oldest daughter have refused.
"It's never bothered me
that he's got them, but I sure
don't want one," his wife,
Anita,said.
Turner feels diffeiently.
"It's kind of something that
gets in your blood," he joked.
And, he said, "It makes
me feel kind of special to
know that when I go, there's
going to be a lot of people
still walking around out
there with a little reminder
of me on them."

an opinion or if anyone wants
an idea of how the students
will react to something, I get
a phone call," he explained.
"Whenever a major decision
is made, the press and staff
call me for a reaction on
behalf of the student body ."

Used Equipment

125

1

I've been in, it seems that
I've held some office."
McClure's social activities
have definitely been curtailed because of his duties.
"I guarantee that it cuts
into your social life. But it
puts you into a social realm
— one that I enjoy — where
you are constantly meeting
new people."
He has found that he is
often called upon to speak
for the student body.
"Anytime someone needs

30Vf
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Staunch Foe Of
Hambletonian
Finally Cheers
PRINCETON, N.J. I AP) tions at Saturday's
second
— For William R. Hayes II, leg of the
trotting Triple
running the 1981 Harnbleto- Crown.
man at the Meadowlands
"I felt great when his
shouldn't have
been name came up first," said
something to cheer about.
Hayes, whose horse was
But when his Santa Ana's assigned the third
spot from
name was the first drawn for the rail in the
first division.
a Hambletonian post posi"Post three is fine, though
tion Tuesday, Hayes, his
wife and four daughters let post positions are not his proout a round of shouts and ap- blem. He misbehaves freplause that broke up the quently and breaks frequentgenteel reception at the ly. But maybe he'll quiet
home of Gov. Brenden T. down for a mile on Saturday.
It would be a thrill for me to
Byrne.
"It was kind of thrilling. I have a horse do well at the
just felt great," said Hayes, Meadowlands," Hayes said.
who was among the staunSanta Ana, driven by Shelchest foes of the Hambleto- ly Goudreau, was among 26
nian's move from its tradi- trotters divided into equal
tional home at the DuQuoin divisions of 13 for the race.
State Fair in Illinois to the The top five finishers in each
lavish Meadowlands track.
of the first two heats qualify
Hayes' opposition wasn't for the final. If one of the
surprising. Until two years division winners does not
ago, he owned the fair win the final, those two
grounds.
horses and the winner of the
But at Morven, the gover- third heat return for a threenor's mansion, animosity horse raceoff.
was buried in the excitement
It will be the first time the
as each horse's name was
Hambletonian will be held at
announced for starting posi- the
Meadowlands.

Strike Could
Cause Trouble
For Lady Kats

U.S. Clay Court Tennis

Purcell Advances, Eyes Orantes

By STEVE HERMAN
AP Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS (API —
Everybody wants a rematch
with Jose-Luis Clerc these
days, but that's not too difficult to understand. The 22year-old Argentine has won
three straight tennis tournaments, and he extended
his match victory string to 20
in the first round of ths
$350,000 U.S. Clay Court
championships.
"It'd be nice to meet him
again," said Mel Purcell,
who lost to Clerc for the Clay
Court title a year ago. "I
thought about revenge last
week ( at the Volvo International in North Conway,
N.H.), but I didn't last too
long."
Purcell, seeded fifth here,
had an easy first-round
match Tuesday. He was
leading 5-0 in the first set
when his opponent,
Czechoslovakia's Pavel
Slozil, retired because of
heat exhaustion.
Clerc, seeded No.2, admittedly was tired but still
ousted Sherwood Stewart 64, 6-4. The No.1 seed, Ivan
Lendl of Czechoslovakia,
who lost to Clerc in the
semifinals at North Conway,
cruised by Rick Fagel 6-2, 6-

1.

"I guess I played pretty
well," said Lendl, currently
ranked fourth in the world
behind Bjorn Borg, John
McEnroe and Jimmy Connors — all of whom passed
up this tournament. "I'd like
to have a chance for a
rematch (against Clerc ). We
had a good match Sunda!",
which he won,of course.
"If it happens that we play
each other again,it probably
will be another good match,"
Lendl continued. "He's a

very good player on clay
courts. He hits the ball very
hard and makes his opponents run too much. That's
why he's winning."
Lendl and Clerc would
meet for the championship
and a first prize of $32,000 on
Sunday if each wins his next
four matches. Purcell could
play Clerc in the quarterfinals on Friday.
Third-seeded Guillermo
Vilas of Argentina, easily
won his first-round match
Tuesday night, 6-0, 6-1 over

Craig Wittus.
win this tournament, but I'm nament."
Czechoslovakia upset No. 12"He's won three tour- very surprised to win
three
He said his No.5 ranking in seeded Kathleen Horvath
naments in a row and he in a row," Clerc
6said after the world "really surprised 2,6-1.
might be a little tired," Tuesday's victory. "I'm
feel- me. I know it's very difficult, In other
men's first-round
Purcell said of Clerc, who ing tired, but I think
I can but I'm going to try to move matches
No. 4 seed Harold
was matched against Chris win. The heat is
really no up. That's my ambition."
Solomon easily beat Marco
Delaney in today's second good for me. I'm very
tired." Purcell voiced similar sen- Ostoja of
Yugoslavia 6-1, 6-1;
round. Purcell was paired Clerc said he arrive
d in In- timents.
seventh-seeded Tomas Srnid
against three-time Clay dianapolis after
midnight "That's my goal, to get of
Czechoslovakia downed
Court champion Manuel Monday night and
found he better and win a few tour- Rober
t Van't Hof 6-2, 6-4;
Orantes of Spain, Lendl had had no hotel room.
"We had naments. I'm good enough to
No.13 Heinz Gunthardt of
a second-round date against to speak to the manag
er and do it, but I've just gotta keep
Switzerland, beat Charles
John Benson, and Vitas was say, 'Please give
me a working at it," he said.
Strode 7-6, 6-0, and No.14
matched against Jonathan room.' I like coming
here
Smith of England.
The women's singles run- Shlomo Glickstein of Israel
because I won here, and I
ousted Eduardo Bengoechea
"I'd say I have a chance to like the people and the
tour- nerup a year ago, Andrea of
Argentina 6-4,6-3.
Jaeger, received a firstNo.8 Eddie Dibbs was
round bye and turned in an
by
unseeded
impressive second-round upset
victory Tuesday night over Australian Chris Lewis, and
Donna Rubin, 6-0, 6-1. No.12 Mario Martinez of
Jaeger, who lost to Chris Bolivia was beaten by
Evert Lloyd last year, was unseeded Andres Gomez of
seeded No.1 after Lloyd Ecuador 2-6,6-3, 6-3.
passed up this year's
EDITOR'S NOTE: An extourney.
In other women's second- planation is in order to
round matches, No.2-seed define the heat exhaustion of
Virginia Ruzici of Romania Purcell's singles opponent
beat Brazil's Patricia Pavel Slozil. Slozil was not
Medrado, 6-3, 6-4; third- out of shape, he was exseeded Mima Jausovec of tremely tired after having
Yugoslavia beat Jeanne arrived at 11 p.m. the night
DuVall 6-2, 6-4; and No.4 before from a previous tourRegina Marsikova ol nament engagement.
Players are fined if they do
Czechoslovakia
downed
Kathleen Cummings 6-2,6-1. not show up and therefore
it's cheaper for someone to
Also, No.6 Sue Barker of show up and quit than to not
Engrand ousted Yvona show up at all.
Brzakova of Czechoslovakia,
Other news concerning
6-4, 6-1; No.7 Joanne Russell Purcell includes his succes
s
rallied past Kathrin Keil, 4-6, in doubles Tuesday night.
6-2, 6-1; eighth-seeded Anne Teamed with Tracy Delatt
e,
Smith beat Kim Steinmetz, of Lafayette, La., the pair
6-1, 6-3; No.13 Pam Casale dominated Jose Higeras and
cruised past Barbara Jordan Manuel Orantes,6-3, 6-2.
6-0, 6-2; and No.14 Kathy
Later today Purcell and
Rinaldi beat Elise Burgin, 6- Delatte take on the No.1
2,6-2.
seeded doubles team of hans
MOVING UP — Murray's Mel Purcell advanced to the
Susan Mascarin ousted Gildemeister and Andres
second round of the U.S.
Clay Court Tennis Tournament at Indianapolis
No.9-seeded Mary Lou Gomez in the second round.
Tuesday in both singles and
doubles competition. Today he faces Manuel Orant
Piatek
, 6-4, 5-7, 6-1; Renee
Purcell's singles match
es, a former three-time winRichards stopped No.11 with Orantes, the 32-year-o/d
ner of the tourney, in singles and then Purcell teams
with Tracy Delatte to meet
Anne White 4-6, 6-2, 6-1; and Spaniard, was slated for 3
the No.1 doubles team of Hans Gildemeister and Andre
s Gomez.
File photo
Hana Strachonova of p.m.

LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) — one tour every four years, so
The University of Kentucky the Wildcats plan a return
women's basketball team trip in 1982.
may be on a bus to Atlanta
Hall said two-a-day practonight if a strike by air- tices began July 20, but not
traffic controllers isn't settl- always with a complete unit.
ed.
Center Valerie Still comThe Lady Kats — 12 peted in the World Universiplayers and six staff ty Games in Europe and
members — are due in guard Lea Wise missed some
Tokyo Sunday for the start of practices with tonsillitis.
a seven-game, seven-city
Liz Lukschu, a senior fortour against Japan's naward last season, said the
tional women's team. First,
tour "should be a real enhowever, they must get to
joyable thing. It's going to be
San Francisco.
like a vacation.
The team was guaranteed
An AP Sports Analysis
trollers' strike, the Bear was have won a lot of games
"They the Japanese ) are
a flight to California from
in
By WILL GRIMSLEY
flown
into New York Tues- spite of me."
suppos
ed
to
be real quick,
Atlanta.
AP Special Correspondent day to join
six potential AllThis is typical of Bryant,
Despite the pitfalls of air but they aren't supposed to
He was a dapper dandy in Americans
in a promotion of who declines to take credit
travel, "we are treating this be very tall. I think it could his pastel blue slacks
, mat- the 1981 collegiate season.
for his record of 306 victories
as a trip of a lifetime," said really be fun. We're going to ching tie, pink shirt, silky
be
on national TV there,
in
a 36-year college coaching
It
Coach Terry Hall.
was
strictl
y
the Bear's
pink-and-blue plaid jacket
span at Maryland, Ken"We have the men's too."
and two-tone shoes. But he show.
Between practice sessinns,
( basketball ) program to
still looked half-dressed and-_"I've never_woria game in_ - tucky, Texas A&M and his
alma mater, Alabama,
thank for the tour," added the Lady Kats received unrecognizable without
that my life — the team the boys where
he has served 23
Hall's assistant, Dottie rudimentary tutoring in familiar hound's tooth hat.
and assistant coaches, they
years.
Berry. "Kentucky is really Japanese culture and
win
the
games
,"
the
67-yearBut the charm was still
„
looked upon highly in language.
there — the charm plus the old University of Alabama
"I haven't personally done
Japan."
"They're teaching us a lit- droll humor, molas.ses Dixie football coach mumbled any coaching in years," he
The Kentucky men's team tle Japanese," Lukschu said. drawl and over-stated modestly, shrugging off the insisted. "I just do
the planntoured Japan after winning "Stuff like, 'Where's the humility that make the significance of his dramatic ing, set up the schedu
le, sort
the 1978 NCAA champion- bathroom?' and 'I'm in- "Bear," Paul William bid this year to surpass of like a chairman
of the
ship. Amateur Athletic jured.' Basic things you have Bryant, the football per- Amos Alonzo Stagg as the board, and then turn
it over
Union rules limit teams to to know."
sonality of the year as well winningest coach of all-time. to my assistants.
as the age.
"I've lost plenty of games
"I have a lot of bright,
Despite the air traffic con- I should have won. My teams
young men to help me. They

Credit Goes To Players

,,i0111110.

Bear Bryant Says He's Never Won A Game

Racer Bulletin:
Love Okay; All
OVC Selections

Former Murray State defensive back Terry
Love is
reportedly doing an "impressive" job at the
Kansas City Chiefs' preseason football camp. The Chiefs
, according to public relations director Doug
Kelly, have
seven defensive backs in camp and are curren
tly planning to retain all seven.
Three, including Love are challenging for
the strong
safety position. Herb Christopher, a third
-year free
agent, and Lloyd Burns, a draft
choice from
Maryland,are Love's immediate competitors.
The team must whittle it's roster from '75
to 60 by
Aug. 18, but Love has been working well
with the
specialty units which should be another plus
in his
favor if the Chiefs decide to release player
s in his
catagory.
Friday the Chiefs play their first exhibi
tion at
Washington.
Other MSU news includes the selectton of
four
Racers to the preseason All Ohio Valley Confer
ence
squad.
Selected by the OVC sports information direct
ors
were offensive tackle Phil Poirier, defensive linem
an
Kenny Woods, defensive end Glenn Jones and
defenske back Gregg Evans.
Eastern Kentucky University and Western Kentucky
University led the conference with five preseason
picks
each.
Thursday the OVC sponsors its annual press day
at
the Hilton Airport Inn in Nashville where the A'1
11li1:
team a officially announced and coaches
from
*ember schools discuss the 1981 outlook of their
raipsetive teams.
-

1

do the coaching. They are
overworked and underpaid.
There must be a place in
Heaven for all assistant
coaches' wives. They have to
run the house and rear the
children while putting up
with long absences and
frustrations of their
husbands."
•
Bryant is expected to wipe
out this season, his 37th,
coaching marks that took
Stagg 57 years and Glenn
"Pop" Warner 44 years to
accomplish. Stagg won 314
games, one more than
Warner, before dying at the
age of 102 in 1965.
The

Bear could

catch

Warner by Oct. 24 against
Tennessee and Stagg the
next week against Rutgers,
enabling him to set an alltime record by beating
Mississippi State Oct. 2.
This involves winning the
first nine of 11 games.
Bryant looked fresh and
relaxed Tuesday as he tackled writers and cameramen
at the Plaza Hotel where he
shared the limelight with one
of his own players, strong
safety Tommy Wilcox,
quarterbacks Art ,Schichter
of Ohio State and Jim
McMahon of Brigham
Young, Mary-land's running
back Charlie Wysocki, Notre
Dame wingback Tony

Golfer Watson Says His Not Winning
PGA Or U.S. Open Only Bothers Press
DULUTH, Ga. (AP) — midable one,
starting with
Despite his dominance of defending
champion Jack
professional golf for the past Nicklaus.
4L2 seasons,Tom Watson has
The 1980 PGA winner by a
yet to win a U.S. Open or whopping
seven shots at
PGA National champion- Roche
ster's Oak Hill,
ship.
Nicklaus is faced with his seTo the winner of five ma- cond
non-winning season in
jors, 25 PGA Tour events and the
past three years.
$2.5 million in One decade,
Still, he has performed
that's pure media hype.
well this year, the latest be"The press makes a ing an
excellent warmup
heckuva lot of my not winn- with a
second-place tie in the
ing the U.S. Open. And the Canad
ian Open three days
same for the PGA," Watson ago.
said Wednesday, on the eve
Besides Watson, the
of the 63rd PGA over the Masters
champion, U.S.
heavily-roughed Atlanta Open victor
David Graham
Athletic Club course.
and British Open titleholder
"It doesn't bother me," Bill Roger
s are aiming at
said the PGA Player of the Nicklaus'
crown.
Year every season since
And then there are—Riii,1977. "But it does bother the mond Floyd
and Bruce Lietpress. Sure, I'd like to win zke, both
three-time Tour
both. It just hasn't happen- - winners
like Watson in 1981;
ed."
two-time winner Johnny
The
3 1 -year-old Miller; consistent
Tom Kite,
Missourian, however, must and Peter
Oosterhuis, forced
rank in the forefront of the to make
a hurried schedule
3hallengers foi- ".*.rxer 980,000 change
after he won the
first prize in this $400,000 Canad
ian Open. Oosterhuis
event,the last of the four an- had not
been a previous PGA
nual majors.
qualifier.
The field
150 is a fore
Sure to be favorites of the

huge galleries over this
7,060-yard, par-70 layout will
be the names from another
era — Gary Player, Arnold
Palmer and 69-year-old Sam
Snead.
Snead has won this tournament three times,the first 39
years ago. Player, the South
Africa veteran, has two PGA
crowns while Palmer, now
51,'uas yet to win this event
1.111111i=11•1111MINIIIIW

Hunter and Stanford
halfback Darrin Nelson.
The Bear realizes his biggest chore will be that of
isolating his team from the
mounting pressure.

New Location
*Morel Palettes
*Me S•lil Loaf
*Custom Mails Signs

753-6903
101 Se. 12th St.

Murray,Ky.

Before you pay your
next homeowners
premium,give us
a call...

although he has finished second three times.
Kite, because of his consistency and attitude, could
be th* man to beat.
Oosterhuis admits he's
still on an emotional high
after his Canadian victory.
Watson and Nicklaus
agree on one thing: even par
could produce Sunday's
champion.

you're
not made of
money!

•

These days no one is With prices
rising as fast as they are now, it
makes good sense to save money
anywhere you can So look to your
insurance for possible savings

Can you afford
retirement?
A Modern Woodmen
retirement plan
can help.

Call us for a quote on Great American
homeowners insurance If you're not
made of money. a Great American
homeowners policy is made for you

Freddie P.
Allgood
1909 Westwood
Murray, Ky. 42071

Kimpillandolt
=8•OrA

1

:534355

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
F'rairrea/ Ltle lnsurant
HOME OFFICE • ROCK ISt AND It INOIS
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** Baseball's Back And Ready To Start Afresh**
Owners Vote Soon

Players Support Agreement
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By WILLIAM R. BARNARD Houston
Astros, St. Louis teammates ratified
the ed, "If it was so simple, why
AP Sports Writer
Cardinals and Atlanta agreement, but
declined to did it take 50 days to get it?"
Major league baseball Braves
—
reported announce the vote.
Pittsburgh player rep Phil
players are overwhelmingly unanimous
votes.
The player voting is sup- Garner said several playe
NEW YORK (AP) — Rookie sensation Ferna
supporting the agreement
rs
ndo Valen- ERA for the Reds and reach
Eligible to vote arecthe 650 posed to end by
ed the 3,000 career strikeout.
zuela
of the Los Angeles Dodgers and two-t
Thurs
day,
were concerned about perthat ended their seven-week players
ime
Cy Young plateau on April 18. Carlton
on major league when the owners also hope
followed with his i,000th o.
Award winner Steve Carlton of the Philadelph
to formance clauses in their
strike as they go on with the rosters,
ia Phillies April 29 to become the first
plus those on the take a ratification vote and
NI.
lead
left-hander to accomplish':
a
squad
of
nine
pitchers named today to the National the feat.
contracts. For example,
business of getting ready to disabled list.
A simple ma- decide on the format for the playe
Leagu
e
All-St
ar
team
by
Manag
rs
er
can
Dallas Green.
be paid bonuses
take the field again.
Sutter, 2-3 with a league-leading 11 saves,
jority is needed for ratifica- rest of the seaso
Green also named Vida Blue of the San Franc
will be mak•::
n, which for the number of starts,
The 26 player represen- tion.
isco ing his fourth consecutive appea
resumes Monday after the number of
rance
Giants
,
havin
,
g
Burt
victories frr::
Hooto
n
of
the
Dodgers, Dick Ruthven of the the 1978 and 1979
at-bats, number
tatives voted unanimously
Don Fehr, general counsel All-Star game in Cleve
games and a save last year. He is the
Phillies, Bob Knepper and Nolan Ryan of
land of hits and so on.
on-*last Saturday to accept the of the playe
the Houston ly relief pitcher among the nine
rs association, Sunday night. Among the oppitchers.
Astros, Tom Seaver of the Cincinnati Reds and
"That's been a big issue,"
agreement,and club owners, was not surpri
Bruce,
Sut•
Ryan, who took over third place on the
sed the agree- tions are a split season,
ter of the St. Louis Cardinals to the
all-time career
said Garner."A lot of people
who had planned a ratifica- ment is being
NL team for Sunday's strikeout list this seaso
ratified easily. multi-tiered playoffs and have
n when he whiffed his 3,118th batter
game
in
Cleve
land.
perfo
rmanc
tion vote in Chicago Tuesbonus
e
es,
on April 15, is 5-3 and 1.37 for the Astros,
"The day we make an continuing the
but that ERA is
Valenzuela, 9-4 with a 2.45 earned run avera
standings and those will be pro-rated."
day, rescheduled their agreement we
ge, and not even enough to lead his team,
can't get they way they were when the
with Knepper pacing the
Carlto
n,
9-1 and 2.80, lead the league in victories and
Dan Quisenberry of Kanmeeting for Thursday ratified, we all
are 1- league at 5-1 and 1.15.
ought to be strike started June 12.
2 in the majors in strikeouts with 103 and 94,
sas City said his teammates
because of the air con- fired," Fehr
respectively.
Hooton, overshadowed on the Dodgers by
said.
If
the
Hooton, Knepper and Valenzuela were name
controllers' strike had similar questions.
Valenzuela's
trollers' strike.
d to the All- five victories and four shutouts in
In other results, the New makes it impossible
April, is 7-3 and 2.96.
Star
team
for
the first time, and while Ryan has played in
for the
Ten teams released York Mets appro
Ruthven, 8-3 and 4.03, will be appearing on
ved the con- owners to meet in Chicago,
four All-Star games for the American Leagu
his second
ratification vote results tract 24-1, while
e, this was the team,although he did not play
the Seattle their Player Relations Comin the 1976 game.
first
time
he has been named to the NL squad.
Tuesday, with the players Mariners voted
Top pitchers not included on the team were
23-3, the San mittee will set up a conBlue, 5-5 and 2.22, is the only pitcher to start an
reliever
supporting the settlement Francisco
All-Star Rick Camp of Atlanta, 5-1 and 1.40;
Giants 23-2 and ference call so all the exJerry Reuss of Los
game
for both leagues, having started for the NL in
agreement 245-12. Six of the the Minnesota
1978 Angeles, 5-2, 1.90, and Scott Sanderson
Twins 21-6 in ecutives can vote.
of Montreal, 6-2
and the AL in 1971, earning that league's only
10 — the Milwaukee favor of the
AMERICAN LEAGUE
victory in and 2.17. Charlie Lea of the Expos
agreement. Phil
, who no-hit the San '•
the
Shoul
last
d
18
the
years.
contro
EAST
llers'
Brewers, Kansas City Garner, playe
Francisco Giants on May 10, also did not make
r rep for the strike
W L
Pct. GB
Seaver, on his 12th NL All-Star team, is 7-1 with
the team
ciffntinue,
a New York
Royals, Baltimore Orioles, Pittsburgh Pirate
a 2.07 with a 4-3 record and 3.91 ERA.
3421 .607 —
s, said his spokesman for Commis- Baltimo
re
31 73
.574 2
sioner Bowie Kuhn said, M awe ukee
31 25
.554 3
Detroit
31
26
.544 3%
neither the All-Star game Boaton
3036
L36 4
nor Monday's Reopening Cleveland
26 24
.520 5
Toronto
16 42
Day will be affected.
.276 19
won
"We could resort to using
37 23 .617 —
trains, as teams used to do Texas
33
21 22
.600 1%
Cbicago
31
22
.585 2%
before there were planes," Cattforrua
31 79
.517 6
DAYTON, Ohio (AP) — contests in batting
Kansas City
20 30
.400 12
practice the spokesman said.
Seattle
Things are almost too and taking bets on
21 36
.368 14%
them. Despite their support and Mrineata
ST. CHARLES, Mo. (AP)
17 39
.304 18
Each had said he was not some anyway," he
peaceful for Jim Donnelly He'd get the non-starters
Games of itug.18
said.
and the detailed explanations of
In addition, the Cards
— Competition has been worried
Chicago
now that he's no longer the the pitchers together
at
Boston,.
playe
about competition.
fl)
r
repre
sentatives,
Those released by St. released defensive
and
elimi
Kansas City at .hniore, (n)
nated
for
backs
the
squad
's
But
Cincinnati Reds' batting always run some sort
Coach Jim Hanifan said Louis included punters
of a many players expressed Milwaukee at Cleveland, (n)
Ray Steve Carpenter and Gary
incumbent kickers in the the nearl
practice pitcher.
y
confus
Texas
immediate depar- Farmer, formerly of Woolf
ion about the. agreeat New York, in) ,
hitting contest in batting
ord, tackle Mark
first wave of major roster ture
No longer does he have to practice. They'd bet on ment, which deals primarily Toronto at Detroit, in)
of
additional Western Kentucky Universi- Goodspeed,
Oakland at Mrinesota, (n)
cuts
linebackers
by the St.- Louis Car- placekickers
worry about finding his who'd hit the most home with a new system of com- California at Seattle, (n)
and punters ty, and Larry Schletzer and Aaron Josep
dinals.
h and Thomas
was coincidental. "We were placekickers Roberto
clothing booby-trapped or
pensation for teams losing
Sroka Seabron and tight end Mike
The National Football getting
NATIONAL LEAGUE
being the middleman in a "We had good-hitting pit- top-flight players to free
ready to let go of and Tom McNamara.
Maher.
EAST
Leagu
e
team
released 10
gambling ring.
chers — Don Gullett, that big agency. W L
Pet GB
playe
rs
Tuesd
ay,
Philadel
reduc
phia
ing
34 21
.618 —
Donnelly, 50, is a high (Tony) Cloninger boy, Jim "I didn't understand one a Lass
its roster to 65. That number
30 20
.603 1%
school teacher in Dayton. McGlothen, a bunch of 'em. thing we were talking Montreal
30 25
545 4
Pittsburgh
must be further reduced,
25 23
521 54
But in 1971, 1972 and 1973, he And everyone of'em thought about," said pitcher Neil New
York
17
34
.333
15
Allen
under
after
NFL rules, to 60 by
listen
they
ing
could
to
Mets
hit
as
good
was employed by the Reds to
Chicago
as
15 37
.298 17%
player rep Rusty Staub.
Aug. 18.
%IF:Tr
pitch to the team before anybody on the team.
MAYSVILLE, Ky.(AP) — that the team
Las Arkgeles
has won only said he will remain to fulfill
36 21
632 —
Those given their walking The board
"Now Ferrara wasn't that "It took an hour and a half Cincinna
games.
of education has one game in the past
ti
3621
625
"2
three his contract, however.
papers at Lindenwood Col- voted to
"If you put on a Reds good a hitter, but if you put it to simplify it," said Brewers Houston
79 29
491 8
abolish the football years. Parents and
the
Atlanta
complaye
leges
The high school will conr
inclu
rep
25
ded
29
every
Ted
inside
Simmo
.463
kicker program at Maysville
9%
ns. San
and at the knees, he
uniform back then," he said,
High munity have shown little in- tinue
Francisco
2737 .458 10
in camp except Neil School, not
its programs IRr
you had to have a tremen- could kill it. He'd get all his "We went over it word for San Diego
because of finan- terest in supporting the
22 33
.411 12%
team baseball, basketball, ter4
O'Donoghue and Larry cial probl
Games of Aug.10
by
dous sense of humor. It was bets — the regulars would word, paragraph
ems
but lack of in- and the number of stude
New N'ork
Uucago
nts and golf. The athletic depart
—
Swider, who ended two-week terest.
very corfunonJor me to rush bet on it, too, SD he'd have a paragraph, from beginnIng—Artttsturgh atat Montreal
. (n)
participating has been ment plans to add
to
end."
walko
uts and signed MonIniss at Philadelphia, (n)
weightdown to the ballpark from pretty good pot — and then
Superintendent Robert steadily declin
ing.
ti at los Angels, (n)
lifting and exercising this
day.
school, get dressed real fast he'd come up to me and say, Overhearing Simmons, Cincinna
Biddl
e
said
Tuesd
ay
night
Atlanta at San Dwg,o, in)
Coach Deak Cvitokovic fall, Biddle said.
and put on my spikes — not 'Now, Jim, you pitch it in pitche
. r Mike Caldwell ask- Hcuston at San Franasco, (n)
realizing they were filled and at the knees and we'll
make some money.'
with shaving cream.
"You're supposed to pitch
"Or I'd reach in my locker every
body the same when
for my cap and a stuffed
you're throwing batting
snake or a stuffed spider
practice, but nobody really
would fall out. I'd about have
noticed. So I'd give Ferrara
a coronary in that locker a few
pitches inside and he'd
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. ference last seaso
room.
n with an 8just kW 'em," Donnelly said. ( AP)
— Jim Hatfield, -19 record. In his
"Then, when I calmed
two
"He'd win all the time. I'll Mississippi
State's head previous seasons at State,
down and walked up the
tell you, he was like a Las basket
ball coach for three Hatfield's teams
steps to the field, they'd all
were 19-9
Vegas table man. And the seasons,
has been hired as and 13-14.
be waiting for me — almost
bets were getting pretty an assist
ant to Tennesseethe whole team. Soon as
steep. Well, Ferrara would Chatt
At UT-Chattanooga, he is
anooga Coach Murray
they'd see me coming,
get rich and I'd be lucky to Arnold,
officials said Tues- replacing Frank Kerns, who
they'd start laughing."
get $2from hint."
left Arnold's staff after last
day.
One of the most Donnelly said
season to take the head
those Reds
It
is
the
third
time
Hatfie
ld
memorable pranksters was teams"were like
a family."
and Arnold have worked coaching job at Georgia
Al Ferrara, an outfielder "It took me
Southern.
a good year together on a basket
ball
who spent the 1971 season before I really felt
I was ac- coaching staff. Arnold was
a
with the Reds before depar- cepted by the
Hatfield played basketball
players," he top assistant to Hatfield
at
ting from the major leagues, said. "But once
I was ... Mississippi State in 1978-7 at East Tennessee State
9 University and graduated in
Donnelly said.
they'd give me clothes, before
coming to Tennessee- 1965. He was head basket
"He wasn't a bad radios they'd won,
ball
gas Chattanooga, and Hatfield
ballplayer," he said, "but I coupons they got for
coach at Lyman High School
hitting was an assistant under
Ar- in Orlando, Fla., then took.
think he missed his calling. home runs, all
sorts of nold at Birmingh
am assistant's jobs at BirmHe should have been out in things. Once you were
ac- Southern in 1970-72.
Las Vegas.
ingham Southern in ,1970-72
cepted, they'd do anything
Hatfield, 37, from Knox- and Kentucky
"He was always running for you."
in 1972-74. He
ville, resigned under was coach
at Southwest
pressure at Mississippi State Louisiana
from 1974-78
Going away to college is a thrilling experience in
after his team finished last before moving Missis
to
sippi
in the Southeastern Con- State.
any students life, but it is also a time of unfamilar
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NL All Star Pitchers Named; -I F
Valenzuela, Carlton Top List I.
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NFL Cardinals Eliminate Kick
Competition When Vets Sign

Maysville Cuts Grid Program

Mississippi State's
Hatfield Joins UT-C
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Decorating
Center

Captain D's,

701 S. 4th St.

•

MONDAY & TUESDAY

•

ALL YOU CAN EAT
Fish Dinner or Country Style Fish Dinner

FREE dessert with any dinner purchase
Your Choice of Pecan or Coconut Pie,
Carrot Cake, or Strawberry Tart

THE CHIPPER - The Captain's Favorite

"Come On In Where It
Is Cool And Get
Sidewalk Prices"'

COUPON

Reg. Price $5.95

Name Of Student
School
Street
City

Now$3.95 sc, Yd

State_ _ _ Zip
Coupe. Most Bo Enclosed
With $32.50 To Cover 9 mo. mail
subscription to modest. AN sebsaiptiosts pd. in
advance

•1=111=1.11MNENIIMMIPIIMMIIMIM

.

•
•
•
•
•

Murray, Ky.

Vinyl Floor Covering

$2.99
EDNESDAY & THURSDAY

FRIDAY,SATURDAY,
81 SUNDAY

faces, and far away places. We at the Murray Ledger
and Times have a way for the college student in
your life to take a little bit of Murray with them.Just
fill out the convenient coupon below and he or she
will be able to keep up with day by day accounts of
whats happening with friends and family in Murray.
For just $32.50 you can send 9 mo. of the Murray
Ledger and Times to your student. . . the closest
thing to home.

•

•

All Other In Stock Vinyl

$1.00 Off Per Sq. Yd.
mipin

Paint

$4.00 Gal
Special Stack-While It Lasts

•

mi••=11•

•

for $3.9
- 9 •
•

Murroy-Poducah-Mayfield

•
•

On All Grades

McLeod Carpet
0
4

For More Information
Contact T.P. Delaney, Jr.
Circulation Dept. 753-1916

1
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Cities To Be Responsible To Keep Ohio River Clean

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake
FOR THURSDAY,AUGUST 6,1661
What kind of day will tumorni
row be? To find out what the SCORPIO
stars say, read the foreviuit Oct. 23 to Nov:21)
Don't be moody with a
given for your birth Sign.
friend. Self-analysis is the best
ARIES
way to cope with problems
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
now. Peace and quiet allows
Joint talks with close ties you to discover inner strength.
concerning long-range securi- SAGITTARIUS
ty plans are accented. Stick to (Nov. 22toDec.21)
realistic projects and avoid
Take friends into your confanciful schemes.
fidence. Keeping problems to
TAURUS
yourself only magnifies them.
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Avoid a tendency to late-day
Dependents
need escapism.
understanding now. Let close CAPRICORN
ties help you out with pro- (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 'ildj
blems. Don't be afraid to ask
Business contacts are
for help, if needed.
helpful now. Follow up on
GEMINI
leads. In the evening, don't
0
- misread another's intentions.
(May 21 to June 20) 11$14
Do those little things that Rely on innate practicality.
will make long-term projects AQUARIUS
work. Attention to detail now (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
will bring dividends at a later
Meetings with publishers,
date.
agents and educators are
CANCER
favored. Make arrangements
(June 21 to July 22) 181
0 for business travel. Be
Be considerate of others. closemouthed after dark.
Family members would like to PISCES
join you in some kind of (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
celebration. You entertain at,
Talks with lawyers and
home during the evening. • financial advisers go well.
LEO
Stay away from unethical
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 11244a career deals. Be responsive to
Good news may pertain to a close friend's proposals.
realestate or family matters.
YOU BORN TODAY are
Care is needed when shopping. liable to experiment before
Stick to necessities. Make settling on a career. You have
local visits.
a keen sense • of social
VIRGO
awareness and function well
(Aug.73toSept.72) RP
in groups. You would make a
negotiations fine teacher. Especially
Financial
should proceed according to drawn to the arts, you can sucplan. It's a good time to buy or ceed as an actor, writer, musisell. A family member may be cian or designer. You're consomewhat confused.
genial and love to surround
LIBRA
yourself with beautiful things.
(Sept. 23to oct. n) —
Often, you're found in
You'll have chances to im- businesses allied to the arts.
prove your income now, but Banking, brokerage and law
still you_ should be wary of are some of the other fields in
unrealistic ventures. Don't be which you can excel.
conned into anything.

TA

e

By LARRY NEUMEISTER money to monitor its sewer knowing if it is releasing
Associated Press Writer
hazardous substances into
system.
API —
CINCINNATI
"Industry has simply run sewer systems which flow inCities may have to become out of places to put this stuff to the Ohio River, Brush
"mini Environmental Pro- ( hazardous wastes)," he said. The state monitors the
tection Agencies".if they're said. "As industry gets river, but new chemicals are
going to keep the Ohio River pressed harder, I think the being used which ain't be
clean, says Cincinnati Vice temptation is going to be to found until monitors know
Mayor Tom Brush.
illegally dump as.-long as what they are looking for, he
"We can't always rely on they know they can get away said.
state and federal EPAs to with it."
"I think it's a hazard for
always act in the best inCities downstream from a 1 1
communities
terest of the city," Brush Cincinnati should closely downstream," he said.. "I
said Tuesday.
monitor what flows down the think very few of them know
Budget cutbacks might Ohio River, according to about it. Nobody has told
give state and federal EPAs Brush.
them and they have small
less money to work with in
Most of the city's in- facilities to monitor it
the future, he said. The city dustries police themselves themselves. If I were them,
of Cincinnati is trying to find so the city has no way of I'd be looking into it.

A

We have no ongoing
monitoring so it is difficult to
detect whether an industry is
illegally dumping a
substance Into a sewer
system until something happens."
Cincinnati is more careful
about the water at its water
intake valves above the city
than at the water below the
city, Brush said.
"It's selfish," he said. "I
have been urging (that) we
be more concerned about
water going downstream."
On Feb. 17, the city found
that a street cave-in was
caused by toxic wastes flow-

ing through a city sewer illegally. The Sun Chemical
Corp. allegedly released
chemicals illegally into the
system, Brush said.
After the street collapsed,
City Council rescinded its
approval of $1 million in
economic
development
revenue bonds granted to the
firm.
"In this case, Sun
Chemical filed false
reports," Brush said. "Until
something happens that produces an odor or unusual color in streams, it can virtually go undetected.
"It's another example of

SUPER MARKET
-low Overhead Means low Prices

•o

how we rely on industries to
police themselves. We have
no ongoing monitoring to
detect whether an industry is
illegally dumping a
substance into a sewer
system until something like
this occurs."
When workers first went
into the sewer to see why the
street caved in, two of them
immediately were overcome
by fumes and their tools
started turning green, Brush
said.
"The Coast Guard was advised because it was escaping into the natural water
supply," he said.

With $10.00 or/A.,.
Purchase Excleding
1° - Dairy IL Tobacco Products
J er Drinks On Special

Ossetia,Intensive Care

Lotion

Mousy Fluffy
Fresh

B

read

10 Oz.

Reg.$2.63•Save $1.14
Gillette Geed News Disposable

Save 30c

43c

Razors

Dean)
/34
By Abigail Van Buren

Dentine
Pure Cane

Owns Seedless Blackberry

Wife Feels Bigger Is Better
When It Comes to Diamonds

Juice

Sugar

DEAR ABBY: When my husband and I were married 31
years ago, he gave me the smallestdiamond I had ever seen.
I was glad to get any diamond at the time, but as the years
passed, my husband became more prosperous and I kept
hoping he would replace it with a larger one. He never did.
On my25th wedding anniversary, I gave him a fine piece
of jewelry with money I had saved out of my household
allowance. He gave me 25 roses.
Soon after, I lost the diamond out of my ring. My husband
promised to buy me another one, but he didn't. When we
passed a jewelry store, I'd stop to look in the window,but my
husband would walk away.
Last year on our 30th anniversary, my husband handed
me a tiny bos. When I opened it, I found my old ring with the
tiny diamond replaced! I tried to put it on my finger, but I
had gained some weight and it wouldn't fit. I put it back in
the box, where it's been ever since.
What should I do? Have my ring made larger and wear it?
My husband could well afford a bigger diamond,and I feel
like a poor relative among my friends who have lovely
jewelry.
LIKES DIAMONDS(BIG)

Reader Two Neese

Crackers Save 26'

16.z.

Kraft'reads

Dressing

Save 30'
16 oz.

129

Save 24'

Potato
Chipsr"
Regular er %Vevey
large Tule Gag

Save 20c

DEAR LIKES:Face it. Your husband is not likely to
buy you a bigger diamond unless you ask for one. If
it's that important to you and he can afford it, ask
him. Besides, diamonds are not only a girl's best
friend, they're alto a good investment!
••

Alain ..didibb.

DEAR ABBY: My fiance and I are planning our wedding,
which will take plaoe in_Decemher. Between us we already
have just about everything we need to set up housekeeping,
and with things the way they are today, we would really
prefer money instead of wedding gifts.
Would you please advise us how to let our friends and
relatives know how we feel about this?! mean,is there some
tactful way of including this information with our wedding
invitations? •
HAVE EVERYTHING'

.411011•..

.1•11s

PRODUCE

-41111011&_

MEAT DEPARTMENT
loo
4th.

• DEAR HAVE: If they ask what you want or need,
you could tell them. But to include this information
with your wedding invitations would be more tacky
than tactful.
'as

-DEAR ABBY: I have a question in response to STILL IN
SHOCK at the fuheral of the husband she had had for 20
years. Just what could Anyone say that would have made
her "feel better"?
When my husband (age 30) died, no one could have said
anything to make me feel better. I heard the usual dumb
-questions, tacky remarks and the automatic "If there is
anything I can do..." Although these comments were
thoughtless, I realized that behind each of them was a
frustrated person who wanted to coafort-me, butjust didn't
know what to say. The usual remark was, "Don't worry;
you're young, you'll get married again.'
What really mattered to me was that the people were
there. Had they stayed home, I never would have had the
warm feeling of being surrounded by family and friends
who cared about me and my children in our sorrow.
. Some of our friends didn't contact me at all. That hurt
more than any tacky remark..! interpreted it to mean "I
don't care."
I would advise mourners who don't know whattoy that
: a simple "I'm sorry" is sufficient. Believe me, your him and
eyes express the feelings you can't put into words. You really
can't make the survivor feel better, but try not to make bilis'
feel worse.
The most meaningful expressions-came to me in the form
of hugs, pats on the shoulder and squeezes of the hand
accompanied by, "I just don't know what to say." They
didn't,realize it, but they had already said it all. '
LENORE

Seethe,Sliced

Bacon
09
12 el. pkg.

Onion Rings 16 ex. bag

• ••

Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off your
chest. Write to Abby: 12060 Hawthorne Blvd., Suite
5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250. For a personal reply,
please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

COPY AVAILABLE

•
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In Biggest Corporate Takeover In History

Du Pont Wins Conoco Battle

Old-fashioned
Home Appliance

By FLOYD NORRLS
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK AP) — Du
Pont Co. apparently won
control of Conoco Inc. today
for $7.4 billion in stock and
cash after the biggest
takeover battle in U.S. corporate history.
The victory for Du Pont,
the No. 1 chemical company
in the nation, came after
competing bidder Mobil
Corp. failed to persuade a
federal appeals' court judge
to block the Du Pont offer for
Conoco, the No. 9 oil company.
Although there was no immediate official word, Du

Hurry! Sale
ends August 14.

ELON, Va. (AP) — Lynchburg area residents aren't
the only ones upset about the
Rev. Jerry Falwell's WRVLFM, a high-powered radio
station which is interfering
with other radio and television stations.
A representative of the
Schewel Furniture Company
in Amherst says the new
educational station is
hampering his company's
business.
Speaking at a meeting of
the Concerned Viewers of
Central Virginia Tuesday
night, John Ware said WRVL
is interfering with all the
televisions in the company's
Amherst showroom.
It's hard to sell a $900
television set with no picture, Ware said.
He offered financial support from the Schewel company to the organization in
its effort to combat WRVL,
which broadcasts religious
programming.
"We want to go on record
as saying we are against the
station until they can correct
the (interference) problems.
We have organized some

.

CUT '70

Kenmore'5-cycle washer
Reg. 5369.95

mode
2 speeds. 4 water
levels Dispensers tor
liquid bleach, fabric
softener White
1-cirge - capac,ty

29995

CUT'60
Kenmore'Fabric Master dryer
Heat shuts off when
laundry reaches level
of dryness you preset 'Wrinkle Guard'
White, electric.

Reg. 5289.95

22995

CUT $120
CUT $75
Microwave oven Color TV
-stage electronic mem-•
ry
plus temperature-sensing p °be

9995

$3

Reg.
$519.95

Eiectronic tuner with
pushbutton selector 19in diag meas picture
Reg.
$459.95

Pont apparently won control
of a majority of Conoco's 86
million outstanding shares of
stock when shareholders'
tenderings — offers to sell
their stock to Du Pont —
be-Came irrevocable at midnight Tuesday.
Company officials were
working early this morning
to determine how many
shares were actually
tendered. Du Pont was expected to buy the stock
quickly.
In a takeover battle, competing companies offer to
buy stock of the target
business from shareholders.
A stockholder's decision on

whom to sell to is influenced
by various factors, including
price and the likelihood that
a company's lid might be
blocked by the government
on, for example, antitrust
grounds.
Du Pont will pay $3.8.
billion for 38.7 million Conoco shares tendered for cash
and give 1.7 shares of its own
stock for each of the remaining shares of Conoco. Du
Pont offered an extra $275
million or more to Monsanto
Co. in a deal that was
negotiated to secure Justice
Department approval of the
Conoco takeover.
Mobil,the nation's No. 2 oil

Residents, Merchants Upset
Over Falwell's Radio Station

13-69741

D-20711

SIDEWALK
SALE

538495

funds through the company
to help you," Ware said.
Esther Nance, chairwoman of the organization,
and Chuck McKeever,
president-general manager
of WDBJ-TV in Roanoke,
both said at the meeting they
had received complaints
from two other television
sellers in Lynchburg.
Ware said the company installed $1,500 worth of equipment in 1973 for television
reception to show the sets.
But with WRVL on the air all
13 sets in stock show only one
channel.
"We were getting very
good reception until the
radio station came on,"
Ware said. "We've spent
money and we feel like we
shouldn't have to bear this
expense."
Earlier Tuesday, the
Amherst County Board of
Supervisors unanimously,
voted to send letters.to the
Federal Communications
Commission and state and
federal representatives voicing their objections to the interference problems caused
by WRVL

A representative of First
Virginia Cablevision, told
the supervisors WRVL was
knocking out four of the franchise's 12 cable channels.
Supervisor Rufus Scott
said, "I- ,think we should
move to deny the license until some of the problems are
cleared up.,"
WRVL is operating under
an extended temporary test
permit issued by the FCC.
The decision whether to
issue a permanent license
probably will be made in
September, according to a
FCC spokesman.
WRVL will meet with FCC
officials next Tuesday in
Washington, D.C. to discuss
a timetable for the conunission's decision.
In addition_ representatives from WDBJ and FM
radio station WVWR, and
Concerned Viewers' attorney Steve Martin will be
represented at next week's
meeting.

company, raised its bid for
Conoco to RA billion in cash
and securities Tuesday, but
that was not enough to overcome fears of Conoco
stockholders that Mobil
would never be allowed to
buy the shares because of
antitrust problems.
Du Pont now becomes a
major oil company and the
owner of Consolidation Coal
Co., the nation's No. 2 producer of coal. It also finds
itself owing billions of
dollars that it borrowed to
finance the deal.
The chemical company
has not made clear what it
will do with Conoco, but
there has been speculation
that it might sell off part of it
to gain money to repay the
bank debt. Conoco,'with service stations in more than 40
states, has large domestic
holdings of coal, oil and
natural gas. 'Consolidation Coal has
been mentioned as a possible
target for selling, although
Du Pont has said its own
research into synthetic fuel
could make the coal assets
more valuable.

Bargain Boxes
$1"4504
Purses
Fall & Winter A'r SHOE
Boots
V. BUZZ

$10"
Shoes $4" & Up
Ladies-Lads-Lassies
Sandals
Dock Siders
Dress Shoes
Tennis Shoes
Socks
Open
Fri.-Sat. 9-5
Bel Air Shp. Ctr.

Small Ads.

CLASSIFIED ADS!

Friday &Saturday Aug,7&8
Fantastic Bargains On
*Candles
*Place Mats
*Napkins 4
1\9

•Baskets
*Pictures
•Brass Items

Tropical Furniture

/st

Ph.753-1851
Mon.thru Sat. 10-5 p.m.
Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, Ky.

Burnett Sends $100,000
To Journalism School
W-90172

HONOLULU (AP) —
Carol Biiiiiett, who won a
libel judgment against the
National Enquirer, has sent
a check for $100,000 to the
journalism department at
the University of Hawaii, according to the department
chairman.
Prof. John Luter said Miss
Burnett sent the gift Monday
even though she still has not
c011ected any of her $800,000
award from the tabloid, pending appeals.
The money will be used to
start the Carol Burnett Fund
for Responsible Journalism,
Luter said. It will support
workshops on ethical iccopc,
a special lecture series,
prizes for student writing

0.8099

CUT $4

CUT S20

Carpet cleaner

Refrigerator

Power Spray cleaner is
great for cleaning carpets, rugs, upholstery
Reg.
5174.95

I 7-cu ft compact. Removable shelf Brown.

II 1 795

Reg.
5137.95

i34

• Shipping, Installation extra • Ask about Sears credit plans
• Kenmore dryers require connectors not included In pikes
shown • Many Kenmore models are available In colon at an
— extra charge • Prices are catalog prices • Now on sale In our
0 and AV catalog supplements.

Each of these advertised items is readily
available for sale as advertised.
lanstaction Guaranteed or YOur Plgeorsey Bade

CLI._15

Bel-Air
Shopping Ctr.
Murray, Ky.
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and faculty research on
ethical issues in journalism,
Luter said.'The department
has 125 journalism majors.
Miss Burnett planned to
give a similar grant to the
graduate school of journalism at the University of
California at Berkeley.
Miss Burnett was awarded
$1.6 million in damages by a
jury in March for an 'Enquirer article which implied
that she was drunk in a
Washington restaurant. The
award was cut in half by a
higher court.

Freeze
"12"

994
14 oz.
For car
air conditioners.
(31-465)
Reg. $1.37

Prevents rust
)nd corrosion;
loosens nuts
and bolts.
(31-505-3)

Combination Lock
log. 63.59 "
2-in, shackle, individual serial number.
(40-536-4)

Judge Says King
May Ask Court To
Rule On Ownership
LOS ANGELES'(API —
Tennis star Billie Jean King
and her husband can ask a
court to rule that they, and
not Mrs. King's former lesbian lover, own a contested
Malibu beach house, a judge
says.
Superior Court Judge Arnold Levin ruled Tuesday
that the Kings' unlawful detainer suits involving the
$650,000 beach house can go
to trial, said Larry Holmes,
attorney for Larry King.
Marilyn Barnett, 33, tried
to have the suits consolidated with her palimony
suit against Mrs. King. Ms.
Barnett is suing the tennis
player for half interest in the
house and half the property
acquired during the couple's
lesbian relationship, which
started in 1972.
Ms. Barnett, now a
paraplegic who lives in the
beach house,-claims that the
house and life support were
promised her when she gave
up her hairdressing career
to travel the tennis circuit
with Mrs. King,
Mrs. King,37, denied making such promises, although
she publicly admitted having
a love affair with Ms.
Barnett.

In 1553, Lady Jane Grey,
18, was proclaimed Queen of
England. She reigned ofily
nine days before being executed by Queen Mary, who successfully Claimed the
throne. .

Storage Bins

971.

15 oz.
Helps oil do
a better job.
(31-406-1)
Reg. $1.59

934 Es.
Slant front for easy accesi. (50158-4) Reg. $1.28

Spark Plugs
-Your Choice

AC, Champion
or Autolite non
resistor type.

AC, Champion or
sport plops 1.1 7

10 oz. aerosol seals small leaks,
inflates tires.(31-261-2)
Otierol sue and weight
nylon UnCOSS (63-322-0)
Beg $1099

n•dCri'iiicV•er...Zof 3
tam. or asonge
460 1 21
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See Our Select
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Goal and Net
On The Sidewalk
Toys 30% Off
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Items UpTo 50% Off
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Officer Defends Policewoman Following Shooting Incident
left the market manager store — was a 26-year-old first time since the shooting.
Hayes, 27, and Anthony He was charged with murder two
chest
wounds, kidnapped by several men at
dead and the shoppers man who had come to the
"I've always had that fear
authorities said. Anderson a Nashville restaurant, robbwounded, is being in- market to call police with a — as a policeman — of roll- Seagraves, 21, were wound- and armed robbery.
ed and then let out of the car,
James D. Thaxton, 26, vabo was charged in the death.
vestigated by the police report that he had been kid- ing into an armed robbery in ed.
Seagraves said he had his had been inside the store
Walden called police to the police said. They said Thainapped and robbed earlier in progress," said Coats, 31, an
department. Ms. Allen, a
who has been on the the evening in an unrelated eight-year veteran of the hands in the air as he went while it was being robbed, market after Thaxton came ton found his way to the
out, but Coats said the vic- was found dead inside with in and said he had just been store.
Metro Police force three incident.
police force. "And that's ex- tims
didn't have their hands
Ms. Allen and patrolman actly what happened."
months, is on administrative
up. Coats said Walden, who •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••e••••••••••••
Terry Coats arrived at
leave during the inquiry.
"All hell broke loose."
came out of the store first, •
Also killed Saturday — not Johnny's Sak-Ful Market in
Coats said that after the of- was
crouching.
Joyce Faye Allen's role in by Ms. Allen but in a East Nashville to interview ficers took cover, three men
After
reinforcements arthe weekend shooting, which separate shooting inside the that man about the alleged ran out of the store. Ms.
rivep, tear gas was used to
kidnapping and robbery.
Allen thought they were inFrom outside the store, volved in the robbery and flush out Billy Guy Ander- •• ••••••••••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
son, 30, who walked away
Ms. Allen spotted a man with started shooting, he said.
from
a
prison
work-release
•
•
a shotgun holding a man on
The store manager, Harry program June 7 while serv- OtYmPbc ••
•
the market floor. The of-'
It. Walden, 37, was killed, ing 30 years for two murder
•
753-6882
:
Plaza •
ficers radioed for help, got authorities said. David B.
•
convictions,
authorities
said.
out of the squad car and took
•
cover — Coats behind the car
1
EDDYVILLE,Ky.(AP) — before the grand jury.
and Ms. Allen behind a nearbecause
that,
added
Orgill
Lyon
County
by
newspaper rack.
Commonwealth's Attorney Bill the Department of CorrecThe shooting started soon
Cunningham says that a tions is responsible "for the after.
county grand jury will be operation of the (prison)
Ms. Allen has been
asked to look into South Cen- system, we see little alter- unavailable for comment,
tral Bell Telephone Co.'s native at this point to leaving but Coats spoke with
refusal to remove eight pay the phones in place."
reporters Tuesday for the
phones from the Kentucky
State Penitentiary yard.
In June, the grand jury
ordered the phones removed
because it found that
prisoners were using the
phones for criminal activity.
But in a letter last Friday,
South Central Bell said it
would not remove the phones
Shorts, Slacks, Shirts, Tops,
unless ordered to do so by
S%itn%ear, Golf Skirts
the state Bureau of Corrections.
"The response from the
company is totally unacceptable," said Cunningham,
Boot,Straight, Flare, Big Bell
who added that "South Central Bell's response will be
One Group of
submitted to the grand jury
Friday.."
SRO°
Bell spokesman Marvin
Orgill of Paducah said the
INF
A Pam
utility "finds itself.. caught
between the conflicting re1304 Chestnut St.
TRADITIONAL CLOTHING FOR
quests of different agencies
Dixieland Center
GENTLEMEN
AND LADIES
of the state."
753-8364
All Ladies
He said the grand jury
DIXIELAND CENTER
A Pair
ordered the phones removed
4-4/11
man.
but that the Bureau of Corrections said the phones
should remain until Corrections Commissioner George
Wilson appears next week
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— A rookie policewoman
who mistakenly shot a
grocery store manager and
two shoppers as they fled a
robbery is a "good officer"
and "very caring," says the
policeman who was with her
at the time.

year-old

23-

MAT'S IT LEVIS

Grand Jury To Look
Into Bell's Refusal To
RemovePay Telephones

SIDEWALK
SPECIALS

1/2PRICE

CountrY

SIDEWALK
SALE

SIDEWALK
SALE

•Mens Summer Shirts
•Womens Summer Blouses
*Selected Styles Mens Et
Womens Fashion Jeans
Men's
Basic Jeans

-%

All Summer Merchandise
1/2

Off and Less.

Everything Outside
1/2 OFF
or Less

TLIttclungliam

399

Al! Jewelry /
and Belts / Price

.TOWN &
COUNTRY DRESS
SHOP

Itb.

Ladies Jeans
And Pants

Stdo

Summer Shorts

Grain Company
Says Railroad To
Blame For Losses
MARION,Ky.(AP)— The
operator of a grain company
at Sturgis, Ky.,say: that the
Illinois Central Gulf
Railroad has only itself to
blame for the loss of profits
on the 105-mile line between
Henderson and Princeton.
ICG wants to abandon the
line, but businessmen who
use that stretch of track are
fighting the closure plan in a
hearing
before
Administrative Law Judge Edward McGrail.
Matt Sugg of Morganfield,
Ky., operator of the grain
company and chairman of
the Henderson-Princeton
Rail Retention Committee,
suggested in a written statement that ICG has not "tried
to serve the shippers on the
line and has lost business as
a result."
For example, Sugg said,
he ordered 120 hopper cars
— four cars a day, five days
a week for the period
between Oct. 2 and Nov. 10,
1978. But the order wasn't
filled until August 1979, said
Sugg, and "I had a full grain
elevator for much of this
period and could not buy
grain from the farmers."
Sugg said that 98 percent
of his company's grain has
been shipped along the ICG
line in the past 36 years and
added that the future of his
business would be hampered
without rail service. He said
other companies would be
similarly affected.

Jury Indicts
Louisville Man
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP) —
A Louisville man has been
indicted by a federal grand
jury on charges of threatening the life of President
Reagan.
The indictment, issued
Monday, charges that John
Dewey Hummel III, 28,
threatened the president's
life about July 13 while in•a
Louisville bar.
The indictment quoted
Hummel as saying: "I am
organizing a group of people
to kill the president. I want
the president dead."
Hummel was arrested July 14 and transferred to Central State Hospital for
psychiatric evaluation, according to J.B. Johnson,
agent in charge of the Secret
Service office here.

Mons 8, Boys
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$100 at
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Children's

Children's
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Short Sets

Box Fans
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$100$3"
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Save On Levi's®
And Live Ins®

Big assortment of 1000.
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Largest Tax Reduction In U.S.
History Comes With Signature

!Funerals I
J. C. West Dies
Saturday; Rites
To Be Thursday

Americans, increases incentives for
The more a person pays in taxes;
By JIM LUTHER
liberalizas tax-free treatsavings,
revera
is
This
cut.
the bigger the tax
Associated Press Writer
put aside for retiremoney
of
ment
sal of reductions passed in recent
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
credits for childtax
fattens
ment,
burden
tax
the
years aimed at raising
Reagan, winning congressional apand
establishes a
expenses
care
on upper-income Americans to help
J. C. West of Barnhart,
proval of his tax cut in less than six
concharitable
for
deduction
special
bottom
lessen the load on those at the
Mo., died Saturday at the
months,needs only to sign his name to
not
who
do
people
by
made
tributions
of the economic scale.
Osteopathic
Normandy
give Americans the largest tax reducitemize.
Reagan's bill would give 32 percent
Hospital, St. Louis, Mo. He
tion in U.S. history.
The tax relief for business will total
of its benefits to people with incomes
was 59 years of age and an
The House completed congressional
estimated $152.8 billion from 1981
an
above $50,000. Those people now pay
aircraft company employee.
action Tuesday on the tax-cut bill, and
1986, chiefly by allowing
through
one-third of all income taxes.
He is survived by his wife,
White House aides said Reagan will
through the tax
recovery
faster
Mrs. Jearline McRee West;
sign it as soon as it reaches his desk.
spent for machinery
money
addof
were
system
provisions
other
Several
three daughters - Mrs. LinThat could be as late as next week, but
and buildings. The aim is to modered as the package made its way
da Wear, Mrs. Teresa
regardless of when the president afinthem
nize the nation's industrial capacity
of
Many
through Congress.
Wright, and Miss Jana West,
fixes his signature, the individual tax
the
that production can be increased
for
breaks
so
tax
special
the
cluding
all of Barnhart, Mo.; three
relief will begin Oct. 1.
ELDERHOSTEL AT MURRAY STATE - Dr. Ken Wolf, associate professor of
raising prices.
compromises
without
oil industry-represent
sons - Glen and Gary West,
The 282-95 House vote was conhistory at Murray State University, works with two women involved in the Kenthe final debate before Conhis
During
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approval
win
to
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by
Richmond Heights, Mo., and
siderably more lopsided than the twotucky Elderhostel 1981 program on the campus July 19-25 and July 26-Aug. 1.
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ideas
are
Others
bill.
basic
•
Tenn.
Randy West, Dresden,
thirds majority needed to keep a proThey are Mildred Beckley (left) of Webster in Breckinridge County and Bessie
some House members decried the bill
administration favors but wanted to
Also surviving are five
test over tax relief for the oil industry
citizens
older
54
were
They
among
County.
Meade
of
in
the
Kerrick
Brandenburg
until
for giving the oil industry so much tax
burner
back
a
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put
sisters - Miss Bonnie Ruth
from delaying final action on the bill.
provide intellectual stimulation,
to
designed
courses
relief at a time when federal proin
who
the
participated
shape.
economy is in better
West, Murray, Mrs. Ruby
Rep. James Shannon, 1)-Mass.,
17
nt.
to
and
fun
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for
relief
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other
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s
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opportunitie
bill
sight-seeing
The
Mae Evipps, Paducah, Mrs.
sought unsuccessfully to trim the $12
spouses
both
with
ing reduced.
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Consumers'Affairs

United States Postal Service Has Varied Products, Services
By LYNNE ODOM
Special Writer
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Many consumers are
unaware of or unfamiliar
with the services and products which the United
States Postal Service has to
offer.
Since we never know what
we will need to mail some
day, it is helpful to be
familar with the Postal Service and what it has to offer.
There are six classes of
mail. First-class mail is used
for mailing postcards,
greeting cards, personal
notes and transmitting
checks and money orders.
First-class mail may not be
opened for postal inspection.
First-class mail that is not
letter size should be marked
"First Class".
Priority mail is first-class
mail which weighs more
than 12 ounces. It receives
efficient
quick,
transportation and handling.
Maximum weight is 70
pounds and maximum size is
100 inches in length and circumference ( girth) combined.
The Postal Service recommends using special stickers
and envelopes for priority
mail. Also, clearly marking
it as "Priority Mail" on all
sides aids the Postal Service
in recognizing it as priority
mail.
Second-class mail generally includes newspapers and
magazines.
Third-class or advertising
mail includes mail weighing
less than 16 ounces. Large
mailings usually are sent as
third-class.
There are two structure
rates for third-class mail:
single piece and bulk rate.
Bulk rate usually includes
mailing of a minimum of 201
pieces of identical or similar
mail. Bulk rate permits are
available for annual fees and
require advanced deposit.
The postmaster can advise
on which rate is best for a
particular mailing.
Fourth-class or parcel post
mail is for packages not
first-class which weigh one
pound or more.
Express mail is the fastest
service available. It
guarantees delivery and insures at no extra cost
against damage or loss of the
shipment.
There are two size standards of mail: nonstandard

and minimum.
Nonstandard size includes
first-class mail weighing one
ounce or less and singlepiece third-class mail
weighing two ounces or less
which exceeds any of the
following or has a length

Minimum size standards sender.
which is less than 1.3 times
the height or more than 2.5 require rectangular-shaped
Fast delivery mail sermail, at least 3.5 inches high, vices other
times the height.
than express
at least 5 inches long, and at mail and
priority
mail inOn mail that does not meet least .007 inches thick
clude mailgrams and special
these maximum standards, (postcard thickness). Mail
delivery.
there is an additional 7-cent not meeting the minimum
charge.
Mailgrams are electronic
standards will be returned to

Children With Impaired Vision
Attend Lions Foundation Camp
GOLDEN POND, KY —
Children with seriously impaired vision got the opportunity to enjoy roller
skating, horseback riding,
and overnight camping at a
special Lions Foundation
summer camp for the visually impaired at Brandon Spring Group Camp in TVA's
Land Between The Lakes
(LBL).
, Canoeing, arts and crafts,
a tour of The Homeplace1850 and an evening on a pontoon boat on Kentucky Lake
also were among activities
enjoyed by the campers at
Camp Mockingbird from
Kentucky, Tennessee,
Arkansas, and Mississippi,
along with 24 staff members.
Dr. Marion Thompson,
program director, explained
the purpose of the camp:
"Our main goal is to provide
the campers with an experience that is not normally
available to them."
According to Thompson,
only six first-time campers
attended the camp, which he
sees as a positive indication
in favor of the-program and
the facilities at Brandon Spring. "It just shows that there
is something special here to
bring the other campers
back," Thompson said.
He said that many of the
campers had attended the
camp every year since its
beginning four years ago.
Dr. Steve Stevenson,camp
administrator, said it is important for the person with
impaired vision to get out of
the home environment.
"Parents of visually impaired chlldren are often
very protective of them," he
said."We make the campers
see that they can dress
themselves and carry their
own trays. It builds their
self-confidence and independence," Stevenson
said.
Stevenson said he was
very proud of the local Lions

Foundations which support
the camp. Many local clubs
financed campers from their
areas and one local club participated in the entertainment.
Mr. and Mrs. Jete Edrnisson, from the Paris, Terinessee, organization, supplied a pontoon boat for the
lake cruise and Ricky
Rowlett, a neighbor of
another Paris Lion, brought

his horses up to Brandon
Spring for the campers to
ride.
"They've given us very
strong support," said
Stevenson, who is executive
director of the White Station
Lions Foundation in Memphis, Tennessee, which sponsored the camp.
Local members from other
Lions Clubs visited the camp

to assist when needed.
The campers were not the
only people to benefit. Ten
staff members will receive
college credit for working
with the camp. They are
enrolled in the special education department at the
University of Northern Iowa.
Thompson is a professor at
the university, and coordinates the university's participation.

Reporter Struggles To Get
Trip To National Meow-Off
By R.D. GERSH
Associated Press Writer
NORFOLK, Va. (AP) —
Once upon a time there was
a nice newspaper reporter
who wanted to cover a local
cat in the National Meow-Off
in Los Angeles. There was
also a managing editor. He
said no.
The reporter — Norfolk
Virginian-Pilot columnist
Lawrence Maddry — used
perseverance and on Tuesday he won his battle for the
public's right to know. Also
for his right to go.
His managing editor is still
chuckling.
Attended by executive
editor Frank Caperton and
publisher Perry Morgan,
managing editor Bill Connolly called a news conference
to present Maddry with a
one-way bus ticket to Los
Angeles, an egg salad sandwich and an apple.
Maddry promptly ate the
apple.
"By planning carefully, by
examining the market closely and by calculating precise
cost-benefit ratios, we have
found a way to finance a
3,000-mile journey in the
style to which Lawrence
Maddry has become ac-
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customed," Connolly said.
Maddry described his upcoming three-day trip on a
Greyhound bus as "getting
on a dog to cover a cat."
Connolly also presented
Maddry with a set of matched luggage — two cardboard
boxes that once contained
cat food — and a roll of
nickels for incidental expenses.
The newspaper has not yet
made arrangements for
Maddry's return trip, Connolly said, but "we will do so
in the days to come as we
study the ever-changing
economic situation and read
Larry's columns from such
exotic places as Amarillo
and Los Angeles."
Maddry's efforts to win
permission — and an ex-

Labor Relations
Committee To Join
Police Negotiations
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)—
The Labor Relations Committee of the Louisville
Board of Aldermen plans to
join negotiations over the
new city police salary and
benefits contract, according
to the aldermanic president.
Mike Carrell said Monday
the aldermanic committee
may join the talks between
the city officials and the
Fraternal Order of Police
Lodge 6 as early as next
week. The negotiations
began before the old city
police contract expired July
1
He said the aldermen are
entering the talks because a
1969 city ordinance that
deals with the FOP requires
the board to meet with FOP
officials upon their written
request.
"I think the aldermen will
play their role as expected,"
Carrel said. "The FOP has
been very professional
throughout the negotiations.
They haven't threatened to
walk out, or stage a tickewriting speed-up, or
anything like-that."
He was referring to a some
patrolmen in the Jefferson
County police department
who staged at least two
ticket-writing speed-ups to
protest what they saw as
harclline stance-by county officials in contract negotiations.

pense account — to cover
Fred the cat in the Meow-Off
were chronicled in his columns. We shall give but the
highlights here:
Fred was selected to compete in the National MeowOff, which has a prize of a
featured spot on a television
commercial. Incidentally,
Fred and his handler, Gary
Murawski, planned to fly to
the Meow-Off.
Maddry felt that Fred's
talent should not go
unheralded. Undaunted by
his editor's lack of enthtisiam, Maddry launched a
petition drive. When he
showed up at a shopping
mall to collect signatures, he
wore a cat suit complete
with torn fishnet tights.
Some people signed.
Maddry dangled a large
helium balloon painted as a
cat in front of his managing
editor's window.
A total of $2.10 was collected from Maddry's supporters.
Connolly
acknowledged that a flood of
570 letters backing Maddry
had swelled to 600.
Faced with such an overwhelming tide of support,
Connolly gave in and toasted
Maddry with Kool-Aid and
animal crackers.
Now, ain't that the cat's
pajamas?
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tificate of mailing, the addressee's post office does not
record the date of delivery.
It does not include insurance
coverage for loss or damage
during shipment.
Valuables can be sent safely if insured or sent through
registered
mail, COD
(Collect-on-Delivery I service, or money order.
Insurance is available for
third and fourth class up to
$400, and priority or firstclass.
A return receipt, proof of
delivery, can be obtained on
articles insured for more
than $14 from the addressee
and filed at the delivery post
office. It shows to whom,
when and where the item
was delivered.
Irreplaceable articles and
items worth over $400 should
be sent by registered mail. A
registration fee includes insurance protection up to
$25,000 for domestic
( household) mail only.
COD service means that
the receiver pays for mail
sent by parcel post, firstclass, third-class, or
registered mail. It is limited
to a maximum of $400.
To send money through the
mail, money orders are
available. They also are
limited to a maximum of
$400. Lost or stolen money

orders can be replaced.
U insured, registered or
COD mail is lost or damaged, consumers can file a
claim. Claim forms can be
found and filed at local post
offices.
Mailers may file a claim
for complete or partial loss
or damage. Addressees may
file only for partial loss or
damage.
Consumer Service Cards
are available for consumers
who have complaints. The
cards are available from letter carriers and post offices.
Postal employees can fill out
a card for thole who wish to
phone in complaints.
If a complaint cannot be
sdlved through a local post
office, consumers can write
to The Consumer Advocate,
U.S. Postal Service,
Washington, D.C.,20260.
To continue to receive fast,
efficient postal service, consumers should notify the
Postal Service before they
move and change their address (not after moving).
The Post Office can hold
mail only for 10 days if it is
sent to the old address when
the present address is
unknown.
Change-of-address cards
are available through mail
carriers, post offices and
moving companies.
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REVIVAL
At

LEDBETTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Prayer Band 7 p.m.
Services Start 7:30 p.m.
August 3 Thru 9th

Brother James R. Hale
Pastor of Hardin Baptist Church
Will Be The Evangelist
EVERYONE WELCOME
Brother Dewey M. Dick, Pastor Of
Ledbetter Baptist Church
11
/
2 Mile Off Hwy. 94f On 1346 South
Murray, Ky.
Route 3
;lCl 9 E]iff:1;:t7t1LE711,`Lr7.---;

JIM ADAMS /ER7ert8.21;
IAN

Store Noon:
Nortitside Chestnut St.
6 a.m.-10 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sunday

Martha White

Flour
S Lb. Bag

0,••1 , I

s-wroNv
,

Soutirside, S. 1216 St.
7 a.m.-10 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
11 a.m.-11p.m. Saaday

Prices Good
Thrv Aug. 11th

Ritz

•

Crackers

[

4

•
441

/
1
4*

16 Oz. Box

9

-

With ;10.00 Purchase

American Ace

msflCafl

Coffee

Blue Bonnet
406-1
•••
•••••

ri
.1:3? 3

Lb. Bag.
$199

Sewer Reconstruction
To Begin Next Week
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP) —
The reconstruction of sewer
lines near Fourth Street and
Avery Avenue damaged by
Feb. 13 blast will begin
within the next two weeks,
according
to
the
Metropolitan Sewer District.
Jefferson Piping Co. will
do the "tunneling" after the
MSD approved Tuesday the
contract for the work.
According to John
Tierney, MSD spokesman,
the procedure is difficult
because the work will be
done while water is flowing
through the combined wasteand storm-water sewer.
He said the project is
scheduled to be completed
within eight months.

message services which can
be sent through Western
Union, the sender can dictate a message to a Western
Union operator. The
message is then transmitted
for delivery with the next
business day's mail. More
information on mailgrams
can be obtained from the
local postmaster.
All classes of mail may be
sent special delivery.
Special delivery mail provides delivery during hours
other than regular mail
delivery hours, on Sundays
and holidays.
li senders need proof of
mailing or delivery of an
item,they may send the item
as "Certified" or receive a
"Certificate of Mailing" or
return receipt.
Sending mail as "Certified
Mail", a mailer receives a
mailing receipt upon request
and the delivery is recorded
at the addressee's post office.
Return receipts are not required, but advisable, There,
is a charge for return
receipts and an extra charge
for additional information
such as the address the item
was delivered to and
registration of the delivery.
A certificate of mailing
serves as evidence of mailing. However, with a cer-

Margarine

ICe
COW

dicOP
10 Lb. Bog Red

59
Hi-Dri

Towels

Potatoes
.

394

$16
9

Jumbo Roll

NKROLL-Northside $800.00
•••••••••

Oleo

Wit 2

1400.00
Check Your Mail Delivery For Other
Jim Adams IGA Specials —
•

,
.

•

•

•
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Honors No Stranger To Artist Bob Date Green

Ii

Local artist Bob Dale
Green isn't wasting any
time.
He's been collecting
awards in art since his first
art show in junior high
school. Top honors in high
school art and an art
scholarship sent him to Murray State University to study
painting.
Today, he's part owner of
an art gallery and frame
shop. He has taught classes
in oil and acrylic painting
and drawing and is working
on his third limited edition
print.
His latest honor, second
place at the Land Between
the Lakes Arts and Crafts
Festival, adds one more
Item to a list of ac-

complishments of which any
artist could be proud.
And this one is only 22
years old.
"I have come a long way, I
guess," the artist said. "It
wasn't that long ago when I
was drawing pictures of
birds and other types of
wildlife during my grade
school classes and dreaming
I could someday be an artist."
"Someday" arrived
sooner than Green expected.
Last year, he decided to go
professional, making limited
edition prints of a painting
he'd done when he was 17.
When he made the prints, he
was still in college.
"That was a big step — too
big, actually," he said. "I'd

always liked that painting
and thought other people
would too, although when I
painted it I didn't have the
idea of making prints. After
all, I was still in high school
then.
"But when I did decide to
make prints of it, I couldn't
do the painting justice by
trying to go to school and sell
the prints at the same time. I
knew if I was ever going to
do any good, I was going to
have to leave school and then
go from there."
He did leave college after
three years to pursue his art
career, taking a management position with Druther's
Restaurant to finance his
prints and his 1990 marriage
to Lisa Cannon, who is now a

DISPLAYS PRIZE-WINNING PRINT — Artist Bob Dale Green shows a print of
'Almost Seven," which recently took second place in competition at the Land
Between the Lakes Arts and Crafts Festival. Copies of the print and its companion,"Jonathan Growing Up," are available from Green at 504 College Court,
Murray, phone 767-4054.
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Industrialist's
Art Collection
Comes To State

They are valuable and get
even more valuable as time
goes by. Dealers and
framers know that. They
treat prints as carefully as if
they were original paintings:"
But Green hopes someday
he won't have to make prints
of his work.
"I wouldn't mind if someone else did it, but I hope I
won't always have to do the
printing and selling myself.
I'll have to be well established before anyone else will
risk making prints of my
work. But I was born to be an

best that can be done, to
create the perfect work of
art. Art isn't an easy field,

artist, not a salesman. I
want to concentrate all my
time on my painting.
They say I'm awfully
young to be doing so well.
But some of the Old Masters
were just as young or
younger, and sometimes I
feel pressured to keep up.
The work they did at my age
hangs in the Louvre today.
Mine certainly doesn't yet.
-But even if it did, even if
ten of my paintings hung in
the ten top museums in the
world, I don't think I'd feel
satisfied. I'll always be wanting to work harder, to do the

financially or emotionally.
This unstopping drive isn't
easy to handle without going
crazy at never quite
reaching that goal of perfection.
"But it isn't Slimething I
have a choice about. I must
really have been born to art.
I started it so young — third
grade? fourth? — and I've
never stopped. I guess I
never will."

COLLEGE ON TV
BUSY? SHORT OF TIME?
You can still attend college through KEN)
TUCKY EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION
and receive credit CONVENIENTLY
from your local participating college or
university. Five courses on MET will be
offered this fall:
American Government Survey An
introduction to our American
system dl government.
Comtism The study of our fascinating
tiniVerse; hosted by DT. Carl
Sagan.
Dealing in Discipline A gradaatelevel course focusing on school
discipline problems.
It's Everybody's Badness An introduction to business in the U.S.
Writing for a Reason An introduction to better writing techniques.
For details call toll free
1-800-432-0970
Outside KY call
(606) 233-3000
or mail coupon to:
Linda Bailey
KET
600 Cooper Drive
Lexington, KY 40502
Sponsored by ihe Kentucky Counc., on Ruiner Educanon
atm
me.

Yes! Send
O

O

me more

information on

the following TV courses:

American Government Survey 0'It's Everybody's Business
0 Writing for a Reason
Dealing in Discipline

COSMOS

O

Phone

Name
Adaress
City
I want to receive credit

Zip

State

through
(college or universityl-

Your discount parts supermart

Save $459
Your Net
Cost
Less Than

LOUISVILLE,Ky.( AP) —
Kentuckians will be getting a
chance to see the worldfamous art collection of industrialist Armand Hammer.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
announced Monday that
Hammer has agreed to bring
part of his collection, which
includes over 100 masterpieces by artists such as
Rembrandt, Reubens,
Raphael, Monet, Sargent,
Renoir and Van Gogh, to the
Bluegrass state.
Brown made his announcement while introducing
Hammer, who spoke at the
American Angus Breeders'
Futurity at the Kentucky
Fair and Exposition Center.
A date and details of individual works to be shown
in the exhibit have not been
determined.

PRESTONEII ANTIFREEZE/COOLANT

BUY
ONE
/GET
ONE
FREE!
CASH REFUND BY MAIL ON ONE JUG WHEN
YOU BUY TWO

BETWEEN JULY 29 ill AUGUST 19.

• Auto Shack Price 2 Jugs $9.18
Cash Refund from Prestonen $4.59
Your Final Cost 459 .Thiw:s
Cash Refund by Mail When You Buy Two Jugs of PRESTONE 111 *-1
To receive the refund of the full price of one pug of PRESTONE ll send this completed
certificate along with proofs of purchase to
Free PRESTONE • Cash Refund Offer, PO. Box
Mr

Mrs

7793. Maple Plain. MN 55348

Ms

Address
City
(Please iise address woo or pont I

State

Zip

Store Where Purchased

please

Open every Sunday

SWOPPING CENTER

senior at MSU and editor of things I'd like to try." But he
the campus newspaper.
promises, at least, more
Early this summer, he left than the two in the "Growing
Druther's to devote himself Up" series.
Meanwhile, he's busy profull time to his art career.
"That was another chance moting "Jonathan Growing
I felt I bad to take," he said. Up" and "Almost Seven."
"I was coming out with my He will be showing the
second print then and had prints, along with the two
two to try to sell instead of matching original paintings,
just one. I still didn't think at several area festivals
I'd done justice to the first soon, including those at
one and I didn't want to Kenlake State Park Sept. 5-6
make that mistake again. and at Paris Landing
The whole thing was a Tenn.) State Park Sept. 12challenge to me and I knew if 13. He also is planning a
I didn't give it a try I could reception this fall at the
never become a full-time ar- Blackford House Gallery in
conjunction with wildlife artist."
Green's two prints are a tist Ray Harm.
And each week he is on the
dramatic change from the
birds and wildlife he said he road, all across Kentucky
drew as a child. The prints and surrounding states, conmake up the "Growing Up" tacting art galleries and
series and focus on children print dealers who might be
and their reactions to a interested in the "Growing
changing world.
Up"series.
The first, -Jonathan
"It's all so busy,I don't see
Growing Up," shows a small how I ever will have time to
towheaded boy in a football finish my next painting," he
jersey trying to select a said. "I didn't realize until
piece of sports equipment now just how much time and
from a variety of choices effort it takes to really do
almost as tall as he. Its com- things right in the print
panion print, "Almost business."
And it isn't just the print
Seven," depicts a young
ponytailed girl sitting in an business. Green also spends
antique rocker cradling the part of his time working at
old but real-looking doll she the family-owned Collectors
has chosen from a trunk full Gallery and Framing. He
has taught art classes at the
of less worthy toys.
"They're people prints," Draffenyille branch of the
Green said. "They focus on gallery, which has a second
people, as I expect all my shop in his native town of
work always will, because Kuttawa.
When he does get a chance
people are the world's most
interesting subject matter — to paint, he does commisand the most difficult. sioned landscapes and porTogether, these two prints traits as well as his favorite
demonstrate the struggle and most detailed works,
children and all people face those he makes into limited
in sorting out their own edition prints.
"Many people don't
values from those of a confused and changing world. I understand the limited edithink the public feels that in tion print business," he said.
them too, because they are "They think it's not real art
much more popular as a pair if it's reproduced. But I
than either print is by believe the best art should be
reproduced to give all people
itself."
His next series will mean a chance to enjoy it and even
another departure from to own it, which they could
Green's established style. never afford to do with
The next print, to be releas- original works.
"My prints, like most ared this fall, will depict an old
marpnlowing his fields With a tist', are reproduced carefulteam of mules, in direct con- ly on acid-free paper and are
trast to his neighbor's trac- intended to last for years.
toi• technology. That print
will be followed by several
other rural America scenes.
"I'm. excited about this
series. I've been wanting to
do it since before 'Jonathan'
and 'Almost Seyen," the artist saicli "It will show, even
more than these two prints
do, how I feel about America
and its changing values.
"I grew up on a farm, in a
very rural area. I saw things
done the old-fashioned ways.
In fact, I did things that way
myself for years and years.
But no one sees much of that
anymore. An important part
of American culture is disappearing, and I want to capture it before it goes."
Green isn't sure how many
prints will be in that series
because "there's just so
many possibilities, so many

After work it is the custom
for Egyptiaq men to gather
at cafes to talk with friends,
smoke and enjer a game of
"trick-track". This is the
popular game we call
backgammon. Its place of
origin is uncertain. Aboard
dating back to 3,000 B.C. has
been found in the Nile valley,
showing that it has been
played since ancient times.

Proofs of purchase are as follows
a Two imprinted foil seals from the mouths of two PRESTONE
Jugs. Pius
b Store identified cash register receipt with the &As of purchase (July 29
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Heartbreak Of Greek Community Threatened
By PAT LEISNER
Associated Press Writer
TARPON SPRINGS, Fla.
(API — Back when the century was young, the Tarpon
Springs Sponge Exchange
was a thriving auction block
for locally harvested
sponges. It was also a bond
for hundreds of immigrants
from the Greek islands.
Today,it is a battleground,
and the decision of what to
do with the rotting old wharf
is dividing descendants of
the immigrants.
"You remember when
your grandfather,father and
uncle all worked there,
bargaining, arguing,
laughing, sorting, joking.
And as kids, we'd be in there
helping," said George
Billiris, who has been in the
sponge business 40 years.
"It was still Greece here.
Your word was bond. A
handful of men came here
and developed a major industry. When they came,
there was nothing. They left
something. Let's preserve it,
put it back to work and add
to it."
But Billiris appears to be

on the losing side of the battle.
The two-acre site, listed in
the National Register of
Historic Places, was sold in
May to the Pappas family,
who plan an Old World-style
marketplace with shops,
courtyard dining and an
area for ethnic dancing.
Despite intervention from
Gov. Bob Graham, a court
injunction to stop the
bulldozers and special funds
approved by legislators to
save the 75-year-old structure, most of the 130 wooden
stalls have already been
leveled in preparation for
new construction.
"I was born here, too,"
Mike Pappas said in his
defense. -I've seen the exchange from the time I was a
baby. It's become dormant.
The city has put up signs
saying it's unsafe. It's only
used once or twice a year for
Greek festivities.
"We're going to put in a $2million project with 28,000
feet of rental space. It's going to be the greatest boon to
this area."
But the Pappas plans have

split this town of 13,251. At
one point, the feud brought
Greek women to the docks
waving black flags and clenching their fists.
On one side are those who
claim that development will
give the docks a facelift and
boost a flagging tourist
economy.
On the other are those who
want to preserve the exchange not only for its ethnic
and historical value but also
as the hub of an industry
that's coming back to life,
sparked by another immigrant group: the Cuban
refugees.

The sponge industry's heyday was 35 years ago. The
exchange was then a $3million-a-year business, the
only place in the Western
Hemisphere where industry
and corporations could
barter for natural, commercial sponges.
Then synthetics came
along. Demand dropped.
Disease hit the sponge beds.
Divers sought better-paying
work.
The industry never
recovered, and the exchange
fell idle. Over the years, the
wooden pilings and stalls
deteriorated. The sponge

fleet, which numbered 200
boats three decades ago,
now boasts but two.
Shrimpers dominate the
wharf.
Residents of this oakdraped town were once nearly all Greek. But the population doubled between 1970
and 1980, and now GreekAmericans account for only
30 percent of the population.
But the Greek influence in
inescapable.
Greek lettering still labels
storefront
windows.
Bakeries offer delicacies
like baklava. For night life,
there's ouzo to drink in a
smoky, dimly lit club and

Committee To Take Look
At Refusal Of CompDent
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— A legislative oversight
committee will take another
look this month at the refusal
of CompDent to publicize
certain financial information.
CompDent manages a dental care plan for state
employees, who sign up
voluntarily and pay a basic
fee for certain preventive
services.
The fees are collected
through payroll deductions
and sent to CompDent which
then pays participating dentists, of -whom few or none
are from the Frankfort area.
Allan Morris, president of
CompDent, appeared a few
months ago before the interim State Government
Committee, but declined to
answer questions about the
company's profits.
He said he would provide
such data only on a confidential basis because otherwise
it could be valuable to competitors.
The state government
unit, which has no subpoena
power, turned the matter
over to the Program Review

OSPEL MEETING
Church of Christ
Puryear,Tenn.

Sunday Morning
11:00 a.m.
Each Night 8:00 p.m.
Aug.9-14,1981
Preacher Brother
WI.Goodpasture
Songtelder
Ewing Stubblefield

and Investigation Committee, which does have that
power and meets Aug. 26.
One of the prime concerns
of the oversight committee,
as expressed in its recent
discussions, is whether CornpDent is financially able to
handle the state contract.
Rep. Buddy Adams,
Hopkinsville, the committee
chairman,said that since the
proposal was approved by
the state Finance Department, the fiscal position of
CompDent apparently was
sound.
"The real question is
whether CompDent can prove they are competent to
provide the care," Sen. Ed
D'Daniel, D-Springfield,
said. -But they don't have a
contract with longtime
Frankfort dentists. . . The
cooperation of the dentists is
essential."
CompDent occupies a kind
of no man's land in the state
regulatory field.
It is not viewed as an insurance company, else it
would come under the supervision of the state Insurance
Department.
Neither is it classified as a
maintenance
health

FINANCE RATE
ROLLBAC
•

ANNUAL
01 PERCENTAGE
RATE
WHEN YOU
BUY AND TAKE
DELIVERY
ON ANY NEW
CHEVROLET
CAR DURING
AUGUST, 1981

belly dancers swiveling to
the strains of a bouzouki.
And anytime, there's
Greek food, from tiny
eateries to the plush Pappas
Riverside Restaurant —
owned by the same family
that bought the exchange.
Pappas says about a dozen
of the stalls have been left intact and part of the exchange
structure will be preserved.
"They'll be there for people
to see. And if there are any
more sponge sales in the
future, they'll be able to use
them," he said.
But that doesn't silence
critics like Billiris, who says
the exchange is needed
because of a recent revival
of sponging along the Gulf
Coast.
To prove his point, Billiris
had thousands of sponges
hauled 500 miles from Key
West this summer and sold

organization, subject to
regulation of the state Certificate of Needs and Licensure Board.
And although Franklin
County dentists have declined to help operate CompDent,the organization said it
has facilities because of outof-town dentists who are
opening second offices here.
The oversight committee
is not expected to make any
decision at the next meeting
— at least until members
determine why the state Personnel Department chose
CompDent as a provider for
state employees.
Morris has said that those
who support the CompDent
plan understand how it
works while those who oppose it probably act from
lack of knowledge.

in a parking lot 150 feet from
the exchange. In three days,
more than $20,000 in sponges
were auctioned. Among the
buyers, said Billiris, was a
Greek who scooped up $6,390
worth to market in Greece
and France.
"Demand is eight times
greater than supply,"
Billiris claimed. "We've got
sponges off Tarpon Springs
and Key West, and the
American market is importing $4 million worth a year.
"The cr,iticism has been a
lack of manpower and
boats," he said. "Well, we've
got that now with the Cuban
refugees. They've got 100
boats and 300 people."
George Protos, past president of the exchange, rejects
the ethnic emotionalism and
says dollars and cents are at
the root of the issue.
The exchange's board of

Je4Ip®
NEW!
NORTH ATLANTIC

FISH DINNER

3.60
We make our new Fish Dinner with premium filets.
diPped'in fresh egg batter and cooked up moist and tender.
Served with fresh cole slaw and-crispy French fries. Our new
North Atlantic Fish Dinner is a whole new reason to...

Civil Penalties
Levied For Strip
Mine Violations

Take Another Look at Jerry's!

FRANKFORT, Ky. AP)
— The state Department for
Natural Resources and Environmental
Protection
levied $260,750 in civil
penalties during July for
violations of state strip mining and reclamation regulations.
The largest penalty,
$200,000, was assessed
against Johnson & Johnson
Fuel and Energy Co. of Manchester. The company was
fined for failing to complete
backfilling and grading at a
Clay County mining site and
failing to revegetate.
Johnson & Johnson also
was fined for mishandling
topsoil and allowing sediment to run into nearby
Goose Creek.
In addition to the fine, the
company also forfeited its
reclamation bond.
Other fines assessed by the
department ranged from
$3soo too:Loon

Jaitifs®RESTAURANTS
'Goodfood and good sestice guaranteed."

OPEN DAILY 9-9, SUNDAYS 12-6

NOW ISTHE TIME
zsuirint
To Buy Inticluded

directors decided to sell in
1979. "Our sales were so low
it wasn't economically feasible.,for us even to maintain
the 'Property," Protos said.
The exchange was offered
to the city in a referendum.
Voters said no, they didn't
want it.
When the Pappases bought
it, the Billinses sought help
from the state to block
development. Eventually,
the state voted a $410,000 appropriation to buy back the
exchange, but no money was
included for restoration or
maintenance.
Pappas sent in the
bulldozers.
The project is expected to
be finished by fall 1982. Pappas thinks the wounds will
heal once it opens. "I think
those people who have opposed me will be shaking
hands with me," he said.
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official form Reproductions unacceptable Void where prohibited licensed restricted or
taxed Allow 6108 weeks for refund REFUND REOVEST MUST BE POSTMARKED NO
LATER THAN AUGUST 25, 1981. REQUESTS POSTMARKED ASTER THIS DATE WILL
Pra.10fa and 'a.k.a.
BE RETURNED
,ecrSa.10a
UnKin CatIde Corpashon Owl:wry

.4

MSC'

IMMO MM.

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.
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SPECIAL
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SPEND
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ORT0CRECA-0111 MRS CERT1

2. YOU GET 1 CHECK-OUT BONUS STAMP FOR DENY 9.00 YOU
SPEND,(EXCLUDING LIQUOR, TOBACCO, AND TAX)*. PASTE
311 CHECK-OUT BONUS STAMPS IN EACH CERTIFICATE.

1. PICK UP A FREE CHECK-OUT BONUS CERTIFICATE FROM THE
CHECKOUT STAND.

3. WHEN YOU CHECKOUT,PRESENT ONE FILLED CHECK-OUT
BONUS CERTIFICATE FOR EACH BONUS SPECIAL YOU
SELECT.

CHECK-OUT
BONUS
SPECIAL
ends/amp

EGGS

12 Or.
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Dens
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JUICE
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STEAK
SAUCE
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1.3 ot 4139
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BROWNIE
•oits1I9
MIX
apolkahli fa rail Hr.c• lonulaie tampon
per larnkly at BIG JOHNS Ow. NIO

BI I IGI

""•-•'"almindaveoriberososillr"."

BEST COPY fi
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NO DAYS ME HERE - MD THAT HEMS SWEIXERINO SUNSHINE, SEARING SIDEWALKS MD SIZZLIIIII SOLES! NT
TIE ONLY THINS YOU'LL FIND MINI AT MO JOHN'S IS THE BARGAINS!!! COME, ENJOY TIE AIR-CONDITIONED COMFORT,
z/
'SPEND ALL THE TIME YOU LIKE IN FROZEN FOODS, REVIVE MD REFRESH YOURSELF IN THE COOLNESS OF THE DAIRY
DEPARTMENT BUT DON'T FORGET TO.. .
Um AA.. Or

BISMARKS
599t

LO1

2 Lirpr OW Of *welds

CAKE
•

Is

CHECK-OUT BONUS CERTIFICATES
KNIFE READY BONELESS VAC-PAC CUTS

Fw Raw Or Rosh lids Ilsef

SIRLOIN
TIP

k

lemarlesd(moo/ PIN

ts.$179

Trio bah A Judo Pal

FRYER
DRUMSTICKS
Ls.109

BIG JOHN'S
DEU

,6 Ts 9 II.

.$229
i1

Moil he

NI leaf Perk

SHOULDER
ut199
BUTT
4% To 6 II. bleep

RIB EYES
Le *449 Wish
6 To 9 IL Amp
BEEF
AI law
STRIPS
ts.$449
$199
LED-O-PORK
u Ti 12 II. Amy
5 Ti 7 LI hemp

me Jobe lips,Twist Free

hue
PORK
Flomend

110646 Mmo 116•216,

1110•66 Opee

FRIED
CHICKEN
is$249

BARBECUED
RIBS
12.4299

HOCKS

i1.894

Up Me tow Twolw Tesiwbed

GROUND
ROUND
Jaw *sr fight

STEAK

SMOULDER

SIMI Awed

SLICED
nal
"

Mspeard Vs Perk
CNOCKWASON

SIRLOIN TIP

STEAK

STEAK

PM.lower Two,Top

Tow Si.A Jambe Pse

SPARE RIBS is.s"
i

ROUND

FRYER

Mkt lhower's CMOs.Or

PATTIES
16.42
49

STEAK

BREASTS

U,M.Siow Teadw 1116611

Tpse• Snob A Jewell hk

RUMP

FRYER
u199

THINS

u195

11199
PICNIC
3 Ti 5 II Amp

ROUND

ROAST

lip Jai Swpw Tasit Oman
ROUND

Al leas Pork

BOLOGNA
Li.s2°9

13.119

.00100044

NI Lae port
84 Ti 4 I& Amy
LOIN
.1,9
END

is.$119

itSi°9

140143

bed Ilso Ow the 11,11
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SALAD

WIENERS
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1
4 ot.rie

$1°9

12 Ot.

FARM FRESN FRUITS & VEGETABLES
—1111raw"

vaidiatiioN
199
ONIONS

4...I"

AVAILABLE

111119S LL Or Mani

SLICED
BUN

At
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OPEN DAILY 9-9, SUNDAYS 12-6

K mart° ADVERTISED
MERCHANDISE POLICY
our him intentoon is to have even, adver -

s=6

aped rtem in stock o.n our shelves It an
advertised item is not available for purchase due to any unforeseen reason,
K man will issue a Rain Check on request
let the merchandise lone fieT or reasonable family quantity) to be purchased at the
sale price whenever available or will sell
You a comparable quality item at a comparable reduCbOn in pnce

The Saving Place sw

SAVINGS RIOT
Prices Slashed On Men's,Women's,Children's Wear!Home Goods,Too.

Our Reg.
3.22

Our 4.38
Men's

I Control Front I

Pkg.of 3
Our Reg.
3.88
BRIEFS

Toddler Boys'3Pack Tees, Briefs
Easy-care wbite
polyester/cotton. 26X.

Briefs With Lycra
.
Antron• nylon/Lycra' spandex
with cotton panel.

Toddler Boys'2Pack Print Briefs
Polyester/cotton in
prints. 2- 6X

•DuPont Peg TM

Of 5
Our Reg.
4.68

Our Reg.
1.47

Girls Panty
Girls' Panties
Package Of 3 Briefs Or 3 Tee Shirts
Training Pants
Stock up now on underwear, 3 to a Crotch. fiber Polyester/cotton in Briefs or bikinis with
package, at big savings! Whte Kodelipoly- sponge* between 4 color choice. 2-4. lace or ribbon trim.
4-14. Save now!
ester/cotton nicely detailed. Men's, boys'. layers cotton.
Save at K mart.

5 Nylon Bikinis
Trim-fit in white,
beige or pastels.
Misses' sizes 5-7.

Beginner Bras
For Feeling Pretty
Easy-care nylon in Fashion bras, 32Aback-hook styles. 38C. Nylon halfWhite, sizes 28-34 slips, S -M -L.

*Eastman Reg.1M

648
Pr.
Special
Purchase

477

CUSHION LINE

TUBE SOC
6Pair pack
,

Gallon
Our Reg.
11.96

Our Reg.
5.97

Gal.
Our Reg.
11.97

6-way Latex Non-glare Ceiling Paint
Women's Comfortable Canvas Sneakers 6-pr. Pack, Men's Tube Work Socks
Casual canvas oxford with gum-rubber sole. Cushion-lined, cotton/nylon tube socks in 6- Developed especially for ceiling use. Rolls
White rubber bumper for added wearability. pair pack. Fit sizes 10-13. Super value! on smoothly, dries fast. White.

090

WARRANTED

INAPT LIMITED WAN/AMITY

Ii

II II- yeor Ourabilly wartonteo when
. =OW OVOt MOW* Preoored
solace or It rnort's oblogotron
shall Do lowloO SOWN to mt.nd
or SW porchow plc*

MN Pr.
Our Reg.
3.90

R •

ONE CO'

lic Latex

888
Our Reg.
11.47
4

Disposable Vacuum Cleaner Bags
Balketball Sneakers Women's Cool Slides Folding T-leg Metal ironing Table
Canvas shoe in boys' Vinyl on Me-wrapped Sturdy, riveted T-Ieg construction: Cool, For almost all makes and models of vacuum
sizes 2Y2-6, men's sizes. wedge, In full sizes. vented top. Handy height adjustment. Save. cleaners. 2 to 5 bogs in package. Save.
UmN 2 Bogs I
I
I K mart'
sSale
IPric.e
6.971
I Less
'Factory
Rebate " 1.001
'

Pkgs.
Our 78C
Pkg.

Gallon
Our Reg.
12.96

S310 PURE MITE

Latex Flat Or Semi-gloss Enamel
6-way interior latex. 8-year durability.
Washable. White, or custom-tinted colors.

7

97;
Net
5a
Cost
I

▪ Your
Atter§
iFactory Rebate

125-Lb: Dog Food'
IGoines"
• Gravy!!
Coffee Fitters
ITrainfNutritionally:
For automatic drip scomplete.
coffeemOkers. Save. IN..0

OSoz.Wylers Lanonzde
Lemonade mix with sugar
and vitamin C. Just add
water. Makes 32 quarts.

Iced Tea Mix
Lemon flavor,sugar
added. 32-oz.
NSWI

Foam Bath Cleaner Wad* Food Wrap
17-oz.* can. Deodor- Clear plastic. Clizes. Popping action. Ings. 66% yds. x12-.

Deodorant Soap
Jerpens• brand. 7
oz. bar. Save.

'Net vA

•Plet wt
•

411111111

-ink 4=3 gir-

THE SAVING PLACF

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.
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OPEN DAILY 9-9,SUNDAYS 12-6

111Mr111 CZE
The

O•

Saving Place -

NOVE13.1"11-11RU sA•mr:

Plan a Shopping Spree for the Family at these Sale Prices!
•dodo.
A.•II don • Odd

66
Our Reg.
9.96

\ Our Reg.
15.96
Students' Denim Jeans Or Knit Shirt
Polyester/cotton. Jeans, 26-30. Shirt 20-22.
$4
Our 5.97, Jr. Boys'Shirts,4-7
$5
Our 6.97, Bigger Boys'Shirts, 8-18

New Fashion Dresses For Fall
Carefree fabrics styled into 1- or 2-piece
dresses in rich fall °colors. Girls' 7-14, jr. 3-13.
misses', sizes full figure 141/2-241/2. Save.

"k•

$7
\ Our Reg.
\\ 9.96

Our Reg.
/
8.96-9.96

Men's Denim Jeans
Prewashed and brushed ChallengerTM jeans.
Easy-care polyester/cotton.
Save On Girls' Pants And Tees
Twill pants in cotton, polyester/cotton.
Screen-print polyester/ cotton tees. 4-6X.
OW Reg. 3.96, T-shirts, Sizes 7-14, 3.22

I
Great Shod-sleeve Tops For Fall
Misses' fall tops, many in polyester/rayon.
Some with ruffles, lace or embroidery,
others in tailored simplicity Solids, prints.

I
Newest Fall Tops And Stretch Pants
Misses' brushed tops in comfortable, easycare fabrics. Great looks to compliment
our polyester pants. All in classic fall colors

4/48 Battery

SERVICES INCLUDE
I Install hoof cloc date00000
dose soops On'... orno•O
2 Resurface durnS 01001 rotors
3 031051t hoe,' Ca•dloS
• RetssoKI ..7a7 .701540 co7dtlon
. I necessary a,
01060
1,03455e 4,
,DO,*eV
oaddand Oar% co,
coOndo
5 RopaCit odor and 04007
boannps
InipoCt roasted 007770O7
inspdc, tront doom sods
▪ Rem hydadlec svskorn

TakeWith Price

With
42.1313
Exchange
For Many Cars

24
instant Camera
.
Colorburst 50
.
Kodak
election. Fun!
print
motorized
Automatic

3-way Power Black-And-White TV AC/DC with DC car cord, earphone. Solid
state. 'Daylight Bright' picture tube
Battery pock is optional. extra

Disc/Drum Brake Job For Many Cars
Special for many U.S. cars. Light trucks and
imports higher: Labor included. Save now.
Additional ports. senAces which may be needed, ore ai extra GOV

SERVICES INCLUDE
I Repock front wheel bearings
2 Inspect front grease seats
3 Computer balance front
wheels
4 Align front end
reesease

.arealemreamo

3

11100181C3
1111011:113110
1111111118111101

Our Reg. 52.88
P165/80R13(AR78x13)
Plus F.E.T.
1.73 Each /

es um me au cm

,

With Batteries

Rod'n Reel Combo 48-quad Cooler
Ultra-thin Credit Card Calculator
Front-end Special For Many U.S. Cars
8-di9it L.C.D. readout, 4-key memory, auto- Zebco•202"areel/line; Tough plastic; sepa- Disc brakes $10 more Additional parts or
matic shutoff, per dent key, square root. #737 spincastirtg rod. rate deep food tray services which may be needed at extra
Sold In Spooling Goods Cool
cost.
Sold BS Sporting Goods Doot
Youths'And
Boys'Sizes

Steel-belted Whitewall Radials
Large Sizes are Comparably Priced
Mounting included - No Trade-In-Required

I Computer Wheel Balance.. Ea., 2.971

Installed
15.88 Ea.

Save
'13
Signor Mouthwash
Fights strong mouth
odors 40 fl. oz

Instant Film
Twin pack color
prints. Total: 20.

Pump-A-DrIzik" Jug Rally' Sport Shoes Monroe Shocks
Black vinyl upper, Monro-matieshocks
Insulated 1-gal. Jog.
for many cars. Save,
cushioned, cleats
Handy spout. Save
lode Spoiling Good,DNA

THE SAVING PL ACE

Carb Cleaner Spray
Equalizer Booster
3 frequency bands, Helps improve per formance.13-oz
power light. 40-W

lode Spading Goods Cloot

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.

• Net of

Fog Lamp Kit
Pr rectangular amber lamps, wiring.
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Supervisory Personnel Man
Towers At Kentucky Airports

•

By DENISE FITT.PATRICK
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)Supervisory personnel continue to man towers at Kentucky airports while striking
controllers waited to see if
President Reagan would live
up to his promise to fire
those who don't report for
work today.
Spokesmen at the state's
three largest airports said
some flights were cancelled
Tuesday, the second day of
the walkout, and delays in
air travel were common.
Sixteen flights were
cancelled Tuesday morning
by 10 airlines with terminals
at Standiford Field, said
John Scharfenberger, director of caegniunity relations
for the lltegional Airport
Authority.'
Jim Berry, tower chief at
the Louisville airport,
described the situation as
"about the same as Mon-

day."
He said that so far a temporary restaining order
issued by a federal district
judge Monday had prompted
no air controllers to return to
work at Standiford.
"Our carrier count yesterday (Monday) was about 74
percent of what it was a
week ago," said Berry.
"We'll still manning the
tower with staff and supervisory employees. Some are
working 12-hour shifts and
some,a little less."
Many flights are being
delayed 35 to 40 minutes at
Bowman Field, Louisville's
general aviation airport,
said tower chief Roger Henson.
He said most pilots of the
business planes that routinely fly in and out of Bowman
have
very
been
cooperative."
"They've had to adjust,"
he said."We're slowed down

money
Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle
3 Individual
4 Cook slowly
ILINO 1510000 00W
5 Lubricate
000 UEICINU GOD
6 Man's nickUMU00 0E0000
name
BOOM 01210
7 Locality
0010300 HOLM
:8 Proposition
9 Hypothetical
0 0C1E100 M00111
force
CCU 0EIMIGI UOU
10 Rip
00UU 000E10 IOU
11 Detest
12000 12021011500
16 Large truck
10100 011100
18 Pronoun
000M00 UMW
21 Clothing
MU0 MUM 000
22 Away
UAT
23 Church part
24 Want
24 Beverage
37 Demon
45 Conjunction
26 Deface
46 Dillseed
39 Intractable
28 Reverence
person
48 Number
29 Wager
41 Bards
49 Rubber tree
30 Listen to .
42 Capuchin
50 Time period
31 Sewing case-- monkey
5/ 24 hours
33 Crafty
Additional
43
53 Sun god
34 Small child
44 Spoken
55 Gold symbol

ciEnacua

Ii

1

2 11

12

4

MI7

iu
llill 113

61

Id
Mil
iii
hil
IV
iii
Mil
IA
WI
ill
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Iill
lilliil
MI
III
Iiii
WI
III Id
III
III
11
'
4
wild

ila

WSW

I
I I iiiii

7 Verve
58 Fat
59 Beam
DOWN
1 Scottish cap
2 Anglo-Saxon

52

Iii

WI- IAN
Mil
11

im

Assistant US, Attorney
Robert Rawlings of Lexington said he planned today
to ask a federal judge to halt
the controllers strike at Blue
Grass and Greater Cincinnati airports.
He said the suit would he
filed with US.District Judge
William Bertelaman in Covington and would name national and loeal officials of
the Professional Air Traffic.
Controllers Organization as
defendants.
Meanwhile, Don DiLoreto,
a member of the PEplessional Air Traffic Controllers Organization local at
Blue Grass Field, said there
has been "no talk of going
back" to work and that none
of the 17 controllers striking
there has worked.
As for President Reagan's
return-to-work deadline,
DiLoreto said: "That threat
means essentially nothing to
us."

Tobacco Producers Not
Warranting Quotas

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Lid
4 TV comedy
8 Two of two
12 Exist
13 Cash drawer
14 Mental image
15 Wonder
17 Succor
19 Near
20 Carpenter's
tool
21 Perform
22 Oslo coin
23 Later
25 Simian
26 Greek letter
27 Writing
implement
28 KO
mountain
29 Lave
32 Compass pt.
33 Knitweai
35 And: Lat.
36 Roman
official
38 Decay
39 Greek letter
40 Pronoun
41 Fondle
42 Hindu
garment
43 Cleaning
implement
45 The sun
46 Swiss river
47 Conjunction
48 Pedal digit
49 Joined
52 Unusual
54

because we're doing -a lot of
things manually that are
usually done by computer."
Henson said that flights at
Bowman tapered off to about
75 percent of their normal
volume on Monday, but all
flights were going Tuesday.
"They're going - they're
just going a little slower," he
said.
Doug Sweeten, a deputy
tower chief at Greater Cincinnati International Airport
near Florence, Ky., said
flights there have been cut
down "but everything else
has been normal.'
At Lexington's Blue Grass
Field, USAir cancelled a 7:06
a.m. flight to Pittsburgh and
Newark,and Delta Air Lines
scratched two afternoon
flights to Atlanta.
Frontier Airlines and
Piedmont Aviation reported
no cancellations, said airport officials.

lasm

By ROBERT FURLOW
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGl'ON (AP) Rising tobacco imports from
overseas haven't harmed
American producers enough
to warrant quotas or extra
fees for the foreign exporters, according to the
U.S. International Trade
Commission.
. Tuesday's ruling concluded an investigation ordered
by former President Carter
- at the request of North
Carolina officials - just
before he left office.
North Carolina Gov. Jim
Hunt had told the ITC in
June that "in the past few
years, our tobacco farmers
have become worried about
the rising tide of imported
leaf."
And a Hunt spokesman,
deputy press secretary
Brent Hackney, said Tuesday after the ITC decision:
"We're very disappointed,
particulark in view of the
fact that the tobacco program seems threatened on
several fronts at the federal
level."
That was an apparent
reference to efforts by some
in Congress to cut or end
federal support programs

for tobacco growers.
Hunt had testified at the
June ITC hearing that
foreign imports amounted to
about 18 percent of the tobacco used in US. production of
cigarettes in 1969 but had
risen to 31 percent by 1979.
But Tuesday's ITC ruling
said foreign tobacco was not
being imported "in sufficient
quantities to render ineffective or materially interfere
withihe flue-cured or burley
tobacco programs of the
Department of Agriculture
or to reduce substantially
the amount of any product
proVided in the United States
from such tobacco."
Growers had maintained
that foreign companies were
exporting high quality
cigarette tobacco to the
United States, but were
shredding it first and
therefore managing to have
it taxed at a lower rate as
"scrap tobacco."
Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C.,
has asked President
Reagan,in a separate rnove,
to close what Helms considers a loophole in U.S.
Customs Service regulations
that, allows the tobacco to
come into the United States
as scrap.

Q_IKE WHAT?

THERE'S MORE TO
FLAVIN& R1614T-FIELP
THAN CHEWING GUM
AND BLOWING BUN8LE5!

1. Legal Notice

NOTICE of suitorsSAU
Pursuant to an execution for debt levied upon
personal property of Kenneth Green in that Civil
Action in the Calloway Circuit Court, styled as
Billy Blakely vs. Kenneth Green, 80-CI-393, I
shall offer for sale to the highest and best bidder,
the terms of sale being cash, the following personal property to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff against Kenneth Green in the sum of
$1,074.00, plus interest occuring and court
costs incurred in this action.
PROPERTY: 1979 Jeep Truck
Serial No. J9A45NN152161
The above property will be sold at the South
door of the Courthouse in Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, on Monday, August 17, 1981,
at 10:00 a.m., to the highest and best bidder,
the sale to be for cosh.
MAX E. MORRIS, SHERIFF
BY: MAX E. MORRIS

2. Notice

2. Notice

NOTICE
All Electricians and Contractors

Not. Code book will be
used for all certified inspections
for Murray Electric System. All new
and add on construction (shall)
have a rough in inspection before
it is covered up. I will be glad to
talk with anyone about the code or
requirements, from 6 to 9 p.m. or
Sat. and Sun. Call 753-6784.
Ky. Certified Inspector No. 2071
Alfred R. Duncan
The 1981

Check
Your •
Ad
to-.e ,••,.

BIBLE CALL
- 759-4444.
Ildren's Bible Sto
759-444S.

ruth

\
.,

•'. :-.,-

Advertisers ore
requested to check the
first insertion of ads for
corrections. This
newspaper will be
responsible for only one
incorrect insertion. ANY
ERROR SHOULD BE
IMREPORTED
MEDIATELY. SO, PLEASE
AD
YOUR
CHECK
CAREFULLY AND NOTIFY
US PROMPTLY IN CASE
Of AN ERROR.
Charlie Brown Play School,
1617 W. Olive. Daily, $5.50
or hourly, $1.00. Call
753-7359.
WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS

inW unnw

Synften. inc

Ay&

CAUTiod
SWAMPY

I'M SO TIRE-0---I JUST

1-4,aN/E 'TO LIE

WELL,CALL
SOMEESCOY UP

WHAT An THE cA-rs
wArnme FOR 2

Listed here is a ready reference
. that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are lookini
for.
1. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
I. Situation Wanted
10. Bus. Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance •
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
.17. Vacuum Cleaners
II. Sewing Machines
19 Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
211. Mob. Home Rents •
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To-Rent
32. Apts. for Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
31. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produte
41. Public Sale
42. Hone loans
43. Real Estate
44. lots For Sale
• 45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
CR Auto. Services
4t Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted

Sail Boot, 1980
Macgregor 25, like
new, fully equipped.
$8,590. 489-2711

Special
By Power Custom
Ind. Mo - Custom
Built 44 Cal. Mag.
8 inch barrel

$995.00
Smith & Wesson,
Model No.629
Stainless Steel
44 Mag. 6" barrel
full
target
presentation. The
only
one
in
Calloway County.

$675.00
Silver Et
Gold
Pawn
Shop
Olympic Plaza
Open 9 a.m. to8 p.m.
753-71 13

9. Situation Wanted

•
III

Will babysit evenings and
weekends. 795-1139.
Will work on lawn mowers.
Call 753-0751

011 II
ho
Get the ptctute'
Carter Studio •
753 8298
300 Mom

I

10. Business
Opportunity

What we do best is care
Needline, 753-6333.

Log House distributorlooking for dealer. A chance to
make money, full time or
part time. Investment
required. Hendrix Kiln Dry
Log Homes. 502-729-4692;
after 5, 502-729-4572.

6. Help Wanted
Addressers wanted immediately - Work at home
Excellent pay - Write:
Republic Service, 2971
Flowers Road South, Suite
100, Atlanta, Georgia
30341.
Cosmotologist. Career and
goal oriented. Solid background in perm and color.
Outstanding opportunity tor
right person to manage
modern salon. Salon has
private entrance, lounge,
and phone for staff. If you
are a pro and want higher
than average income, call
753-2266 for confidential
interview. (759-4683 after
7 p.m.)
Excellent Manager oppty. in
Jewelry home shows. Free
Hostess Gifts including
14kt gold. High weekly
comm. No investment. Call
free Lisa Jlry. Co.
1-800-631-1258.
Needed, someone to supervise sales lot. Must have
mechanical ability and be
able to drive 18 wheel
tractor and trailer. Experience necessary. Apply
in person to Don McCord at
Trucks, Trailers, and Buses,
Inc., Hwy -641 S., Murray,
KY, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
August 3rd-5th.
Need responsible lady to
tare for infant. Prefer in
Stella or Kuksey area. Call
759-1751 or 489-2154.
Office nurse for local
established physician. Must
be able to do Venipuncture, EKG, and urinal lab
work, or be willing to learn.
Send resume to P.O. Box
1040-H, Murray, KY.
Office nurse assistant
needed. Experience
preferable. Must be able to
work long hours and
Saturdays. Send complete
resume to Box 1040-H,
Murray, KY.
Registered
Radiology
Technologist for modern
radiology department of
218 bed hospital. Competative salary and • fringes.
Contact Personnel Office,
Murray Calloway Co. Hospital, 502-753-5131.
Retail store manager. Must
be experienced and/or
marketing degree. Salary
negotiable, plus vacation
and benefits. Store located
in Lexington, • KY. Action
Personnel, 753-6532.
Wendy's of Murray now
accepting applications for
manager and manager
trainee. Apply in person
daily between 2:00 and
5:00 p.m.

12. Insurance
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14. Want To Buy
Cesna 150, 57 through 60
model, pull type starter.
Willing to pay $3000. Call
753-3563.

15. Articles For Sale
8 ft. Tyler freezer, with
glass front and mirror
across the back, $300. 6 ft.
veg. box with 4 glass doors,
$200. Both in good
condition. 1-382-2479.
8 ft. Wooden step ladder,
36 inch aluminum pipe
wrench. 753-1729 after 5
P.m.
Boys clothes, size 14 Husky,
Before 1:30, 753-2337.
After 1:30, 753-5131. Ask
for Jo.
„
Collector prints, Ken Holland, series no. 1, mixed
numbers. 1979 Ford RanCall
sharp.
chero;
753-0790.
Large sweet corn, apples
and plums. Call 753-4725.
Need Greeting Cards (all
kinds)? Captain's desks,
desk-bookcase combinations, birdhouses and
many more items. See
Gerald Waldrop at Bank of
Murray, Friday and Saturday, August 7 & 8.
Sod-Good KY Bluegrass.
Sold in field on pallets.
50t a yard. Louisville, KY,
(502)239-8515.
Wheat straw and Clover hay.
Call 474-2359.

MOVING
MIST SELL
1-19,000
BTU
window air conditioner, yellow
cane shade floor
lamp, fireplace
screen, stove
board and poker.
Sewing machine,
3 h. p. lawn
mower and brown
tweed queen size
sleeper/sofa. Some odds and ends.
Call 753-1343 between 3and 9 p.m.

WANTED

16. Home
Furnishings

Experienced manager
for Auto Parts. Send
resmne to P.O. Box
1040G, Murray, Kentucky 42071.

2 Large recliner, green
covering, good condition,
4100 each. 436-5571.
G.E. portable dishwasher,
coppertone. 753-2565.
Vinyl wail paper Buy-Out. In
stock values to $13.95,
single roll, now $4.99
single roll, while it lasts.
The Sherwin Williams
Company.
Washer and dryer, Kenmore, 2 years old. Excellent
condition, $400. Call 7538076.

7. Storage Bldgs.
Custom Built portable
buildings. Call 753-0984.

9. Situation Wanted
College student seeking
part time employment.
Good, reliable worker.
Flexible hours. 767-4094
after 6 p.m.
Wanted, vacant lots to
mow. 753-7746.
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19. Farm
Will km" one or two
Reward for information on
who broke into Bob
Hubert's cabin on Blood
River. Information confidential, $250. 247-j761.
Fondling & lips. We boy • sel • er
for I piece to whets
I SPECIAL fer lie
sausig sessoin
"It rs, by the

Equipment

children in my home.
References. Call 7530131.

HELF' WANTED
Paducah

0

1977, 4430 John - Deere
tractor with cab, extra good
condition. 489-2308 or
489-2101.

McCracken

County

For s
Call 7
Home
furnis
489-2

Health Department has an opening
for Community Health Worker Ill.
Starting salary is $3.58 per hour.

NONE & SON

Training and experience includes

205 S. Sib
733.4449

high school equivalency and three
years

experience

in

an

22

ap-

propriate health service field. The

C L
A 14 Kt. GP chain will
be given away FREEwith the purchase of
any boot or shoe.
.1111M1111'S
=SVEN
STASI
04apit lhoppleg Center '
Open 9 cm.fe 9 p.m.

.
4

2. Notice
(octet Stud.,

-7

IT'S TIME FOR
UNCLE DAN'S
KIDDIE SHOW

BOY

WAIII NE ABE SIB

legal Notice

PM

work

base

Will

be Murray

with

work sites in Benton and Murray.

All

applicationsanust be in the

Frankfort

Office

by

midnight

August 17. Applications may be
pickedup Monday thru Friday from
8:00 to 12:00 and )
:00 to 4:30 at the
He°
. Ith Departments in Benton and

Murray.
This is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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28. Mobile Homes

19. Farm
Equipment
66 Ford grain truck with
dump; 766 IH tractor; 4
row IH planter. 489-2425.
I do custom combiningcorn or beans. Call 4354429, Terrell Tidwell. Also,
for sale, an Auger wagon.
Knuckle Boom Loader,
$8500. Will trade-finance.
1" steel cable, $1 foot.
759-1739.
1400x24' Road grader tires,
$150 pair. 13.6x24' Backhoe, tractor tires, $200
kir. 759-1739.
bacca Sticks. Call 1-345Z861.
20. Sports
Equipment
The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store, 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5,(502)885-5914.
22. Musical '
Old upright piano, $300.
753-0521.

PIANOS-ORGANS
Your complete
Keyboard Dealer

Sales-Rentals
Mask lessens

CLAYTONS
753-7575
FOR SALE
SPINET-CONSOLE
PIANO BARGAIN
Wanted: 'Responsible
party to take over low
monthly payments on
spinet piano. Can be
seen leerily. Write credit
manager P.O. Box 537
Shelbyvile, Ind.46176

23. Exterminating

For Rent
12x65' trailer, 2 bath, 3
bedroom. Please furnish
references. See Brandon
Dill, Dill's Trailer Court.
2 or 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished, new carpet,
new furniture, central air,
gas heat, underpinned. May
be seen at Shady Oaks.
753-5209 or 753-2876.
3 Bedroom trailer on 94 E.
Ready to more into. For
more information, call
753-7506.
Completely furnished 2
bdrm. mobile home 21
/
2
miles east of town. $110
per month, deposit. Coleman Real Estate. 753-9898.
Two bedroom trailer near
Murray, no pets. Call
489-2611.
29. Heating-Cooling
30,000 BTU air-conditioner,
Dill Electric, 753-9104.
We repair and clean
air-conditioners. We also
buy used air-conditioners.
Dill's Electric, 753-9104.
32. Apts. For Rent
1 Bedroom apartment, near
M.S.U. 753-3134.
2 Bdrm. apart. furnished or
unf urn. New carpet. Adults,
no pets. Lease and deposit
required. Call 753-9208 af.
4 p.m.
2 Bedroom apartments in
attractive setting. Carpeted,
central heat and air,
kitchen appliances furnished, washer and dryer
hookup. 753-7559 or 753755a
Apartment for rent, furnished, prefer college boy,
1 or 2. For more information. call 753-3964.
For rent, available August
16th. 2 bedroom, extra
nice; in Westwood Subdivision.-Call 753-3966.
Quiet furnished apartment
near campus. 753-2977 or
1-527-1912 after 5 pm.
Apartments for rent, near
downtown Murray. 7534109, or 436-2844.
Nee Leasing,
MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS

Kelley's Termit
& Pest Control
Rh., 133 3914

1

1.24 3 bedroom oils hoe
Sl43A0 per no. KuNewly co
Scappsd
MEW motel hoot and air,
carpeted, Hicks sppianals.
011ki Niers Not-Fri. 9*
12* New
Northwood Dr.
Hurray, Ky.
582-759-19U
Equal Nem* Opportunity

24. Miscellaneous
Excess and Salvage
materials, ceramic floor
tile, kitchen counter tops,
old cabinet base, Colman
stove, barrell pump,
louvered shutters, 100 Amp 34. Houses For Rent
fuse box, misc. fuse bcoms, 417
South 10th. Restorm and screen doors,
window sash and doors. decorated, 2 bedroom,
One large sign with lights, unfurnished. References,
lease, $185 plus deposit.
100 watt mobile liner, CB
evenings.
antenna with cable. Har- 753-8198
mon Malone Construction Furnished year around
cabin, Pine Bluff Shores.
at Drive In Theater.
For sale: Shop air- One year lease, $2400.
753-5791, 759-1074, 753compressor,,.10 hp, gas
motor, 5275. 1968 Firebird 2649.
body, good shape, S275. For rent, 3 bedroom, 2 bath
house. Suitable for 3
Call 7534127.
students; $100 each, plus
26. TV-Radio
deposit. 6 miles from
Murray and 2 miles from
lake. 436-2240, 436-5455.
Nice 2 Bedroom sni41
house. Air, refrigerator,
stove, and -water furnished.
4 miles out 121 North. Not
Financing On
over 3 persons; $160-per
month. Call 489-2595.
Nice
2 bedroom furnished
(Limited Time)
house, 2 miles from town.
Washertdryer. No pets.
$200 per month, $150
Open till 7 p.m.
deposit 753-4110.
Three bedroom house near
27. Mobile Homes
Ky lake, completely furFor Sale nished. Includes washer
and dryer $200. Deposit
For sale, trailer, 10x55' required. 753-8964 after 5
Call 753-7827.
pm.
'•
Homette 12x60' partially Two-bedroom unfurnished
furnished, $5000. ,-Call house. Married couple, no
489-2346. •
pets, gas heat. 759-4401.

INTEREST
FREE

COLOR TV

CLAYTON'S

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
225 L. P. Miller St.(Across from Community Center)

i

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 753-3685
For Appointment

WALLIS DRUG

•PRESCRIPTIONS'FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
• *HOSPITAL SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING ORANDSOF COSMETICS
*MOUSIER OSTOMY PRQDOCTS
Free Delivery.on Prescriptions in City limits

34. Houses For Rent 43. Real Estate
2 Bedroom, air-conditoning, 12x60' 3 bedroom trailer
gas heat, couples preferred. on 1 acre lot with 40x30' 2
$165 per month. Call base shop. Also has storage
building. Leas'than 3 miles
753-693‘
from Murray. 492-8304 or
2 Bedroom, partially fur- 753-3008.
nished. $195 month plus
deposit. 753-6679.
1
3 Bedroom house newly
decorated; air-conditioners,
garden spot. No pets. Four
753-1222
miles west of Murray. $225
LIVUW...
te0sTleS FOR
'
nom
hAmmo
per month. Call 753-4406
or 435-4119.
QUALITY SPEAKS
3 bedroom frame house at
FOR ITSELF
133 North 9th St. Call
Recently listed 3
759-4784.
bedroom brick home
36. For Rent Or
on large, beautifully
landscaped lot in exFor Lease
• e llent
Extra nice 3 bedroom house
neighborhood.
located in Murray, $495 per
Features include livmonth. Security deposit
ing room with
and 1 year lease required,
fireplace, indirect
no pets. Call 436-2935 or
lighting and built-in
753-0839.
music system, forFor Lease: 2 Bdrm duplex
mal dining room,
apartments. Central heat/family room and
air, carpets. Man and wife,
extra-large two car
or lady teacher. Call
garage. Home has
492-8850, or 753-8067.
recently
been
✓ edecorated
throughout. Priced
Mini
on the 60's. Pricejust
Warehouse
reduced $4500. Phone
Sterol!' Spec*
753-1222 for all the
Per Rest
details.
GET CLOSE TO
713-4758
NATURE
37. Livestock With this private 5
acre fenced tract
Supplies
near KY Lake.
18 hogs, 200-300 lbs; 22.
Situated beautifully
shoats. $2400 for all. Call
with private drive
436-2255.
and a stocked pond.
You can do some
Pigs for sale. 489-2697.
great relaxing and
38. Pets-Supplies
fishing at your own
AKC German Shepherd
private retreat. Conpuppies. 28 champions in 5
crete block basement
generations. Also registered
with roof goes with
Eskimo Spitz puppies.
the property. A real
502-554-2153.
buy at only $12,500.
Phone any Member
Registered English Setter
pups, Championship blood
of the Kopperud
lines. Females $50, males
Realty Home Team
$75. Danny Bazzell, 492at 753-1222 for all the
8607:'Nights, 753-5169.
details. Price just
reduced.
40. Produce
Apples and Pears- You pick,
$4 per bushel. On 121 in
Coldwater. Call 489-2213.
Courtland Apples for sale.
Tucker Orchard, Landfill
Rd. Call 489-2467 to
reserve order.
PEACNES
Yellow Free.stone,
escellent for freezing
or canning. Pick your
own. $9.50 per
bushel. Some for
/
2
$5.00 a bushel. 31
miles West of Lynn
Grove. Watch the
signs.
SNIPE &
MX ORCNARD
382-2762 or 3288488

Appraises - Conticiting - Management
and Sales.
RON TALENT
REALTOR
753;9894
Building lot, 1%
acres. Reduced for
quick sale. Owner
leaving town.
Shrug Waldrop
Real Estate

41.111111111

Uncle Jeff's
Carder
7511-171117

Hemmed In? The open
spaciousness of this one
floor_.plan makes the kitchen, dining area, and living room practically one
huge room with beamed
41. Public Sale
cathedral ceiling and in4 party Yard Sale, Friday direct lighting. The 3
and Saturday, 8 a.m.-5 p.m. bedrooms are in a quiet
100 Williams Ave. Clothes, separate wing. Acht-1 and
both adults and children;-- -% baths. This home has an
toys, glassware, and other.. assumable loan...priced in
misc. items.
the low 40's. Call 7531492...Offered by Century
Party
yard
sale,
Friday
6
and Saturday, August 7 and 21 Loretta Jobs, Realtors.
8. Sewing machines,
stereos, go-cart, rotory
tiller, clothes, and many
other items. 1 mile from
city limits on 121 S. in
Meadow Green Acres
Subdivision.
Basement Sale, Rain or
Shine, 503 Chestnut.
Professional Services
Stereo, couch, TV stand,
With The Friendly Touch"
dresser, lantlt, pictures,
WAKE UP WITH A
odds and ends..
SMILE
Garage Sale, Friday, Aug. 7,
In this beautiful
8 til 2. Lynn Grove, 2nd
home in Canterbury.
house on left, west of Doran
Graceful styling and
Rd. Clothing, household
custom quality can
items,appliances, records.
be seen throughout
Garage Sale: 7 party. Friday
lovely brick
this
and Saturday, 9 a.m. til 5
Delightful
home.
p.m. 606 Brood Ext.
plan: 3
floor
Moving Sale, Friday and
bedrooms, den with
Saturday, 9 til 5. Furniture,
fireplace, formal livclothes,
nic-nacs,
ing and dining
household items. Go out 94
rooms, and kitchen
E, turn right at Mac Camper
with cooking island,
Sales, watch for sighs.
also has economical
Remodeling and 3 party
heat pump. Call toyard Sale, Friday and
day for an appointSaturday, Aug. 7th & 8th.
ment.
Electric range, kitchen bar,
BETTER BUY!!
3 full sets dishes, grill,
Good location-close
bedspreads, small tools and
to shopping, Remoldelectrical appliances, cast
/
2 story brick
ed 11
iron sink, and many more
home with big comquality items. Marvin Parks,
fortable rooms- 2
2 miles Southwest of
large bedrooms
Sinking Spring Church.
down, 2 bedrooms
43. Real Estate
up. Located in Hazel
Figures Don't Lie. $8.80 per
on a 75 x 140 lot, Mee
sq. ft. makes this 2500 sq.
variety of-fruit trees
ft. house the best buy in
and garden area.
tow ir. - douse is -unfinished
Very affordable at
so you can add your own
just $29,900. Take
oiling touches and
action-call today!!
decorating ideas. See this
today. Call Spann Realty
Associates, 753-7724.

753-8080

43- Real Estate
Beat Inflation
Save Taxes
Buy this income property
one block from MSU, large
house with 2 apts. and 4
sleeping rooms, income
$540 per mo. Selling price
$45,000. Owner may consider financing. Call 7539341

IP X In 311

43. RealEstate

BARGAINS
Lake front cottage.
Four rooms and bath.
Located on main lake,
deep water.
Also
Three bedroom home,
carport ond garage
located 10 miles
west, with or without
acreage. Make Offer.
1534118
•
RIM

COMMERCIAL LOT
FOR SALE
Lot measures 65 x
282' on Arcadia Court
near the new city
park. All city utilities
available. Offered at
$15,000 through Kopperud Realty 711
Main in Murray.
Phone 753-1222.
STATELY OLDER
RESIDENCE
2 Story brick
residence on large
wooded main street
lot. Upstairs consists
of 2 large modern
apartments and 1st
floor is main
residence. New central gas heating
system, new 25 year
roof, and home has
been restored to an
excellent state of
repair. Very attractive assumable loan
is available. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty.
Horse County- 10 acres or
park your mobile home and
enjoy *this country setting.
Acreage completely fenced.
well and septic included...convenient location between Mayfield and
Murray. Take 'a look today.
Offer by CENTURY 21,
Loretta lobs, Realtors...7531492. Punk.& Thurman
Insurance &
Real Estate
Southold. Court Sq.
Murray, Kowtocky
753-4451
PERFECTLY CLEAN AND
NEAT- No. 161. 128:256 lot
is level. Lawn is professionally landscaped. Ranch
home is in excellent shape; 3
bedrooms, 1-42 baths, kitchen with range top,
dishwasher,oven. Carpeted,
tile, vinyl floors, paneling,
13x25 living room, heat
pump, central air, covered
porch. Attached garage.
Home is brick. On blacktop,
school bus by. Mile to store,
14 to lake. $58,900.

STROUT REALTY
Joe 1.. Kennon linoker
1912( oldi(alei

.753-01)36 Anytime

Warehouse on Railroad
Ave., 1400 sq. ft. Fenced in
lot. Call 753-9400.

till
753-1222
11-10111eS FOR LIVIOIL

ATTRACTIVE,
ASSUMABLE LOAN
Quality, beauty and
convenience are a
few of the adjectives
that describe this 3
bedroom, 2 bath
home, less than 3
years old. Home is
sparkling clean and
features a 'family
room, fireplace with
wood stove, heat
pump and central
air. Located 1 mile
north of Coldwater
on 121 North in the
Ben DeField Subdivision. Priced at
$44,500 through Kopperud Realty, 711
Main St. Look for our
red, white, and bloe
signs-Everywhere!
COMMERCIAL .
PROPERTY
Property at 500 N.
4th St. formerly
known as Shirley's
Florist. Consists of
several buildings
plus approximately
10,000 square feet •,•
greenhouse area. •
is approximately o
acre. A goo II
business and invest
ment.opportunity for
$72,000. Owner will
Consider lease, option. Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty,for
reid service in Real
Estate.

SISI

& PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

44. Lots For Sale
Beautiful lot, Anderson
Shores. Corner of Cross
Spann and Cindy Dr.
51700. 502-886-6358.
Pine Bluff Shores. Lot No.
441. Overlooking lake. Can
have trailer. $1250. Call
1-443-1565.
45. Farms For Sale
If country living is your
pleasure, come and take a
look at thi?. Priced at Only
$31,975, this 2 bedroom
home is on 6 acres, with a
2 'bedroom unfinished
apartment, 24 x 24 stable
with loft, smoke house,
pump house ancl_everal
sheds. All with concrete
floors and electricity. Call
Spann Realty Associates,
753-7724.
46. Homes For Sale
3 Bedroom house, 905 N.
18th. Inquire at 759-4784
after 6 P.M.
Brick house, 2 yrs. old. 3
bdrms:. 2 baths, formal
dinning room, large den, 2
car garage,-concrete drive,
large patio; house has many
extras. OWner wilt consider
financing, see at 1809
Wiswell Rd. or call 7530839 or 436-2935.
By Owner: 1505 Oak Drive,
BV with 1400 plus sq. ft.
living area, fully carpeted, 3
bedrooms, bittlt-M kitchen
and family room combination, living room, utility,
one large bath. lots of
storage. Low $40's. Call
753-9818. Must see to
appreciate.
Duplex, one block University, $45,000 with $5000
down. Balance $310.12
month, or $40,000 cash.
Buy one unit for $22,500
with $2500 down. Balance
$155.06 month. 753-5791,
759-1074, 753-2649.
For sale by owner, six room
brick house. 2 bedrooms,
garage, on corner lot,
78x187'. In quiet residential neighborhood.
Walking distance to shopping center. Call 753-1276.

PRICE
REDUCED
For sale by mower. Two
bedroom frame berme with
7 pass land ef which Slain
woods.
Recently
redecorated, carpet./
throegkeet. Two Out
holdings, one can he seed
as a workshop. Located hi
trm Greve Ceammalty.

753-8729 or
435-4460
47. Motorcycles
ATC Honda'200. 4 months
old. Call 489-2666.
His and Her Hondas. 250
XL, approx 3000 miles.
Nearly new 125 XL less
than 100 miles. Sell .both
for $1150. CaH 762-2446 or
evening 436-2591.
One 1976 90 cc Kawasaki
dirt/street, excellent condition. Only 850 miles, $375.
Can be seen at Murray
Sport & Marine. 753-7400
or after 6, 767-4455.
48:Auto. Services
KEY
AUTO PARTS
515$. itsh St.,
Itlarray, Itewswiry

Batteries, tires,
wheel seven, out.
accessories. 24 hear
towing. Ake. complete limo el 'sad
nate parts.
133-5SOO

47. Motorcycles
Offend 53. Services Offered
1974 850 Norton Com- 53. Unica
mando, $1000. Call 759- MOBILE HOME ANCHORS JOHN LANE'S SEPTIC TANK
4535 after 5.
underpinning, roof's sealed, CLEARING. 24 hour service,
1974 Yamaha 750, in good patio awnings, and house also instalation of-Septic
condition. Call 759-1941.
type roofs for mobile tanks and backhoe work.
Call 753-8669 or 436-5348.
750 Honda deollfOletely homes. 753-1873, Jack
Johnson's Electric. Comdressed. Lots,of extras. Glover.
Sharpest 750 in town. MOBILE NONE WALL In- mercial and residential
753-02130.
stalling tie downs, under- wiring, gas installed and
pinning, roofing, installing repairing. 753-7203.
49. Used Cars
doors and windows. Also Carpet Cleaning. Clean,
1972 Pontiac, one owner, build porches and patios.
exceptionally clean. 753- Call 753-6973. Free odor free carpet; looks
better and lasts longer.
1537.
estimates! No job too Don't settle for surtace
1973 Olds Delta 88, good small' On weekends, call cleaning. Insist on steam
condition. Call 767-4003 or 474-2276.
cleaning and get all the
753-2576.
dirt. Call Jeff's Carpet
APPLIANCE SERVICE:
Whirlpool, Cleaning. Experienced, re
1973 Volkswagen Super Kenmore,
Bettie, formula V model, Westinghouse. Experienced liable. 753-9826.
radial tires $15,000. 759- independent service. Bobby Need work on your trees?
Hopper, 753-4872.
4771 after 5 p.m.
Topping, pruning, shaping,
Air-Conditioners,
dryers, complete removal and
1974 Pinto, recently overhauled engine, new tires, washers, and freezers more. Call BOYER'S TREE
SERVICE for professional
good condition. Asking repaired. Call 759-1322.
tree care, 753-8536.
$800. 759-4406.
Air-conditioning and Well
1979 Chevette. automatic, Pump Repair. Electrical Now open! Doug Jones
air-conditioned. Excellent Work, New or Repair. Call Electric, Airport Rd. Re
condition, well taken care 753-9856 or after 5 P.M. sidential work. Guaranteed,
free estimates. Call 753of. 19,000 miles, 753-8526.
9555.
767-2555.
Air-conditioners, cleaned
and
repaired. We buy used Painting and Decorating.
1979 Ford Mustang, good
condition. 6 cyl., 17,000 air-conditioners. Dill's Elec- Interior and Exterior, 10
years experience. I take the
miles, sun roof, AM/FM tric, call 753-9104.
radio, air, automatic, p.s., Alexander Septic Tank time to do the job right.
p.v., cruise control. Asking Cleaning, vacuum cleaned Call 759-1692.
$2500. Call 753-3621.
from your driveway. Indust- Professional paperhanging,
1979 Pinto Pony, very good rial, residential, or commer- painting, farm buildings,
condition, $3100. Call cial, 24 hour service. Call top, sides. Commercial or
residential. Call Tremon
753-5933.
753-0331 after 4:00.
Farris, 759-1987.
1980 Mazada GLC. Still All of your plumbing and
under warranty. 2 door air-conditioning needs. Also
hatchback, AM/FM, lugg- do carpentry, painting,
age rack, undercoated, 5 roofing, and concrete. All
speed, fold down seats. work done to satisfaction.
Like new. Asking $4450. 753-9822.
759-4683 after 3 p.m.
Asphalt driveways and
76 Grand Prix, two-tone parking lots sealed by
red, low mileage, excellent Sears. For free estimates Small block brick and stone
condition, power windows call 753-2310. '
laying jobs. Also concrete
and doors, cruise, tilt Carpenter, 30 years ex- finishing, some carpenter
wheel, AM/FM stereo. perience. Call 436-2253.
work. 30 years experience.
$2800. Call 436-2682.
Concrete and block, brick 759-1920.
50. Used Trucks
work. Basements, drive- Warning! Don't read this
1951 Willis jeep C13-4, 4 ways, storm cellars, por- unless you're in need of
wheel dr., original 4 ches. 20 years experience. roofing, carpentry, or elec753-5476.
trical work. New or repair.
cylinder engine. 436-2840.
All guaranteed. Call Joe,
Dale
Spenser's
portable
1967 Chevrolet pickup,
753-9226
for free estimate.
short wheel base. 6, cyl. sand blasting and .painting.,
Call
Wet
basement?
We make
753-5198
or
753-6626.
straight. Call 435-4417
wet
basements
dry,
work
after 4 p.m.
Exp. mother will babysit in
completely guarenteed. Call
her
clean
home,
nice
yard.
51. Campers
11
/
2 miles east of Court or write Morgan Construc20 ft. camper, good Square. Rate negotiable. tion Co., Route 2, Box
condition. Call 435-4564.
409A, Paducah, KY 42001.
Call Melanie, 753-2952.
or call day or night_
52. Boats and
.
Fence sales at Sears now. 1-442-7026.
Boat Motors Call Sears, 753-2310 for
Will do concrete mirk.
18' Mark Twain boat, 165 free estimate for your 753-3111 after 4:00.
hp., inboard motor with needs
180 hours -of Use. Days, Guttering by Sears, Sears Will haul driveway white
753-6395. After 4, 753- continuous gutters installed rock and Ag lime, also have
per your specifications. Call any type of brown or white
6608.
Sears
753-2310 for free pea gravel. Also do backhoe
1970 Mach I, good condi- estimate.
work. Call Roger Hudson.
tion. 502-928-2484.
753-4545 or 753-6763:
/
2 ft. Checkmate Heating, refrigeration, and Will sharpen hand saws and
1978, 161
electrical'repair. Bob's
boat. 159 hp Mercury Refrigeration Service, skill saws. 753-4656.
engine, boat cover. Super Hazel, KY. 498-8370- or
Yard Mowing. Most city lots
nice. Also, Dune Buggy with 753-7829. Bobby Lockhart.
$6.00. Also weeding. Call
new motor. Call 753-7627.
753-3058 before 9 a.m
1978 Steury Runabout, 85
759-1675 after 2 p.m.
Aluminum
Service
Co..
Evinrude with power trim. 56.
Free Column
aluminum and vinyl
753-7136.
siding, custom trim
Free kittens, also mother
23' all aluminum pontoon,
work. References. Call
cat,
Siamese. 753-3313.
Riviera Cruiser. 50 hp
Bailey, 753Will
Ed
Two kittens to be given
Evinrude motor, excellent
0689.
away. 753-5946.
shape. $3000. 436-5364.
Boat, motor. trailer, depth
finder, and trolling motor.
$650. 753-3533.
53. Services Offered
August 8, 1981 10:00 A.M.
AAA CUSTOM
MADE
CABINETS, bookcases,
Location: Jimmie Fulton residence. From Harmusic centers, etc.
din, Ky., take Highway 10 West approx. 3 miles
Reasonable. 436-2566.
to Oak Grove Church Rood (131 1) twill south and
go 1 mile to sole. Watch for signs.
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
Jimmie and his family are moving to Arkansas
or vinyl siding and trim.
Aluminum trim for brick
where he will pastor el church there. With a small
houses. lack Glover, 753personage they have to many articles to move so
1873.
we have been hired to sell the foNowing items at
section.
GENERAL HOME REPAIR.
15 years experience carpenTractor, tools, hay, B Allis Chalmers with
try. concrete, plumbing,
Woods belly mower, grader blade, 3 pt. hitch,
roofing. siding, things
boom pole, home made stock trailer, 10 ft. flat
around the home. Free
bed trailer, 150 gal. fuel tank on stand, stock of
estimates! No job too small.
brick, 3 rick of stove wood, log chain, feed
Call days 474-2359, 474sow horses, scrap lumber, seed sower,
troughs,
evenings. On
2276
drill,
Roulan chain saw, electric fencer,
electric
weekends, 474-2276.
sledge hammer, single treet carpenter tools,
K & II Stump Removal. Do
several hand tools, approx. 300 bales good mixed
you need stumps removed
hay.
from your yard or land
- Boat & Recreational IteniN
cleared of stumps? We can •
14 ft. Polar Craft fishing boat and trailer,
remove stumps up to 24"
1980 Honda 110 three wheeler, rods 8 reels, CB
below the ground, tearing
base radio, childs swing set, snow sled, movie
only sawdust and *hips.
Call for free estimate, Bob
camera, projector 8 screen, rocking horse,
Kemp. 435-4343 or Bob
several tools.
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
tioesehold tome
Nice old upright piano, chest type deepfreeze,
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING.
Commercial and residentable and 6 choirs, recliner, bed stead, 220
tial. Also patching, sealing,
heater, porch swing, 2 metal lawn choirs, wood
and striping. For estimates
box on castors, table lamps, pictures, child's
call 753-1537.
rocker, sausage mill, pressure cooker, electric
skillet, TV trays, meat box, fruit jars, pots and
pons, mony more misc. items.
Terms: Cash
Auction Conducted By

f

AUCTION

MACHINE SHOP

Bandi's Welding now has a complete
machine shop specializing in all
types repair work, custom and
precision machining and welding.
ludosirial Reed,&limy
753-0521

.

Starks Bros.
Auction Co.
"
- Weasel & Maid
AacNeswers

Charles
B27.41.S2

Peal
127-3424

--

.

•
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Receives Impulses Around Uncle's Death

Premonition Happens To Kirksey Man

Coasttoeoast

uncle began to fade.
By MATT SANDERS
coffee when I -saw Uncle awaiting the baby's birth.
ted that he'll pass up this inTucker began to tire from Lenice come in. I said 'Uncle
News Editor
A former contracting of- cident.
It was just another Mon- the tilling so he came in the Lenice, sit down and have a ficer for the Clark's River
"I want someone else to
day on the farm. Time to house for another cup of cof- cup of coffee wahine.'
Water Shed from 1960-69, write it and check the facts
start planning the work for fee. When waiting for the
"I don't remember what Tucker has devoted much of so people won't think I'm lycoffee to perk, the phone we talked about. There his life to writing. Although ing," Tucker said.
the day and for the week.
Only on that April 27, rang. It was his neighbor, wasn't anything in par- writing mostly "on imHe did add that he may
something happened to Addle Marine.
ticular," Tucker said.
pulse," Tucker has written call the television show
Marine then told Tucker
Brown Tucker that wasn't in
However, the possibility of several articles on "That's Incredible."
that his uncle, Lenice Fisk, an occurance of a phenomenon. But he admithis daily plan.
And it is.
The 74-year-old Kirksey Lola's husband, had just phenomenon isn't the first in
resident got up about the died.
Tucker's life.
A few minutes later, the
Several times during his
normal time and listened to
the 6 a.m. news. He then phone rang again. It was 20-year hitch in the United
checked some farm Lola's sister-in-law Clara States Air Force as a
mechanic' and engineering
machinery and his garden, a Cox with the same news.
Tucker then told his aunt* officer, he could listen to
place where he has spent
LEXINGTON, Ky.( AP)- cent quota increase will brthat he had had a premoni- vibrations of engines in The burley tobacco harvest
much of his retirement.
ing the desired boost in 1981
airplanes about to land and season for the remaining production, according to the
On request from his wife tion about the family.
Tucker's uncle had died generally predict motor pro- weeks of August through
Barbara, Tucker went into
tobacco association.
Kirksey to pick up a few within the hour while work- blems.
September L it hand, accorUnder normal production
"There were a few times ding to the &Hey Tobacco
items at the store. He ran in- ing in his garden 10 miles
the quota increase would
Tucker
home.
Tucker's
from
when I felt some engines Growers
to one of his uncles, Noble
Cooperative have meant a 661,000,000
Cox. The conversation was had been working in his were not running right," Association.
pound crop, according to the
casual, nothing out of the or- garden during the same Tucker said. "And I was
The crop all ov,,r the belt is burley group. Hopes were
dinary. Nothing was men- time. Tucker's mind concen- right about two or three rated highly uslotty" and
held early that the burley intioned about what was to oc- trated on Lola about the times."
extremely varied as to quali- dustry soon would be headed
emotions
her
time
same
Tucker said such ty and stage of growth.
cur and Tucker returned
back to a normal supply of
were generated the highest phenomenons may have
home.
Some early planted fields tobacco.
death.
husband's
He began to roto-till his - at her
been the result of having an which were toppeil in July
But only ideal growing
Or a message could have extra skull cap at birth.
garden and plan other
are ready to head the conditions the remainder of
chores in his garden, been sent by Aunt Clara, who
Born in a log cabin near harvest, according to the the season can bring this
strawberry patch and peach was with her sister when the Kirksey, Tucker said that cooperative. In these the
to normal,
Fisk collasped. But, Tucker after the doctor removed the quality is good, but year's production
orchard.
some are predicting.
from
came
impulse
the
felt
All of the sudden, some
extra skin from his elsewhere the crop is
With flue-cured selling as
I Tucker's) head, his father uneven, and showing signs of high as $190 per huntype of "interference" his Aunt Lola.
-A-v.natural phenomenon? asked the doctor if Tucker blue mold, black shank,
entered his mind.
dredweight, and averaging
"would have something aphids and the excessive
Then, the William and Psychic powers? Maybe.
and upward, growers in
$160
"I don't offer any explana- special in his brain."
Pauline Cox family his
rains that delayed planting the South are aaarketing
have
I
believe
don't
I
tions.
mother's family ) entered his
The doctor responded, ac- last spring.
their best quality crop of
mind. Impulses about the any psychic ability," Tucker cording to Tucker, by saying
Many growers and tobacco high yield in several years
Monday
reflecting
that the baby may have leaders are now expressing
four boys, Noble Cox was said while
and at record prices.
some special sensitivity."
one,and six girls in the fami- mornings events.
doubts about he predicted
Season deliveries to the
"I don't believe in
This "special sensitivity" large crop.
ly grew stronger and
Stabilization Corp., which
make
does
this
but
miracles
also has enabled Tucker to
stronger and would not leave
Government poundav handles price supports in
you think."
remember, while at the age estimates, soon to begir. flue-cured, have only a frachis mind.
The last time Tucker saw of 23 months; the occurance periodically as the season
-Am I having a premonipast years,
Uncle Lenice was in a of the birth of a brother. advances, should give some' tion of those of
his
wrong
is
tion that something
said.
release
news
the
in the family of my local bakery about five Even today, he can describe solid indications of the acIt said the heavy demand
mother?" Tucker thought to weeks previous to Fisk's the way the log cabin looked tual outcome. It shOuld also and high prices have been
death.
himself.
and the activities of.the dif- show whether eipanded
all of the flue"I was al there drinking ferent family members plantings under the 7',2 per- recorded in
Although his religious
cured belts.
beliefs precluded the idea of
a miracle, Tucker was certain death or an accident had
occurred in the Cox family.
he tells about sound like any cumstances to fight for their
By STRAT DOUTHATT'
day."
He continued to think of
countries, just as we were. It
other
soldiers.
Associated Press Writer
Baumgartner began shopthe 10 children in the Cox
was a calamity engulfing all
the
After
manuscript
was
Va.
W.
publisher
HUNTINGTON,
a
for
around
ping
clan. Tucker then thought of
civilized mankind. We did
completed,
Nagel
wrote:
hardly
can
You
takers.
no
(AP)
find
could
but
to
those most vunerable
blame Rick Baumgartner if Finally, he and some friends "The German soldier saw no not know whom to blame."
death.
reason to hate anybody. DurTucker thought of his 88- his mind has been on the put up the money to publish
Although he still hasn't
ing my time in the army I
year-old uncle William D. "fritz" for the past few mon- the book. They are
quite reached the breaknever heard an officer or
marketing the book.
Cox in Detroit. He was con- ths.
even point on the book,
even discuss our
soldier
this
in
fritz
glamorize
the
However,
not
does
Nagel
Lt.
grandson,
cerned about a
Baumgartner is plowing
enemies on personal terms.
Douglas Brown McCann, a case happens to be Fritz war, nor does Baumgartner.
ahead with plans for
"On the other side, men
U.S. Army helicopter pilot in Nagel, an 89-year-old resi- All of the many miseries are
another.
were forced by cirCorpus Christi, Texas, and dent of Paducah, Ky. starkly detailed: the
two pregnant grand- Baumgartner has edited and senseless deaths; the agony
daughters nearing the time financed a book about of the soldiers; the endless
Nagel's experiences in miles of mud on the Russian
they were to give birth.
World War I, wlien the front; and even the legions of
them
of
However, "none
came in with any force," transplanted German was a lice and fleas that plagued
gunnery lieutenant in the the soldiers.
Tucker said.
Nagel also documents the
But the feeling of Kaiser's army.
Why a book about the Ger- hard times and fighting in
something happening in the
man side of the war?
the streets that took place in
Cox family didn't go away.
"I'd read several books Germany following the war.
"I primarily thought of my
But "Fritz" is not all
mother who died when written by participants of
Tucker was nine ) and Aunt the first World War and I melodrama. Nagel also tells
Lola his mother's sister 1. wanted to do a book from the the improbable tale of how
Somehow, I could not German point of view, which he married an English
has been badly neglected ex- woman during the height of
separate the two.
for 'All Quiet on the the war, and how he smugglcept
"Mother was the centerpiece of my thoughts. I could Western Front,' which was ed her into his outfit from
see her standing in the kit- fiction," replies Baumgart- time to time.
Nagel was officially
chen tending to the cooking ner, a 27-year-old Wisconsin
native.
credited with downing two
and other work.
"So, a couple of years agiii enemy aircraft. He writes a
-But Aunt Lola hung on
the fringes of viewed think- I began looking in this coun- fascinating account about
try for a German veteran the evolving efforts of his
ing."
he who could speak and write ground batteries to shoot
said
Tucker
down fighter planes, which
remembered how, as a boy, Englisp."
heard
he
when
That's
represented a new type of
him
his mother had started
reading the Bible aloud and about Nagel, who had moved warfare at the time.
Nagel also wrote about the
helped him pronounce to Kentucky shortly after the
.DELTA...DELTA...DELTA. .DELTA. .
words. He could hear his war and had run a tobacco rigid class system in the
for
that
system
business
a
import-export
army,
German
mother saying how she
753wanted all her "children to nearly 50 years. After his prevented "...all store
1960s,
mid
the
in
service
6822
retirement
all
owners,
get a good education" and
become teachers, preachers, Nagel, who had kept a diary tradesmen, all peasants and
901
during the war, wrote his all Jews" from becoming ofdoctors and lawyers."
memoirs.
ficers.
But with Aunt Lola still in
Arcadia
When Baumgartner, who
But the German soldiers
his mind, Tucker wondered
if his mother wanted to get a works as a graphics editor
for the Huntington Heraldmessage to Aunt Lola.
The thoughts of his mother Dispatch,' saw Nagel's
"began to fade" with manuscript he knew he had
stronger impulses about found what he was looking
Aunt Lola, her family, her for.
"The manuscript deserved
cooking and her friendly atto be published," he says. "I
titude toward him.
Tucker visualized Aunt considered it to be an imporLola and her husband sitting tant find, especially when
Fri. & Sat. August 7& 8th
in their living room, with she you consider that not too
on the right and his uncle on many of these World War I
the left. But the image of his veterans are still around to-
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Burley Tobacco Harvest
Season Is At Hand

Paducahan's Life Chronicled

Supply Company

25% 50%
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Summer Items
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BUILDING
MATERIALS

PAINT

K Lux Decorator Panels
All Colors Plastic
Panels Now SO% Off
Pan•limg SAW
Wood 3 Styles $8.00
4 x 8 Sheet - Clearance
Louvered Shatters

Mismatched Colors
$2.00 to WOO Gal
Spray Paint
$1.27 130z Can
2 Gal. White
Acrylk Latex
Noose Paint
$15.00 Ea.
Personal Pride
IIIMPSO Paint
Our Best Acryclic
Latex Paint
One Coot Coverage
Only $10.88 Gal.

All Sizes Unfinished
Shutters and Hardware
25% Off Clearance

Wood Spindles
Unfinished Turned Spindles
2 Styles $1.19 and up
CLOSE OUT

SPORTING
GOODS
Sterns Boating and
Fishing Vests
$15.00
Ski Vests $20.00
Badminton Sets
4 Player $8.00
Frisbees 90'
Camouflage Coats $9.00
Camouflage Vests $4.00
Fish Locators
Lowrance ond Hummingbird
$110.00 and up
Lawn Darts $2.99
Gas Grills
Single $89.00
Double $139.00

COME SEE'2 PIKE TAKE

HOUSEWARES
Scrabbles Pet Scrubbers
Teflon Pkg. 3
SO'
Coasters Pkg. 8 $1.00
West Bend Slew
Cooker Plus
Reg. 52.95 Only $39.99

Grab Bags

41:.
.
g
0
i

01.

4

00

Seleci!ion'of Toys Ganes

Pkg 6$1.50
Blenders
Hamilton Beach
Reg. 31.50 Only

$17.00 uou 0011
West Bend Automatic
Egg Cooker
Reg 35.88 Only $25.00
Sunbeam Electric
Fry Pan
Reg 59 95 Only $39.95
\
Ebro Stainless
\ Utensils 99'
(
Chilton 6 Qt Blancher
$9.99

Central Shopping Center

SO% Central Shopping Center

7534025

Murray, Ky.
11\11MINIMINIMMIAr

oCAZICW.4.3:41MCC.

4

Umbrella Table $29.99
Umbrella $39.00
Perch Swing $35.00
Glider Frame $21.00

AUTOMOTIVE
Jack Stands $8.99 Pr.
Monroe Shocks
Clearance $7.00 Ea
Goads Halogen Lights
50% Off
Mobile 10W3079' Qt.
Only Filters
For Your Car
or Truck
$1.99 Ea.

LAWN, FARM
& GARDEN
Peat Hums
Potting Sosil
. Top Soil
Cow Manure
40 Lbs $1.69
Spagnam Peat
4 Cu.ft $7-99
5 N. P. Riding Mower
$499.00

ELECTRONICS
Planter Coatrox
AM/FM Cassette,
Phono Stereo
Or

AM/FM, 8 TR, Phono
Reg. $299 Only $199
CLOSE MITI

KRACO
AM,FM, 8 TR Car

Stereo Only $50.00
Rog. $111.9S
tOnly Close OW

CIP TINS COUPON

Special Purchase

9" Ploy Ball
Reg. 1.19

Voices To $20(Some Even Moro)

A.

HOME
FURNISHINGS

Ot. Freezer Boxes

Coast To Coast
Total Hardware

Cosmetics

:sm
s
e41;

August 2-7, 19111
Speaker:
Jay Lockhart, Sugar Land, Texas

Display Models! - Discontinued
Items! Closeouts!
Limited Quantities! First
Come First Served! Sorry - No
Layaways!

Ove Disconfistood Shed., And Sizes Of

Ahno Church of Christ

h1
iit
7.11i.
Almo, Kentucky
i 3
Thus
'
4
ki
4'
Sudsy
Mensing
MNEach Night 7:30
ki
A

Osaise Lounges-Coolers-Hose away Tools

EN!

Everyone Is Invited
To Hear A
Series of Gospel Messages

OFF

Friday & Saturday
August 7&8

MacterCard

n'ory 641 N.
Phone 7534604
Store Hours:
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.

SO

WITII COOPOII ONLY

ONE PER CONTINUO
EXP. Avg. 10iie

